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Abstract
This thesis presents a study of a method for identifying b-jets by searching for “soft” muons
produced within them. This method, a so-called Soft Muon Tagger, uses the quality of the
match (c2match) between tracks left in the inner detector and the muon systems within the ATLAS
detector to discriminate between muons within hadronic jets produced by the decay of b quarks,
and those within light flavour jets.
The complete characteristics of the tagger are investigated in a detailed study on simulated
data. The scale factors between the efficiency of the tagger in simulated and collision data,
dependent on the kinematics of the tagged muon, are found using J/y decays. These are used
in a measurement of the top quark pair production cross section in collision data.
The measurement is performed on data taken during the 2011 run of the LHC, specifically in
the lepton+jets top-antitop quark decay channel. A summary of this measurement is presented,
and is found to be compatible with theoretical predictions for the cross section at a centre of mass
energy of
p
s = 7 TeV, and with published ATLAS and CMS measurements using b-tagging in
the lepton+jets channel. The measured cross section is:
stt¯ = 165±2(stat.)±17(syst.)±3(lumi.) pb
The c2match-based soft muon tagger contributes a small b-tagging systematic uncertainty to the
cross section measurement compared to measurements performed using lifetime based b-taggers,
and has a good signal to background ratio.
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Preface
This thesis describes a method of identifying the decays of b quarks in the ATLAS detector at the
LHC by identifying the muons produced in their semileptonic decays, using the quality of the
match between tracks left in the inner detector and muon systems of ATLAS - specifically the
c2/Degree of Freedom of this match, or c2match. The method is a multivariate selection procedure
which includes a c2match requirement, and is referred to as a Soft Muon Tagger (SMT).
Chapter 4 describes the LHC and the ATLAS detector in particular detail. An overview
of the Standard Model of particle physics is given in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 contains a brief
overview of the production and decay modes of the top quark, as well as motivation for its
study. Chapter 5 covers the methods of b-jet identification in use at ATLAS, and introduces
the SMT with which this thesis is concerned. The performance of the SMT is characterised in
Chapter 6, and a collision data/simulation scale factor for the efficiency of the SMT in 2011 data
is found in Chapter 7. The SMT is used in a measurement of the top quark pair production cross
section in the lepton+jets channel, summarised in Chapter 8, which makes use of the collision
data/simulation scale factors.
Section 7.3 and Chapter 8 include content from papers to which I have contributed [1–3]:
Section 7.3 is a summary of the mistag rate measurement performed by another member of the
joint RHUL-QMUL Soft Muon Tagging group, to which I have been an active contributor over
the duration of my PhD studies. This study is complementary to the data/simulation scale fac-
tors (see Chapter 7), and is adapted from the c2match based soft muon tagger supporting note [1],
which is primarily the work of myself and two other authors. Chapter 8 contains a summary
of a tt¯ cross section measurement in the lepton+jets channel [2, 3], also conducted by the joint
RHUL-QMUL Soft Muon Tagging group. My main contribution to this section was to pro-
vide the collision data/simulation SMT efficiency scale factors, and the contribution to the total
systematic uncertainty of the cross section measurement which arises from their use.
5
I have also contributed sections on the soft muon tagging efficiency, mistag rate and scale
factors to the ATLAS b-tagging note [4] and the “B tagging for Top Physics” supporting note
for the 2010 top cross section measurement [5].
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is capable of truly pushing forward the boundaries of physics,
and of the knowledge of the human race. One particular area of interest to physicists is that of
testing the limitations of the Standard Model of Particle Physics (SM). For many years the SM
has been capable of explaining observed interactions, and predicting the existence of new parti-
cles. One of the most recent predicted particles to be confirmed is the top quark (t), discovered
in 1995 at the Tevatron proton-antiproton collider in the USA [7]. The top quark was only found
recently due to the fact that it has a relatively enormous mass, meaning that a collider of hitherto
unseen energy was required to produce this quark. Due to the high centre of mass energy at
the LHC, the top quark is expected to be produced in large amounts - specifically in pairs of
one top and one antitop quark (tt¯ pairs). The probability of this occurring in any one particle
collision is known as the top quark pair production cross section (stt), measured in units of area.
At the LHC, most of the interactions produced by the proton–proton (pp) collisions will involve
gluon–gluon fusion, which result in tt¯ pairs in many cases. Measurement of the tt¯ cross section
is an important early measurement for the LHC, serving as it does as a powerful validation of the
SM, but tt¯ production and identification serve another role in the physics program at the LHC
- that of probing new physics beyond the standard model. Any new physics that has the same
decay signature as tt¯ pairs will cause an excess in the measured SM tt¯ cross section, which is
predicted to be stt¯ = 165+11 16 pb at a centre of mass energy of
p
s = 7 TeV [8].
An example of such new physics is the Higgs boson. In some theories of the Higgs field,
the boson shares decay modes with the top quark, such as a charged Higgs boson produced from
t ! H+b and decaying via H+ ! cs¯ [9]. Therefore, an increase in events with the t ! cs¯b
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signature could indicate not an excess of tt¯ pairs decaying via t!Wb, but instead a glimpse of
new physics which would be indicated by a second peak in the invariant mass spectrum of the c
and s¯ jets, in addition to that of theW boson.
The tt¯ pair decay modes can be classified in one of three ways, depending on the decays
of the W bosons. The W can decay either hadronically into a pair of quarks (W ! qq), or
leptonically into a lepton and its corresponding neutrino (W ! ln¯l). The three categories are
“all-hadronic” where bothW bosons decay in the first manner, “dilepton” where both decay to
a lepton and a neutrino, and “lepton+jets” where oneW decays to leptons and one to hadronic
jets. The hadron containing the b quark produced from the decay of the top quark decays into a
collimated shower of particles, which emanate away from the decay vertex in what is known as
a b-jet. Within this b-jet there will often be a muon, which is a relatively long-lived and stable
particle, the detection of which can allow us to identify, or “tag” the b-jet (a technique known
as “b-tagging”). The momentum of the muon within the b-jet will be lower (also referred to
as “softer”) than that of a muon produced by the decay of the W boson, and so this method is
known as Soft Muon Tagging, or SMT.
Measurements making use of SMT, such as establishing stt¯ , can be complementary to mea-
surements made using lifetime based b-tagging techniques as SMT makes use of different prop-
erties of the b-jet, and as such is sensitive to different systematic uncertainties. This thesis con-
cerns itself with a new algorithm for the identification of b-jets using their soft muons based on
the quality of the muon reconstruction, using the c2 per degree of freedom of the match between
the track left by a muon in the inner detector of ATLAS and the track left in the muon spectrom-
eter (as explained in Chapter 4). There are other SMT algorithms in use, discussed in Chapter 5,
the default algorithm within ATLAS being based on the relative transverse momentum (prelT ) of
the muon to that of the axis of the b-jet. This tagger, by definition, requires the presence of a jet
for calibration, whereas a tagger which makes use of the quality of reconstruction of the muon
will only require a sample of muons for calibration purposes. The performance of these taggers
is compared in Chapter 5.
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The Standard Model of Particle
Physics
The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics describes the forces and interactions between the
elementary particles of nature. The SM has been developed throughout the 20th century, and with
the confirmation of the existence of quarks in the 1970s [10–13] the SM reached its current form.
The SM is an amazingly complete description of all currently observable particle interactions,
and forms the basis of the general understanding of the interactions of fundamental particles.
The SM incorporates all known elementary particles, which form two distinct groups -
fermions (particles of spin-1/2) and bosons (spin-1, except the Higgs with spin-0). These are
shown in Table 2.1. The SM contains three generations of leptons and quarks, each of which
contain two quarks and two leptons, as indicated in Table 2.1. All the fermions have an antimat-
ter counterpart - in the case of quarks (q), these are antiquarks (q¯), each having opposite charge
to the quark, and all of which can interact via the strong, weak and electromagnetic forces.
The leptons are accompanied by antileptons, also having opposite charge and interacting via the
electromagnetic and weak forces. The SM also includes the interactions via the electromagnetic,
weak and strong forces, which are said to be mediated by the gauge bosons, the force carriers of
the SM.
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Table 2.1: Fundamental particles of the Standard Model [6]
Particle Type Name Spin Charge [e] Mass Generation
up (u) 1/2 +2/3 1.5 to 3.3 MeV I
down (d) 1/2 -1/3 3.5 to 6.0 MeV I
Quarks charm (c) 1/2 +2/3 1.27+0.07 0.11 GeV II
(Fermions) strange (s) 1/2 -1/3 105+25 35 MeV II
top (t) 1/2 +2/3 1.5 to 3.3 GeV III
bottom (b) 1/2 -1/3 4.2+0.17 0.07 GeV III
electron (e) 1/2 -1 0.511 MeV I
e-neutrino (ne) 1/2 0 ⌧ 1 MeV I
Leptons muon (µ) 1/2 -1 105.66 MeV II
(Fermions) µ-neutrino (nµ) 1/2 0 ⌧ 1 MeV II
tau (t) 1/2 -1 1776.84±0.27 GeV III
t-neutrino (nt) 1/2 0 ⌧ 1 MeV III
photon (g) 1 0 0
Gauge gluon (g) 1 0 0
Bosons W± 1 ±1 80.398±0.025 GeV
W 0 1 0 91.1876±0.0021 GeV
Higgs Boson H0 0 0 126.0±0.4(stat.)±0.4(syst.) GeV [14]
2.1 Quantum Electrodynamics
The theory of the interactions of particles via the electromagnetic force is Quantum Electrody-
namics, or QED. The gauge boson of the electromagnetic force is the photon, which is both
massless and has no electric charge, and as such cannot interact with other photons. All charged
fermions may take part in electromagnetic interactions. A Feynman diagram of the interaction
vertex between photons and fermions is shown in Figure 2.1.
f
f
 
Figure 2.1: Feynman diagram of the fundamental QED interaction vertex. Fermions and antifermions are
represented by f and f¯ , while g represents the photon.
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2.2 The Weak and Electroweak Interaction
The weak force is responsible for most radioactive decay, and allows for the changing of quark
flavour via the interaction vertices shown in Figure 2.2(a). The propagators of the weak force
are the neutral Z0 and the chargedW+ andW  bosons. It is these charged bosons which allow
for the flavour changing charged current interactions shown in Figure 2.2(a). Conversely, lepton
flavour is conserved at the weak vertices (Figure 2.2(b)).
q
q0
W+ W 
q
q0 q
Z0
q
(a) Fundamental vertices for weak interactions involving quarks
 `
 +
W+ W 
  
 `  
 / `
Z0
 +/ `
(b) Fundamental vertices for weak interactions involving leptons
Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams of the fundamental vertices for weak force interactions. Quarks and
antiquarks are represented by q and q¯ respectively, while q¯0 indicates that q and q¯0 are of different flavours.
Leptons and their neutrinos are shown as `+,` ,n` and n`.
2.2.1 The CKMMatrix
The relative coupling between quark flavours at the weak interaction vertex is parametrised by
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [15, 16], the elements of which are related to
the strength of the coupling between the u,c and t quarks and their rotated partners, d0,s0 and b0
- these are superpositions of the d,s and b quarks. The CKM matrix relates the rotated states
to the d,s and b physical states as shown in Equation 2.1, and describes their relative coupling,
thereby controlling the nine possible flavour changing transformations. The current best values
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of the CKM matrix elements are shown in Equation 2.2 [6].
0BBB@
d0
s0
b0
1CCCA=
0BBB@
Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
1CCCA
0BBB@
d
s
b
1CCCA=VCKM
0BBB@
d
s
b
1CCCA (2.1)
VCKM =
0BBB@
Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb
1CCCA=
0BBB@
0.97428±0.00015 0.2253±0.0007 0.00347+0.00016 0.00012
0.2252±0.0007 0.97345+0.00015 0.00016 0.0410+0.00016 0.00012
0.00862+0.00026 0.00020 0.0403
+0.0011
 0.0007 0.999152
+0.000030
 0.000045
1CCCA
(2.2)
It can be seen that the couplings between quarks of the same generation (u and d, c and
s, t and b) are far larger than those across generations, meaning that flavour changing within
generations is favoured compared to the off-diagonal processes in the CKMmatrix. Starting with
an up quark (u), the probability of u decaying into a down quark (d) is given by |Vud |2. If the three
generations of quarks are included, the sum of probabilities for all possible decays is |Vud |2+
|Vus|2+ |Vub|2 = 1. This is also valid starting with a d decaying to a u quark, combinations of up-
type (u,c or t) quark and down-type (d,s or b) quarks, or aW boson decaying to a ud pair. The
same matrix element applies regardless of the orientation of the vertices involving charged W
bosons shown in Figure 2.2(a), meaning that the coupling at the vertex is the same forW+! ud¯,
d ! uW , u! dW+, dW+ ! u, ud¯ !W+, uW  ! d, and the charge conjugates of these
processes. It should be noted that the probability of a top quark decay via the weak interaction
involving a bottom quark, such as t!Wb, is ⇡ 0.999 given by |Vtb|2. The t!Wd and t!Ws
decays are highly unlikely by comparison. The semileptonic decay of b hadrons, which is of
vital importance in the development of the soft muon tagger with which this thesis is concerned,
is governed by the Vub and Vcb matrix elements - the decay b! cW  ! c`n¯` is dominant as
opposed to b! uW  ! u`n¯`, as the value of |Vcb|2 is a factor of approximately 140 larger than
|Vub|2 [6].
The weak interaction also has the unique quality of being able to violate charge-parity (CP)
symmetry. The C refers to the effect of replacing particles with their antiparticles, and P refers to
the mirror image of the reaction with regards the helicity (the projection of the spin of a particle
onto its momentum). CP symmetry proposes that, for particles a and b, the amplitude (M) of a
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process a! b must be the same as the amplitude (M¯) of the corresponding antiparticle process
a¯! b¯. However, it has been observed that this symmetry can be broken, for example in the
decay of neutral Kaons [17]. This is expanded upon in Appendix A.
The so-called “B factories” (such as BaBar at SLAC and Belle at KEK) collided electrons
with positrons to produce e+e  ! °(4S), obtaining pairs of B and B¯ mesons from the result-
ing decay. The study of the decay rates of the B mesons compared to the B¯ mesons can give
information on the extent of CP violation in these processes. One important experimental goal
is the investigation of the extent of CP violation in the early universe, which may explain why
the universe appears to be dominated by matter rather than antimatter. If, at the beginning of the
universe, the processes producing matter occur at a higher rate than those producing antimatter,
then CP symmetry must be violated. The resultant imbalance between matter and antimatter
could then accrue over time, resulting in a matter dominated universe.
2.2.2 The Higgs Mechanism
The unification of the weak and electromagnetic forces was first proposed in 1961 by Glashow [18],
and developed with Weinberg and Salam [19,20] into a theory for which the three would win the
1979 Nobel prize for physics. It was proposed that, while at low energies the electromagnetic
and weak forces can be treated separately, in fact at higher energies (above⇡ 246 GeV) they can
be considered to be a single force.
The electroweak interaction theory predicts the existence of four massless bosons, however
the three bosons of the electroweak force (W± and Z0) discovered at CERN in 1983 were found
to have mass [21]. This discovery breaks the symmetry of the electroweak theory, and so there
must be a method of spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking incorporated into the SM in
order to explain the masses of the W± and Z0 bosons. The method suggested by Higgs [22]
fulfils this role, predicting another massive boson of spin 0, the “Higgs boson”.
The concept of local gauge invariance is a guiding principle of the formulation of the SM.
A local gauge invariant theory requires that the Lagrangian1 of a field theory (such as QED,
QCD and Electroweak theory) be invariant under a gauge transformation. This means that if the
underlying field variables are subjected to a gauge transformation, the physics of the field (and
1The Lagrangian is a mathematical function which summarises the dynamics of a system, defined as the kinetic
energy of a system minus its potential energy, as a function of time, spatial coordinates, and the time derivative of
these spatial coordinates. The Lagrangian can also be written using functions of these coordinates as the basis.
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its observable effects) remains unchanged [23].
The Lagrangian of the current form of the SM, incorporating the Higgs potential, is shown in
Equation 2.3. It includes terms relating to the field strength of the strong, weak and electromag-
netic forces (GaµnGµna,WaµnWµna and BµnBµn respectively), the gauge covariant derivative (Dµ),
the complex Higgs scalar field (f), the Higgs kinetic terms (|Dµf|2) and the electromagnetic
kinetic terms (y¯Dmuy). Finally, the Higgs potential (V (f)) is added to the SM, as well as mass
terms for the fermions (ly¯yf) - without the Higgs mechanism these latter terms are not local
gauge invariant, however Higgs [22] proposed a way of modifying the SM to preserve local
gauge invariance while breaking the symmetry for the vacuum state (“spontaneous symmetry
breaking”), allowing for the existence of the massive bosons.
LSM = 14G
a
µnG
µna 1
4
WaµnW
µna 1
4
BµnBµn+ |Dµf|2+ y¯Dmuy V(f)+ly¯yf (2.3)
The Higgs mechanism proposes that at energies above a very high threshold (i.e. those of
the very early universe), the masses of the electroweak bosons are negligible compared to their
energy, and so the Higgs potential is not required to restore the symmetry of the Lagrangian.
However, the symmetry is broken at lower energies and the massiveW± and Z0 bosons interact
with a field permeating all space (the Higgs field).The gauge boson of this interaction is the
Higgs boson. The LHC operates at the TeV scale, meaning that the Higgs mechanism is re-
quired to restore the electroweak symmetry. The coupling of a particle with the Higgs boson is
dependent on mass, therefore the Higgs boson is expected to couple most strongly with the top
quark, which is by far the most massive of the fundamental particles within the SM.
One extension to the Standard Model which offers an alternative to the neutral SM Higgs
boson is the two Higgs-doublet model (2HDM) [24, 25], in which the Higgs field is represented
by two doublets of scalar fields, as opposed to the SM Higgs field which consists of a single
doublet. 2HDM is used in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM), and proposes
that one doublet couples to up-type fermions, and the other to down-type. The doublet fields
manifest as two charged Higgs bosons (H±) and three neutral Higgs bosons (h,H and A). The
2HDM theory permits the decay of the top quark into a charged Higgs boson and a bottom quark,
t!H+b. The H+! cs¯ dominates at charged Higgs boson masses of mH+ . 130 GeV, meaning
that the charged Higgs boson has the t!H+b! cs¯b signature in common with t!Wb! cs¯b.
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Hence, deviations from the predicted SM tt¯ cross section can be indicative of the production of
charged Higgs bosons as in the 2HDM model.
A powerful validation of SM Higgs theory has occurred very recently, with the discovery
of a boson consistent with the Higgs boson at both ATLAS and CMS at CERN [14, 26] using
2011 data. This discovery does not render the SM complete, however, as the theoretical loop
corrections cause the mass of the Higgs boson to diverge, not approaching a limit. This problem
needs to be solved, whether by the introduction of a symmetry cancelling the divergences (such
as SUSY) or by other means. There is also still work to be done to refine and improve mea-
surements of standard model processes, as well as probing theories beyond the standard model,
some of which have observable consequences at the LHC.
2.3 Quantum Chromodynamics
Strong force interactions between “coloured” particles are described by the theory of Quantum
Chromodynamics (QCD). Colour, in this context, is just a quantum number which is exchanged
in strong interactions, and is a property of gluons and quarks. The chosen colours are red, blue
and green (and antired, antiblue and antigreen), as these can be combined to form a colour-
less state, analogous to the mixing of red, green and blue light to form white light. Quarks
take a single colour, while gluons may have a mixture of two colours and anticolours (such as
red-antiblue or green-antired). Nine colour-anticolour combinations might naively be expected
(rg¯,rb¯,gr¯,gb¯,br¯,bg¯,rr¯,gg¯,bb¯), however there are in fact eight unique colour combinations and
eight distinct gluons, meaning that is not possible to add any combination of states to produce
any other. The eight colour-anticolour states of the gluon can be shown as in Equation 2.4.
(rb¯+br¯)/
p
2 i(rb¯ br¯)/p2
(rg¯+gr¯)/
p
2 i(rg¯ gr¯)/p2
(bg¯+gb¯)/
p
2 i(bg¯ gb¯)/p2
(rr¯ gg¯)/p2 (rr¯+gg¯ 2bb¯)/p6
(2.4)
If the colour states are thought of as column vectors with three elements corresponding
to the three colours, then the red, blue and green states can be shown as in Equation 2.5 and
the corresponding anticolour states represented as row vectors as shown in Equation 2.6. The
consequence of this is that the eight gluon colour states can be represented as the 3⇥3 matrices
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shown in Equation 2.7 2.
r =
0BBB@
1
0
0
1CCCA g=
0BBB@
0
1
0
1CCCA b=
0BBB@
0
0
1
1CCCA (2.5)
r = (1,0,0) g= (0,1,0) b= (0,0,1) (2.6)
(rb¯+br¯)/
p
2=
1p
2
0BBB@
0 0 1
0 0 0
1 0 0
1CCCA i(rb¯ br¯)/p2= 1p2
0BBB@
0 0  i
0 0 0
i 0 0
1CCCA (2.7)
(rg¯+gr¯)/
p
2=
1p
2
0BBB@
0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
1CCCA i(rg¯ gr¯)/p2= 1p2
0BBB@
0  i 0
i 0 0
0 0 0
1CCCA
(bg¯+gb¯)/
p
2=
1p
2
0BBB@
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 0
1CCCA i(bg¯ gb¯)/p2= 1p2
0BBB@
0 0 0
0 0  i
0 i 0
1CCCA
(rr¯ gg¯)/p2= 1p
2
0BBB@
1 0 0
0  1 0
0 0 0
1CCCA (rr¯+gg¯ 2bb¯)/p6= 1p6
0BBB@
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0  2
1CCCA
The presence of colour charge means that QCD permits gluons to interact with other gluons,
as their colour charges may differ. The fundamental interaction vertices of QCD are shown in
Figure 2.3. QCD dictates that all free particles must appear as colourless states, specifically
hadrons which are colourless combinations of quarks, antiquarks and gluons. Hadrons can be
divided into two classes: mesons, which consist of quark-antiquark (qq¯) pairs which must also
be a colour-anticolour pair, and baryons, which contain three quarks or antiquarks. Baryons
must contain quarks with a combination of red, green and blue (or their anticolours) which mix
2These matrices are the Gell-Mann matrices multiplied by a normalising factor of
p
2. These matrices are one
possible representation of the generators of the special unitary group called SU(3).
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together to be colourless. When a high energy particle is incident on a quark within a hadron,
the now separated quarks “hadronise” whereby the separate quarks combine with other partons
to form colourless objects.
q
q
g
g
g
g g
g
g
g
Figure 2.3: Feynman diagrams of the fundamental QCD interaction vertices. Quarks and antiquarks are
represented by q and q¯ respectively, and the gluon is represented by g.
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Top Quark Physics
The top quark was first proposed by Kobayashi and Maskawa in a paper published in 1973 [16],
in which a third generation of quarks was suggested in order to explain CP violation which had
been experimentally observed in the decay of Kaons [17]. The third generation was proposed as
a weak-isospin doublet 1 of two quarks (in addition to the first two generations, the up and down
quarks and the strange and charm quarks). A third generation of leptons was confirmed by the
discovery of the t lepton in 1975 [27], and the prediction was confirmed by the 1977 discovery
of the bottom quark (b) [28], one half of the proposed doublet, but the top quark remained elusive
for far longer. It was not until 1995 at the Tevatron that the top quark was discovered [7] - the
reason for the delay is largely the enormous mass of the top quark; the current world average for
the mass of the top quark is mt = 173.1± 1.3 GeV, from Tevatron results [6] - by comparison,
this is approximately 40 times the mass of the next most massive quark, the bottom quark (b),
and between four and five orders of magnitude larger than the masses of the up and down quarks,
the most common of the six SM quarks. The mass of the top quark is approximately equivalent
to that of a gold atom. The large mass was not predicted by the original 1973 paper, and meant
that a collider of far higher energy than existed at the time of the original prediction was required
to produce the top quark.
1Such a doublet is a pair of particles expected to behave the same way under interactions with the weak force.
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3.1 Top Quark Production Channels
The proton-proton collisions at the LHC will result in either quark-quark or gluon-gluon fusion
and scattering, which will produce tt¯ pairs from leading order processes as shown in Figure 3.1 2.
The quarks and gluons shown in Figure 3.1 are partons within the protons colliding within the
LHC, and each parton carries a fraction (xi) of the momentum carried by the proton.
It is relatively simple to calculate the threshold value of xi required to produce tt¯ pairs at both
the Tevatron and the LHC. If two colliding partons, i and j, carry xi and x j of the centre of mass
energy of the collider,
p
s, then one can define sˆ, the effective centre of mass energy squared, as
sˆ = xi
p
s · x jps = xix js. In order to produce tt¯ pairs at rest the effective centre of mass energy
must be greater than the mass of two top quarks, i.e. sˆ   (2mt)2, and so if we assume that the
incident partons have symmetric values of x, i.e. xi ⇡ x j, the result is as follows:
p
sˆ=pxix js⇡ xi
p
s  2mt (3.1)
So the minimum value of xi required to produce tt¯ pairs is
xi ⇡ 2mtps (3.2)
This means that the threshold fraction of the proton momentum carried by the partons which
produce the tt¯ pairs at the Tevatron is 0.18 for
p
s = 1.96 TeV, but only 0.05 at the LHC
with
p
s = 7 TeV, or 0.025 at the design energy of
p
s = 14 TeV. The likelihood of a parton
possessing the threshold amount of momentum at the Tevatron is higher for u and d valence
quarks than for gluons, leading to quark-antiquark (qq¯) annihilation being the dominant chan-
nel for tt¯ production. The Tevatron is a pp¯ collider with equal amounts of valence quarks and
antiquarks, making qq¯ annihilation more likely than in the pp collisions at the LHC. The LHC,
by contrast, is a pp collider, meaning that there are no valence antiquarks available for qq¯ an-
nihilation. This, in combination with the lower momentum threshold for partons at the LHC,
means that gluon fusion dominates and the total tt¯ pair production cross section is increased by
a factor of over 20 for
p
s = 7 TeV and a factor of more than 100 for
p
s = 14 TeV. While the
majority of the momentum within a proton is typically carried by the valence quarks, any of
the gluons within the proton may easily have a fraction of the overall momentum in excess of
2All Feynman diagrams in this Thesis were produced by the author using JaxoDraw [29].
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the small threshold of 0.05. The parton momentum fractions need not have the same value, and
the partons may well have differing momenta, therefore production of tt¯ pairs at the LHC can
therefore involve low-x gluons as well as high-x gluons and valence quarks.
At the LHC, when running at a centre of mass energy of
p
s = 7 TeV, 15% of tt¯ pairs are
produced from quark-antiquark annihilation (Figure 3.1(a)), with the remaining 85% coming
from gluon fusion, as shown in Figures 3.1(b) and 3.1(c). The s-channel has an intermediate
gluon which carries all the four-momentum and colour charge of the incoming gluons, while the
intermediate particle in the t-channel is either a t or t¯ quark, depending on the time ordering of
the vertices. These proportions can be compared to those of the Tevatron and the LHC at various
centre of mass energies as shown in Table 3.1.
(a) quark-antiquark annihilation (b) gluon fusion (s-channel) (c) gluon fusion (t-channel)
Figure 3.1: Leading order tt¯ production channels.
Table 3.1: Production channels of tt¯ pairs at various centre of mass energies.
Collider centre of qq¯ gluon
mass energy annihilation fusion
Tevatron
p
s= 1.96 TeV ⇠ 90% ⇠ 10%
LHC
p
s= 7 TeV ⇠ 15% ⇠ 85%
LHC
p
s= 8 TeV ⇠ 12% ⇠ 88%
LHC
p
s= 14 TeV ⇠ 10% ⇠ 90%
The total top quark cross section is one of the most important measurements which can
be compared between the LHC and previous top quark results - the top quark has only been
observed previously at the Tevatron, and a prediction of the top quark mass was made at the
Large Electron-Positron collider at CERN (LEP) 3.
3The centre of mass energies achieved at LEP were not sufficient to directly produce top quarks, however it
was possible to gather information about the top mass from higher order processes such as radiative corrections to
electroweak processes observable at LEP. This led to a top mass prediction of mt = 179± 9+17 19 GeV that was later
confirmed by measurements at CDF and D0, serving as a powerful proof of the predictive power of the Standard
Model [30].
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As a consequence of its large mass, the top quark has a very short lifetime of ⇡ 5⇥10 25s,
shorter than the time required for strong interactions to occur (of the order of 10 24s [6]). This
means that unlike other quarks which exist in bound states (hadrons), the top quark lifetime is
sufficiently short that there is no time to form hadrons, affording a rare opportunity to study bare
top quarks, something which is impossible with the other five less massive quarks.
The LHC makes it possible to study single top quark production, a process first observed
at the Tevatron in 2009 [31, 32], with far greater statistics than has previously been possible.
Single top quark production is an electroweak process, for which the leading order diagrams
are shown in Figure 3.2. Single top production has a cross section approximately half of that
of tt¯ pairs at the LHC. The cross section for single top quark production at
p
s = 7 TeV with
the ATLAS detector has been measured as st = 83± 20 pb [33], whereas the tt¯ cross section
has been measured to be stt¯ = 177+18 17 pb [34]. Consequently the majority of the top quarks
produced will be in the form of tt¯.
(a) s-channel
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(b) tW -channel
(c) t-channel (W -gluon fusion)
Figure 3.2: Single top quark production channels .
A summary of the ATLAS measurements of the tt¯ pair production cross section, as of May
2012, can be seen in Figure 3.3. The predictions of stt¯ based on simulated data can be seen in
Figure 3.4, as well as the values measured by the CDF and D0 experiments at the Tevatron and
also the three tt¯ decay channels at ATLAS (explained below).
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 [pb]ttσ
50 100 150 200 250 300 350
ATLAS Preliminary
Data 2011
Channel & Lumi.
New measurements
15 May 2012
Theory (approx. NNLO)
 = 172.5 GeVtfor m
stat. uncertainty
total uncertainty
(lumi)±(syst) ±(stat) ± ttσ
Single lepton -10.70 fb   7 pb±  9 ±  4 ±179 
Dilepton -10.70 fb  pb-   7+  8  -  11+ 14  6  ±173 
All hadronic
-11.02 fb
  6 pb± 78 ± 18 ±167 
Combination   7 pb± -   7+  8  3  ±177 
 + jetshadτ -11.67 fb   7 pb± 42 ± 19 ±200 
 + leptonhadτ -12.05 fb   7 pb± 20 ± 13 ±186 
All hadronic
-14.7 fb
  6 pb± -  57+ 60 12  ±168 
Figure 3.3: A summary of public measurements of the tt¯ pair production cross section, and the corre-
sponding theoretical expectation [34].
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Figure 3.4: A comparison of current ATLAS tt¯ cross section measurements with Tevatron results, and
theoretical predictions [35].
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3.2 Decay Modes of the Top Quark
With the large mass of the top quark well above the production threshold of b quarks and W
bosons, t !W+b is expected to be the dominant decay mode of the top quark - the branching
fraction of G(t!W+b) / G(t!W+q) is measured to be 0.99+0.09 0.08 [6] 4.
Background processes at the LHC are expected to produce large amounts of hadronic jets,
which are expected to mainly consist of “light” jets (originating from the hadronisation of u, d
and s quarks) with low transverse energy (ET). Top quark decays, in contrast, are expected to
contain energetic b-jets in 99.8% of cases. Therefore, the identification and selection of b-jets
can be used to select those events which are likely to have contained a top quark or a tt¯ pair. This
identification of b-jets is known as “b-tagging”, and is explained in detail in Chapter 5.
The b quark produced in the decay of the top quark will itself decay, resulting in a hadronic
jet, while theW boson will decay in one of two ways - either theW will decay into a quark and
an antiquark 5 or a lepton and its corresponding neutrino. The decay modes of the W bosons
are used to differentiate between three different decay channels of tt¯ pairs, which are referred to
as the “all-hadronic”, “lepton+jets” and “dilepton” channels. The decay chains and branching
ratios of these channels are shown in Table 3.2 and Figure 3.5.
Table 3.2: The decay modes and branching fractions of theW bosons within a tt¯ decay [6]. In this Table,
q can refer to any one of the five lighter quarks - the ticks are used to denote that qq0 refers to a quark
and an antiquark which is not the antiparticle of the first quark, but instead whichever antiquark may be
chosen to conserve the charge of the decaying W boson. The third column shows how these branching
fractions are found - the “3” denotes that there are three possible leptons in the decay products, and lepton
universality is assumed (i.e. the probability of there being a muon in the decay products is equal to that
of an electron or a tau lepton).
Gchannel/Gtotal
W decays to hadrons W ! qq0 67.6% “h”
W decays to leptons W  ! `n` orW+ ! `n` 10.8% “`”
All-Hadronic channel tt¯!W+bW b! qq0bq00q000b 45.7% h2
Lepton+jets channel tt¯!W+bW b! qq0b`n`b or `n`bqq0b 43.8% ((3 · `) ·h) ·2
Dilepton channel tt¯!W+bW b! `n`b`n`b 10.5% 3 ·3 · `2
4This represents the probability of a t!W+b decay given that the t!W+q decay occurs, where q= d,s,b.
5TheW+ boson will decay to ud, us, ub, cd, cs or cb, with decay widths proportional to the corresponding CKM
matrix elements squared.
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Figure 3.5: Branching fractions of the t!Wb decay mode.
3.2.1 Choosing the Lepton+Jets Channel
The three channels mentioned in Section 3.2 each have advantages and disadvantages. The all-
hadronic channel is the most plentiful, but it is difficult to separate the signal from the high
background of hadronic jets from other processes. The dilepton channel has low statistics but
also low background compared to the others, while the lepton+jets channel has a high cross
section and a distinctive signature, as well as having lower background than the all-hadronic
channel. The lepton+jets channel, tt¯ ! b`nb j j, where ` refers to only muons or electrons,
has a combined branching ratio of ⇡ 29.2%, assuming the same ratios as in Table 3.2. The
t+jets channel is not included as the t lepton is not a stable final state particle on the time
scale of the detector, unlike the other leptons. The branching ratio of t! (e nent or µ nµnt) =
35.24±0.08% [6]. The t lepton has sufficient mass to decay into light hadronic jets via the weak
interaction, meaning that it does not have the same distinctive signature as the other lepton+jets
channels.
The lepton+jets channel has a large cross section and contains oneW boson which decays
to a lepton (µ or e) and a neutrino, and one which decays to two jets as shown in Figure 3.6.
Consequently, the lepton+jets channel has an isolated lepton and some missing transverse energy
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( 6ET , from undetectable neutrinos 6), allowing tt¯ events to be relatively easily identified with
reduced background (as compared to the all hadronic and leptonic decay channels) [36]. For
these reasons, the lepton+jets channel is chosen for this analysis.
Figure 3.6: A Feynman diagram of the decay of a pair of top quarks via the lepton+jets channel. The
decay of theW  boson into a lepton-antineutrino pair can be seen at the bottom of the diagram, while the
W+ boson decays into a quark-antiquark pair.
3.3 Motivation for the Study of Top Quark Physics
The study of top quark physics at the LHC is important for a number of reasons. To detect the
products of tt¯ decays makes use of all modules of the ATLAS detector, making such decays
useful for calibrating the subdetectors used to provide the information for object reconstruction
(“object” referring to reconstructed electrons, muons, photons and jets). Measurement of the tt¯
cross section is an important early measurement for the LHC, serving as it does as a powerful
validation of the SM, but tt¯ production and identification serves another role in the physics
program at the LHC - that of searching for new physics beyond the standard model.
The particularly large mass of the top quark means that in some theories of the Higgs field,
the Higgs boson shares decay modes with the top quark. The 2HDM theory, as mentioned
in Section 2.2.2, permits the decay of the top quark into a charged Higgs boson and a bottom
quark, t!H+b. TheH+! cs¯ decay is dominant at charged Higgs boson masses of. 130 GeV,
6The missing transverse energy is used to estimate the energy of the neutrino produced inW ! `n decays; it can
be found using conservation of momentum in the transverse plane.
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meaning that the charged Higgs boson has the t ! H+b! cs¯b signature in common with t !
Wb! cs¯b. Therefore, the existence of a charged Higgs boson could be indicated by an increase
in events with the t ! cs¯b signature causing an excess in the measured tt¯ cross section (along
with a second peak in the invariant mass spectrum of the c and s¯ jets in addition to the peak at
the mass of theW boson).
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Chapter 4
The LHC and the ATLAS Detector
4.1 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [37,38] is a proton-proton (pp) collider, situated at the Euro-
pean Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN) which sits astride the Franco-Swiss border on
the outskirts of Geneva. The LHC occupies a tunnel 27 km in circumference, at a depth of some
100m beneath ground level, which formerly housed the Large Electron Positron collider (LEP).
The accelerated beams can collide at four interaction points, each of which is in the centre
of one of the four main detectors of the LHC. These are ATLAS, ALICE, CMS and LHCb, sit-
uated as shown in Figure 4.1. ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) and CMS (Compact Muon
Solenoid) are designed to search for physics beyond the Standard Model, while ALICE (A Large
Ion Collider Experiment) and LHCb (Large Hadron Collider beauty experiment) specialise in
heavy ion and b quark physics respectively.
4.1.1 Accelerating the Beam
The protons for the LHC are produced from simple hydrogen gas - the electron orbiting the nu-
cleus (in the case of hydrogen, a single proton) is removed using an electric field, and the protons
are then guided into the first stage of acceleration, LINAC 2. This is a linear accelerator which
uses oscillating electric potentials to accelerate the protons to energies of 50 MeV. The protons
are then boosted to 1.4 GeV 1 in the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), the smallest circular
accelerator in the sequence. A synchrotron accelerates particles around a loop by varying the
1Natural units will be used throughout this thesis, unless otherwise stated.
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Figure 4.1: A schematic representation of the LHC and its four major experiments [39].
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magnetic field which guides the path of the particles as their energy increases 2. The following
stage is the Proton Synchrotron (PS), which accelerates them to 26 GeV, while the penultimate
stage is the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), which increases the energy to 450 GeV at which
point the protons are injected into the LHC. They are accumulated into bunches of approxi-
mately 1.15⇥ 1011 protons, and then accelerated to the desired energy [37] - the LHC has a
design energy of 7 TeV per beam (
p
s = 14 TeV [38]). The accelerator complex is shown in
Figure 4.2.
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LHC-bALICE LHC
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BOOSTER
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LINAC 3
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ions
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LHC Large Hadron Collider
SPS Super Proton Synchrotron
PS Proton Synchrotron
CNGS CERN Neutrinos Gran Sasso
n-TOF Neutron Time Of Flight
AD Antiproton Decelerator
CTF3 CLIC TestFacility 3
Figure 4.2: A schematic view of the CERN accelerator complex [40].
4.1.2 Event rate and Pile-up
A pp interaction resulting from beam collisions is known as an “event”. The number of events
per unit time is the event rate, R, which is proportional to L , the instantaneous luminosity of
the LHC. L is a measure of the performance of a particle accelerator, and represents the flux of
2Particles of higher energies require stronger magnetic fields to maintain a true path around the synchrotron,
compared to those of lower energies.
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particles per unit area per unit time. The instantaneous luminosity for a particle collider is found
as shown in Equation 4.1, where f is the revolution frequency of the beam, nb the number of
colliding pairs of bunches in the beam, N1 and N2 are the number of particles in the two colliding
bunches, and A is the cross section of the beam [41].
L = f nb
N1N2
A
(4.1)
The total number of collisions produced by an accelerator over a period of time is referred to
as the integrated luminosity, and expressed in units of inverse area - a convenient unit to use is the
barn (b), where 1b 1 = 10 28m 2. The rate of a specific process, x, is given by Equation 4.2,
where µx is the average number of occurrences of process x per bunch crossing and sx is the
cross section of the process. f and nb are set by the operating parameters of the LHC itself, and
are not process dependent.
R= f nbµ, Rx = f nbµx (4.2)
µx = sx
N1N2
A
(4.3)
Rx = Lsx (4.4)
There are 3564 possible 25 ns “slots” in each LHC fill, which may be occupied by a bunch
of protons. Consequently, the minimum possible time separation between proton bunches is 25
ns [41], which is equivalent to approximately 7.5m when travelling at the speed of light. The
bunches of protons within the LHC can therefore be crossed at a rate of up to 40 MHz.
Most collisions at the LHC will be inelastic pp collisions, which have a cross section of
s = 79 mb [42] at the design energy of
p
s = 14 TeV. Apart from the inelastic scattering in-
teractions, the majority of interactions per event can be classed as “soft” interactions, resulting
from long range pp interactions with little momentum transferred between partons. These inter-
actions provide a background to harder interactions (scattering processes) and create noise from
which it can be difficult to extract the hard signal. As the LHC did not start colliding beams
at the full design luminosity, the effect of having multiple events per bunch crossing (known as
pile-up) was not expected to be large in early data taking. However, as the luminosity and event
rate increase in 2011 data and beyond, pile-up effects are being monitored closely to ensure that
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calibrations of the detector take account of the new conditions, and that this potentially serious
background to searches for new physics is well understood. During 2011 data taking, instan-
taneous luminosities of up to 3.65⇥ 1033cm 2s 1 were observed by the ATLAS detector - at
the end of 2011 data taking, the maximum pile-up in any single collision of bunches was up to
24 [43], while the average number of events across all colliding bunches in a crossing reached a
maximum of 17, as can be seen in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Maximum pile-up for any single bunch collision, and the mean maximum for all colliding
bunches in 2011 data [43].
4.1.3 The 2011 Dataset, and the LHC Schedule
The LHC is designed to accelerate two counter-rotating beams of protons to
p
s= 14 TeV, how-
ever the LHC was not able to produce beams of this energy from the beginning. On the 10th of
September 2008 the first proton beam entered the collider, but just 9 days later an unexpected
quench occurred in approximately 100 bending magnets, caused by an electronic connection
fault between a quadrupole and dipole magnet. This caused approximately 6 tonnes of liquid
helium to be released, and the resulting shock wave from the expanding helium was sufficient
to dislodge the enormous magnets and cause the quench [44]. This event caused a delay of just
over a year, and it was not until the 30th of November 2009 that the LHC was able to circulate
beams of 1.18 TeV per beam, breaking the previous record of 0.98 GeV per beam held by the
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Tevatron [45]. The LHC ran at 3.5 TeV per beam, with a bunch spacing of 50 ns, from the 30th
of March to the 8th of November 2010, and from the 13th of March until the 30th of October
2011, recording 45 pb 1 and 5.25 fb 1 of data respectively - it is the latter 5.25 fb 1 that forms
the dataset used for this thesis (the 2010 data is also used for some cross checks).
The 2011 dataset was divided into 11 periods, each consisting of multiple “runs”. The
periods were also split into numbered blocks, corresponding to different detector conditions -
for example, the solenoid and toroid magnetic fields were not switched on during period B1,
but both were fully functional during period B2. The dates, number of events and integrated
luminosity of the 2011 periods are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: 2011 collision data information [46, 47].
Period Runs Date Events Integrated Lumi.
B1:B2 177986-178109 21/03-24/03 36,559,487 12.678 pb 1
D1:D7 179710-180481 14/04-28/04 125,652,340 176.256 pb 1
E1 180614-180776 30/04-03/05 25,772,118 49.927 pb 1
F1:F3 182013-182519 15/05-25/05 64,483,061 149.276 pb 1
G1:G6 182726-183462 27/05-14/06 185,703,386 550.997 pb 1
H1:H4 183544-184169 16/06-28/06 98,041,353 270.281 pb 1
I1:I4 185353-186493 13/07-29/07 132,999,737 391.76 pb 1
J1:J2 186516-186755 30/07-04/08 71,858,810 230.565 pb 1
K1:K6 186873-187815 04/08-22/08 161,887,407 646.715 pb 1
L1:L7 188902-190343 07/09-04/10 281,060,285 1438.07 pb 1
M1:M10 190503-191933 06/10-30/10 242,260,952 1078.12 pb 1
The cumulative integrated luminosity against time for both 2010 and 2011 can be seen in
Figure 4.4, with the peak instantaneous and integrated luminosities per day during 2011 data
taking shown in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 shows the ATLAS data taking efficiency in 2011. The
empty bins are due to days on which no stable beams were delivered by the LHC, and correspond
to the plateaus in Figure 4.4(b). The efficiency is less than 100% due to factors such as the time
taken to ready some ATLAS subdetectors for data taking, and also the occurrence of problems
with individual subdetectors which may prevent ATLAS data taking. There are also periods
when the LHC runs beams studies and performs a beam dump, during which ATLAS does not
record data [43]. The LHC started collisions again in March 2012, operating at 4 TeV per beam
until the end of the year. It will then go into shutdown for 20 months for upgrades to allow full
energy operation (7 TeV per beam), with reopening planned for late 2014 [48].
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative integrated luminosity by day for 2010 and 2011 pp data collection [43].
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Figure 4.5: Instantaneous and Integrated Luminosity by day in 2011pp data collection [43].
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4.2 The ATLAS Detector
The ATLAS detector is the larger of the two general purpose detectors at the LHC - it was
designed to be able to detect a broad range of new physics signals [42, 49]. As can be seen in
Figure 4.7, ATLAS has approximately cylindrical symmetry, with the origin of the coordinate
system taken as being the nominal interaction vertex - the point in the beamline which is at
the centre of the detector. The z-axis of the detector points along the beamline, with side A of
the detector being positive z and side C being negative z. The positive x-axis points towards
the centre of the LHC ring. The y axis is perpendicular to these two, with positive y pointing
upwards. q and f correspond to the polar angle from the z axis and the azimuthal angle around
the z-axis in the x–y plane respectively. The pseudorapidity, h, is defined as:
h=  ln tan(q/2) (4.5)
Therefore, side A of the detector also corresponds to positive values of h, and side C to
negative values. Regions of the detector with large |h| values, (small q, close to the beamline)
are referred to as the forward regions. The cylindrical region with smaller |h| values is known
as the barrel region of ATLAS - the exact definition of the barrel region varies depending on the
geometry of the subdetectors. The distance DR in the h–f space is defined as:
DR⌘
p
Dh2+Df2 (4.6)
ATLAS consists of four subdetector systems, arranged concentrically in the barrel region
from the beamline outwards. These are:
The Inner Detector (ID), which is immersed in a 2 T magnetic field provided by the central
solenoid (CS), designed to bend the trajectories of charged particles as they pass through
the detector volume.
Electromagnetic and Hadronic Calorimetry Systems (ECal and HCal) which provide energy
and position measurements for electromagnetic and hadronic particles respectively.
Muon Spectrometer (MS) for the identification and position measurements of muons.
Toroidal Magnet Systems, which consist of barrel and endcap sections, designed to provide a
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Figure 4.7: A cut-away view of the ATLAS detector. The dimensions of the detector are 25 m in height
and 44 m in length. The overall weight of the detector is approximately 7000 tonnes [42].
tangential magnetic field throughout the MS, which is mostly orthogonal to the paths of
muons passing through the muon systems.
Each of these subdetectors has a specific role in particle detection. Figure 4.8 shows a
schematic view of the signature left by some typical highly energetic particles as they pass
through the ATLAS detector - electrons deposit some of their energy in the ID, and the re-
mainder is deposited in the ECal. Photons do not cause a signal in the ID, and hadrons will
produce showers of particles deeper in the calorimeter systems, in the HCal. Muons traverse the
calorimeters entirely and leave signals in the ID and MS.
4.2.1 Inner Detector
The ID provides measurements of the momentum and position of charged particles passing
through it, covering the pseudorapidity range |h| < 2.5. The ID is immersed in a 2 T magnetic
field, generated by the central solenoid. Charged particles passing through a magnetic field are
subject to a deflecting force, the strength of which is dependent on the charge and electric field
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Figure 4.8: A schematic view of the signature left by some highly energetic particles passing through the
ATLAS detector. The blue lines represent the path of the particle, from left to right, and the red circles
represent a “hit” or signal left in each part of the detector. Adapted from [50].
of the particle. Consequently, the trajectory of such particles through the magnetic field will
bend with a radius of curvature proportional to their transverse momentum, allowing a precise
measurement of this momentum to take place. In order to achieve the momentum and posi-
tion resolutions required, high-precision measurements must be made with very fine detector
granularity. Three complementary tracking detectors are used to achieve this, arranged con-
centrically around the beam pipe as shown in Figure 4.9. The detectors are the Pixel detector,
Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) and the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT).
Pixel Detector
The silicon Pixel detector is the closest detector to the beam pipe, and provides the most accurate
tracking capabilities. When a charged particle passes through a silicon pixel, it creates electron-
hole pairs, which then drift towards a readout cathode due to a voltage bias placed across the
pixel. The resultant electrical signal, if above a certain threshold, is recorded as a “hit” by the
readout systems. The Pixel detector consists of three concentric layers of silicon pixels, as can
be seen in Figure 4.10. The innermost layer is called the B-layer, and is particularly important
for the identification of b-quarks and photon conversions. Being closest to the interaction point,
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Figure 4.9: A cut-away view of the ATLAS inner detector, adapted from [42].
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Figure 4.10: Drawing showing the sensors and structural elements traversed by a charged track in the
barrel inner detector. The track must pass through the beam pipe, the three concentric layers of the Pixel
detector, the four layers of barrel SCT sensors, and approximately 36 straws of 4 mm diameter contained
in the barrel TRT modules [42].
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Figure 4.11: Plan view of a quarter-section of the ATLAS inner detector showing each of the major
detector elements with its active dimensions and envelopes, adapted from [42].
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the B-layer receives the most radiation damage, and consequently it has an expected lifetime of
about five years [51]. In order to maintain the performance of the Pixel detector as the B-layer
degrades an additional pixel layer has been developed, called the Insertable B-Layer (IBL). This
has been developed along with a new beam pipe of smaller radius, providing the extra space
required for the additional layer. The current plan is that the IBL will be ready and inserted by
September 2013 [52].
The endcap region of the Pixel detector contains three silicon disk layers as can be seen
in Figure 4.11. This means that any charged particle which passes through the pseudorapidity
range covered by the Pixel detector will produce at least three hits. The Pixel detector has a
resolution of 10 µm in r  f and 115 µm in the z direction [53], meaning that it is very well
suited to detect and identify the secondary vertices caused by b and c quarks and tau leptons
(t); ctB, the distance travelled by bottom hadrons based on the speed of light multiplied by their
lifetime, is approximately 400–500 µm as tB is of the order of a picosecond. For D hadrons
(containing c quarks), ctD ⇡ 20–300 µm, and for t leptons ctt = 87.11 µm.
Semi-Conductor Tracker
The SCT is the middle component of the ID, surrounding the Pixel detector. It uses silicon mi-
crostrip layers to detect the tracks of charged particles in the same manner as the Pixel detector.
The SCT is designed to record up to 8 hits per track, consisting as it does of four layers of mod-
ules in the barrel region, while the endcap SCT contains nine disks of modules. Each module is
made up of two silicon wafers glued back to back with a 40 mrad stereo rotation, allowing for
two dimensional track reconstruction. The resolution of the SCT is 17 µm in r f and 580 µm
in z in the barrel region, and 17 µm in r f and 580 µm in r in the endcaps [53].
Transition Radiation Tracker
The TRT is both a transition radiation detector and a straw drift-tube tracker. As shown in
Figure 4.10, the TRT is constructed from 73 layers of drift tubes (or “straws”) in the barrel,
and 160 layers in the endcaps. Each straw is 4 mm in diameter, filled with a mixture of 70%
xenon, 27% carbon dioxide and 3% oxygen, and contains a 30 µm anode wire at its centre [53].
A charged particle passing through the straw will leave a trail of electron-ion pairs, which will
cascade towards the anode. The resultant electrical signal is then registered as a hit, in much
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the same way as in the SCT and Pixel detector. The straws are interweaved with polypropylene
fibres, which act as radiators - when relativistic particles cross the boundary from a straw to
the polypropylene, the difference in dielectric constant causes them to emit X-rays known as
transition radiation. The transition radiation photons are then absorbed by the gas within the
tubes, contributing further to the signal collected on the anode. The intensity of the radiation
produced is proportional to the Lorentz factor of the particle (g), where:
g= E
m
(4.7)
Consequently, for a given energy, the TRT can discriminate between particles of differing
masses as lighter particles will produce more ionisation than heavier ones. TRT hits are cat-
egorised as low or high threshold - particles such as electrons will produce higher levels of
transition radiation than hadrons, for example. A typical track will pass through 36 layers of
the TRT, as can be seen in Figure 4.10. The TRT is designed to be complementary to the other
detectors in the ID - it only offers coverage in the |h| < 2.0 region of the detector, and only
provides spatial information in the r f plane, at a resolution of 130 µm [53]. This lower pre-
cision compared to the SCT and Pixel detector is offset by the large number of measurements
per track which it provides, and also the large track length contributes significantly to the overall
transverse momentum (pT) resolution of the ID. The transverse momentum is defined in the x–y
plane of the detector as:
pT =
q
p2x + p2y (4.8)
4.2.2 Calorimetry
The Calorimeter system lies outside the CS and the ID, and is designed to contain electrons,
photons and hadrons within the dense absorber material and measure their energies. The parti-
cles create particle showers in the absorber (passive) medium, and the energies of the resulting
particles are measured in the sampling (active) medium, which lies between layers of absorber
- this setup is known as a sampling calorimeter. The energy sampled will be approximately
proportional to the energy of the incident particle causing the shower. The calorimeter consists
of three sections - the electromagnetic calorimeter (ECal), hadronic calorimeter (HCal) and the
forward calorimeter (FCal), arranged as shown in Figure 4.12. The calorimeter systems provide
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coverage up to |h| < 4.9. The ATLAS calorimeter systems are designed to give full f sym-
metry with no cracks in the azimuthal plane, and also to be as hermetic as possible, allowing
for measurement of quantities such as missing energy or momentum which could indicate the
presence of neutrinos or other weakly interacting particles which pass undetected through the
detector. The thickness of the calorimeter systems is important, so as to contain electromagnetic
and hadronic showers and minimise punch-through of particles into the muon systems; the total
thickness of active calorimeter in the barrel and endcap regions, in units of interaction length (l)
is ⇡ 9.7l and 10l respectively 3.
LAr electromagnetic 
barrel (ECAL)
LAr electromagnetic 
barrel (ECAL)
LAr electromagnetic 
endcap (ECAL)
Tile barrel        (HCAL)        Tile extended barrel
LAr forward (FCAL)
LAr hadronic 
endcap (HCAL)
Figure 4.12: A cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system, adapted from [42].
ECal
The ECal is a sampling calorimeter composed of interleaved layers of lead and liquid argon
(LAr), which constitute the passive and active layers respectively. Argon is chosen as the active
3The interaction length, l, is the distance over which all but 1/e of a number of relativistic charged particles will
interact with a material - l can be used for hadronic interactions as well as electromagnetic. The radiation length, X0,
is the distance over which a high energy lepton or photon loses all but 1/e of its energy when traversing a material.
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layer due to its stability of response over time and its intrinsic radiation-hardness [42]. Elec-
tromagnetic showers are initiated in the dense layers of lead, and these showers ionise the LAr
between layers. An applied voltage across the LAr causes the signal to be read out through cop-
per electrodes. Total f coverage is achieved through the folding of the layers of lead and LAr
into an accordion geometry. There are four parts to the ECal - a pair of identical endcap modules
and a pair of identical barrel modules, which sit back to back apart from a small crack of ap-
proximately 4 mm in width at z = 0. There is a region between the barrel and endcap modules, in
the region 1.37< |h|< 1.52, which is not used for precision physics as there is a large amount
of material in front of the ECal - this region is known as the “crack” region. So as to contain
electromagnetic showers as well as possible, the thickness of the ECal is more than 22 radiation
lengths (X0) in the barrel region, and > 24X0 in the endcaps [42]. This implies that the energy
of electrons and photons passing through the ECal will be reduced by a factor of ⇡ 3.5⇥109.
HCal
The HCal is a sampling calorimeter designed to measure the energies of hadronic showers,
produced in the passive region from incident quarks and gluons. There are two parts to the HCal
- a tile calorimeter covers the barrel and extended barrel regions (up to |h|< 1.7), using plastic
scintillator tiles as the active medium and steel as the passive absorber medium. The hadronic
endcap calorimeter (HEC) is a sampling calorimeter using LAr and copper as the active and
passive media, and covers 1.5 < |h| < 3.2. In the tile calorimeter, hadronic showers initiated
in the steel layers cause scintillations in the plastic tiles. The light from these scintillations is
then read out by two wavelength shifting fibres, which pass it to photomultiplier tubes, and the
resultant electrical signal will be proportional to the energy of the particles which caused the
scintillations. The HCal has a total thickness of 7.4l in the barrel and endcap regions [42].
FCal
The FCal is a LAr sampling calorimeter capable of making both EM and hadronic measure-
ments, constructed as it is of three layers - the first layer uses copper as the absorber, optimised
for EM measurements. The two tungsten layers, sitting further from the interaction point, are
predominantly used for hadronic measurements. The FCal covers the region 3.1< |h|< 4.9.
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4.2.3 Muon Spectrometer
The outermost component of the ATLAS detector is the Muon Spectrometer. It has been de-
signed to allow the precision measurement of the momenta of muons - although ultimately un-
stable 4, the muons produced during LHC collisions will survive for longer than it takes to
traverse the volume of the detector. Muons tend to be more energetic than electrons (having
larger transverse momentum), and so their paths are not as strongly bent in magnetic fields. The
bending radius in the ID, rb, is defined as
rb =
pT
qB
where q is the charge of the particle and B is the strength of the magnetic field, meaning that
muons do not lose as much energy as electrons through bremsstrahlung (the emission of photons
by a charged particle when deflected by a magnetic field). Hence, muons are able to penetrate
much further through the detector than other particles. The MS occupies the space outside
the calorimeters, and the toroid magnet systems pass through it. The MS can provide precise
position and momentum measurements of muons and other charged particles which may have
not been well measured in the ID. The MS consists of four parts - two precision chambers, the
Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT) and Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC), and two trigger chambers,
the Resistive-Plate Chambers (RPC) and the Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) - these can be seen in
Figure 4.13, and in more detail in Figure 4.14. The main parameters of the muon chambers are
listed in Table 4.2.
As with other parts of ATLAS, the MS is divided into barrel and endcap regions. The mag-
netic bending in the barrel region (|h|< 1.4) is provided by the large barrel toroid, as described
in Section 4.2.4. In the endcap region (1.6< |h|< 2.7), the muon tracks are bent by the endcap
toroids, which sit within the ends of the barrel toroids. In the range 1.4 < |h| < 1.6, known as
the transition region, magnetic bending is provided by a combination of both endcap and barrel
toroids. The barrel region has three layers of chambers, containing both precision and trigger
chambers, arranged cylindrically around the beam axis at radii of r ⇡ 5 m, 7.5 m and 10 m.
There is a gap in coverage of the barrel MS at |h|⇡ 0, to allow for cabling and services for the
solenoid, calorimeters and ID - this gap is in the approximate range 0.04< |h|< 0.08 depending
4The muon has a mean lifetime of approximately 2.2 µs, while the electron has a mean lifetime greater than the
age of the universe, meaning that it does not undergo radioactive decay into other particles [6].
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Cathode Strip Chambers (CSC)
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Resistive-Plate 
Chambers (RPC)
Endcap toroid
Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT)
Figure 4.13: A cut-away view of the ATLAS muon systems, adapted from [42].
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on where in the detector the gap is measured. The endcap regions have four layers of disks, also
containing both types of chambers, arranged perpendicular to the beam at distances of |z|⇡ 7.4
m, 10.8 m, 14 m and 21.5 m from the interaction point.
Table 4.2: Parameters of the Precision and Trigger chambers of the MS. Adapted from [42].
Monitored Drift Tubes MDT
- Coverage |h|< 2.7 (innermost layer: |h|< 2.0)
- Number of chambers 1150
- Number of channels 354000
- Function Precision tracking
Cathode Strip Chambers CSC
- Coverage 2.0< |h|< 2.7
- Number of chambers 32
- Number of channels 31000
- Function Precision tracking
Resistive Plate Chambers RPC
- Coverage |h|< 1.05
- Number of chambers 606
- Number of channels 373000
- Function Triggering, second coordinate
Thin Gap Chambers TGC
- Coverage 1.05< |h|< 2.7 (2.4 for triggering)
- Number of chambers 3588
- Number of channels 318000
- Function Triggering, second coordinate
The Muon Spectrometer is the most vital part of the ATLAS detector as far as the topic of
this thesis is concerned - the soft muon tagging algorithm described in Section 5.4 relies upon
information from the MS to reconstruct muons from tracks in the detector. Tracks in the ID and
MS are used to reconstruct what is known as a “combined” muon, and the quality of the match
between the tracks is used in the tagging algorithm as the main discriminant between muons in
heavy and light flavour jets.
Precision Chambers
The MDTs are responsible for precision measurement of the track coordinates in the bending
direction of the magnetic field (in the r–z plane). They consist of pressurised aluminium drift
tubes, each containing a single central tungsten-rhenium wire anode which attracts electrons
resulting from ionisation of the gas filling the drift tube, a mix of 93% argon and 7% carbon
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RPCs
CSCs
TGCs
MDTs MDTs
Figure 4.14: Plan view of a quarter-section of the ATLAS Muon Spectrometer system, showing the
Monitored Drift Tubes (MDTs), Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs), Resistive Plate Chambers (RPCs) and
Thin Gap Chambers (TGCs). The dashed lines show the paths taken by ideal muons of infinite momentum
- these would propagate along straight lines and typically cross three layers of muon chambers. Adapted
from [42].
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dioxide at a pressure of 3 bar. The precision tracking chambers are built from these single tubes,
arranged in alignment with f, such that the central point of each tube is tangential to a circle
around the beam axis. 3–4 layers of tubes make up a single chamber - the size of the chambers
increases in proportion to r, the radial distance from the beam axis. The cylindrical geometry
results in a radial electric field within the MDTs, provided by the toroid magnets - this means
that there is little dependence of measurement accuracy on the angle of incidence of a track onto
the chamber. The spatial resolution of the MDTs is 80 µm per tube, and 35 µm per chamber [42].
CSCs are used in the innermost layer of the endcaps, due to the high safe operation limit
of CSCs compared to MDTs - the highest particle fluxes are expected in the forward direction,
and so the first layer of the muon chambers will bear the brunt of this flux. CSCs can operate at
fluxes of 1000 Hz/cm2, while MDTs can only withstand 150 Hz/cm2 [54]. In contrast to MDTs,
CSCs are multi-wire chambers capable of resolving both track coordinates simultaneously. This
is achieved by having several layers of wire anodes, which are arranged radially, and two sets
of cathode strips, which are arranged parallel and perpendicular to the anode to provide the
transverse and precision coordinates of a passing track respectively. The position measurement
is found using signals from the two sets of cathodes - signals on the anode wires are not read
out. The CSCs have a spatial resolution of 60 µm in the bending direction, but only 5 mm in
the non-bending direction. The timing resolution, however, is much better in the CSCs (7 ns
per plane as opposed to 700 ns for MDTs), which makes a CSC system especially suitable for
regions of high particle densities.
Trigger Chambers
The muon system was designed to be able to trigger on muon tracks, meaning that fast infor-
mation of coarse resolution is needed to be used by the high level triggers (see Section 4.2.5) -
therefore dedicated trigger chambers have been installed capable of delivering track information
within nanoseconds of tracks passing through them. RPCs were chosen for this purpose in the
barrel region (|h| < 1.05), which lie in three layers as shown in Figure 4.14, attached to the
same support structure as the MDTs. The RPCs are made of two resistive plates, 2 mm apart,
between which a potential difference is applied. The gap between plates is filled with a mixture
of C2H2F4, Iso C4H10 and SF6 [42], and the signal is read out via metal plates attached to the
outer faces of the resistive plates.
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The TGCs in the endcap region (1.05 < |h| < 2.4) are multi-wire proportional chambers,
like the CSCs. They are called thin gap chambers as the gap between the wires and the cathode
is smaller than the gap between wires. The TGCs have better spacial resolution than the RPCs,
at 2–6 mm in r and 3–7 mm in f, compared to the RPCs at 10 mm in both z and f. The time
resolution of the trigger chambers is 1.5 ns for the RPCs and 4 ns for the TGCs, which is well
above the minimum required time resolution of 25 ns (the time between bunch crossings at the
design energy and luminosity of the LHC).
4.2.4 Magnets
ATLAS has a large magnet system, consisting of the CS referred to in Section 4.2.1, and three
large air-core toroid magnets, shown in Figure 4.15. The magnet systems have been designed
to facilitate the bending of the trajectories of charged particles using the minimum amount of
material, to minimise the potential for interactions of the particles with the magnets themselves.
The CS produces a magnetic field in the positive z direction, producing a bending force in the
plane transverse to the beamline.
The toroid system is arranged into two sections, barrel and endcap, providing the magnetic
field for the muon systems. Both have eight coils which are arranged radially around the beam
axis. The endcap lies within the barrel section at either end, at a rotation of 22.5  with respect to
the barrel coils, to provide a radial overlap and optimise the bending power in the region between
the two sections. The barrel section provides a magnetic field with a bending power of between
1.5 and 5.5 Tm where |h| < 1.4, while the endcap toroid provides a bending power of between
1 and 7.5 Tm in the range 1.6 < |h| < 2.7. The bending power is less in the transition region
(1.4< |h|< 1.6) between the barrel and endcap toroids. The toroidal magnetic field is in the f
direction, providing bending in the r–z plane.
4.2.5 Trigger and Data Acquisition
The very high pp interaction rate at full luminosity creates more data than can be stored with
existing computing systems. The maximum rate at which data can be written to disk is approx-
imately 300 MB/s, which at a nominal event size of ⇡ 1.5 MB gives a maximum rate of ⇡ 200
Hz - far below the 40 MHz (or ⇡ 1GHz, assuming a maximum of 25 events per bunch crossing,
with a spacing of 25 ns) event rate expected at the design luminosity of the LHC. It is therefore
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2008 JINST 3 S08003
Figure 2.1: Geometry of magnet windings and
tile calorimeter steel. The eight barrel toroid
coils, with the end-cap coils interleaved are
visible. The solenoid winding lies inside the
calorimeter volume. The tile calorimeter is
modelled (section 2.2.2) by four layers with dif-
ferent magnetic properties, plus an outside re-
turn yoke. For the sake of clarity the forward
shielding disk (section 3.2) is not displayed.
Figure 2.2: Bare central solenoid in the factory
after completion of the coil winding.
phases. The cold-mass and cryostat integration work began in 2001. The first barrel toroid coil
was lowered in the cavern in fall 2004, immediately followed by the solenoid (embedded inside the
LAr barrel calorimeter). The remaining seven barrel-toroid coils were installed in 2004 and 2005,
and the end-cap toroids in the summer of 2007.
2.1.1 Central solenoid
The central solenoid [2] is displayed in figure 2.2, and its main parameters are listed in table 2.1.
It is designed to provide a 2 T axial field (1.998 T at the magnet’s centre at the nominal 7.730 kA
operational current). To achieve the desired calorimeter performance, the layout was carefully
optimised to keep the material thickness in front of the calorimeter as low as possible, resulting
in the solenoid assembly contributing a total of ⇠ 0.66 radiation lengths [9] at normal incidence.
This required, in particular, that the solenoid windings and LAr calorimeter share a common vac-
uum vessel, thereby eliminating two vacuum walls. An additional heat shield consisting of 2 mm
thick aluminium panels is installed between the solenoid and the inner wall of the cryostat. The
single-layer coil is wound with a high-strength Al-stabilised NbTi conductor, specially developed
to achieve a high field while optimising thickness, inside a 12 mm thick Al 5083 support cylin-
der. The inner and outer diameters of the solenoid are 2.46 m and 2.56 m and its axial length
is 5.8 m. The coil mass is 5.4 tonnes and the stored energy is 40 MJ. The stored-energy-to-mass
ratio of only 7.4 kJ/kg at nominal field [2] clearly demonstrates successful compliance with the
design requirement of an extremely light-weight structure. The flux is returned by the steel of the
ATLAS hadronic calorimeter and its girder structure (see figure 2.1). The solenoid is charged and
discharged in about 30 minutes. In the case of a quench, the stored energy is absorbed by the en-
thalpy of the cold mass which raises the cold mass temperature to a safe value of 120 K maximum.
Re-cooling to 4.5 K is achieved within one day.
– 20 –
Figure 4.15: The ATLAS magnet systems. The central solenoid is the red cylinder in the middle, sur-
rounded by the Tile calorimeter and the return yoke. The Barrel and Endcap toroids are the larger loops
on the outside of the calorimeter [42].
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necessary to reduce the rate while retaining as many “interesting” events as possible. The major-
ity of the data produced is not of interest to physics searches (such as minimum bias events 5),
and so the ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition System (TDAQ) has been developed to select
“interesting” events online, meaning that the selection occurs before the data is stored. The trig-
ger system reduces the recorded interaction rate from ⇡ 40MHz to ⇡ 200Hz - minimum bias
events are rejected with a factor of 5⇥106, meaning that for each minimum bias event accepted,
5⇥106 are rejected [54].
The TDAQ has three sequential levels: Level 1, Level 2 and Event Filter (L1, L2 and EF
respectively), shown in Figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16: A schematic representation of the ATLAS trigger system [55].
5Minimum bias events are defined as any inelastic collisions which produce activity in the detector, with no
requirements on the kinematics of the event.
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The L1 trigger, which is hardware based, performs the initial selection based on reduced
granularity information from the TGC and RPC of the MS, and from the ECal, HCal and FCal.
The L1 trigger makes selections based on this information within 2.5 µs, and cuts the rate down
to 75 kHz. The calorimeter trigger makes use of reduced granularity information from trigger
towers 6 to look for objects and events such as high-pT photons, electrons, hadronic decays
from t leptons and hadronic jets 7, as well as those events with large ET or EmissT , all of which
are calculated online. Trigger requirements can also include isolation cones (these will be fully
defined in Section 6.1.1) which can be applied to electrons, photons and hadronic decays from t
leptons, providing an idea of how isolated an individual particle is. There is a limit to the
number of requirements that may be imposed at one time for a particular object type. The
information provided by the TGC and RPC trigger chambers is used to measure the trajectories
of muons, while the background contribution from cosmic ray muons is reduced by searching for
coincidence between several trigger chambers. The information from the calorimeter and muon
systems is passed to the central trigger processor (CTP), which compares the information with
predefined selection criteria. If an object passes these criteria, Regions Of Interest (ROIs) are
defined which contain spatial and kinematic information about the object. The ROI information
is held in readout buffers until it is passed to the L2 triggers.
The ROIs are validated by the L2 triggers, making use of the full granularity of the detector
in which they are located. The L2 systems can request further information in validated ROIs, to
aid in the identification of particles - through this process the ROIs become global trigger objects,
which can eventually become candidate photons, electrons, muons, t leptons and hadronic jets.
The use of ROIs limits the amount of data required by the L2 systems from the detector, as
only information from specific geometric regions is requested which reduces the amount of data
transferred from the detector to approximately 2% of the total event size. The data is transferred
from the detector into a farm of computers which reside next to the ATLAS cavern, which
impose further selection criteria onto the ROIs, known as the hypothesis - any ROI which fails
the hypothesis is discarded, which results in a further reduction of the rate from 75 kHz to ⇡ 2
kHz.
6A trigger tower is the analogue sum of the information in a number of cells in the calorimeters, covering an area
of approximately 0.1⇥0.1 in Dh⇥Df.
7Jets are collimated bunches of stable hadrons, which are produced by the hadronisation of partons such as
quarks and gluons. Hadronising refers to the process by which hadrons are formed from quarks and gluons - quarks
combine with other preexisting quarks such as partons from the original pp collision, and with quark-antiquark (qq¯)
pairs produced from the vacuum, resulting in jets of hadrons.
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The EF system uses offline analysis algorithms to reject further events, performing the final
selection of events that will be recorded to disk. Events which have passed the L2 triggers are
passed on to the Event Builder (EB), which makes use of the information from L2 and also
the full detector information held in the readout buffers to build the event. The event is then
passed to the EF where the available latency is 4s per event, allowing more sophisticated event
reconstruction algorithms to be applied compared to those used in L1 and L2. It is possible
to perform track fitting, vertex reconstruction and photon conversion searches here, often using
standard ATLAS algorithms developed for offline use. The EF can access the full detector
information (not just that within ROIs), and uses this to apply hypotheses to refine the L2 trigger
objects, eventually passing events into different trigger streams depending on which candidate
object caused them to pass the trigger 8. The event rate is now reduced to ⇡ 200 Hz, which can
then be written to storage.
4.3 Monte Carlo Simulation
Before collision data taking using ATLAS began, a large programme of studies using simulated
data was undertaken in order to best understand the behaviour of the detector with regards to
how objects are reconstructed as they pass through the various subdetectors. Monte Carlo (MC)
generators are used to simulate physical processes, and these are then fed through a simulated
version of the ATLAS detector and object reconstruction algorithms, returning data in identical
format to that returned by ATLAS using collision data taking.
MC generators use combinations of theoretical and empirical models (using data collected
from previous experiments) to simulate potential physical processes resulting from the pp colli-
sions within ATLAS. The MC samples of simulated data are produced in a three stage process -
the initial event generation, detector simulation and finally digitisation of the data.
4.3.1 Event Generation
The MC generators split an event into constituent parts as shown in Figure 4.17. These parts are
parton showering, the hard scattering process, hadronising, hadronic decay, QED-Bremsstrahlung
and the underlying event [56].
8If an event passes several triggers then the same event can be recorded in multiple trigger streams.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a proton–proton collision from an event-generator point of view.
for a detailed description of multiparticle production. In this contribution we
want to briefly illuminate the principles underlying such programs, and we
would like to present some results of our new event generator SHERPA [1].
2 Physics in Event Generators
For a brief discussion of the physics concepts underlying event generators,
Fig. 1 will be employed, in which a proton–(anti)proton collision is sketched.
The simulation of such an event has to be decomposed into di erent indepen-
dent stages. To control this independence, these stages are ordered according
to the scales related to them.
At the highest scale the signal process takes place leading eventually to the
production of heavy and/or exotic states. In the figure, this is represented
by the thick blob in the middle, in which two gluons fuse to produce a four-
particle final state. For such signals one would like to use the full matrix ele-
ment. Within our event generator the module AMEGIC++ [2] takes care of the
hard processes. It automatically creates all Feynman diagrams, stores them as
helicity amplitudes into library files and uses these libraries when the integral
over the phase space of final-state particles, i.e. the cross section, is evaluated
2
Figure 4.17: A schematic representation of a pp collision, as simulated by Monte Carlo. The incoming
protons are represented by the parallel green lines on the left and right. Blue lines represent the parton
showering for the initial state, and red lines represent this for the final state. The large red circle shows the
hard scattering process, and the hadronising of parton is represented by light green ellipses. Hadronic
decay is shown by the dark green lines and circles, and QED-Bremsstrahlung is shown in yellow. Finally,
the underlying event is shown in purple [57].
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• Parton showering consists of the emission of gluons by coloured partons. A cascade
of partons is produced, modelled by perturbation theory above the energy threshold of
approximately 1 GeV.
• The hard scattering process is typically theoretically well understood, and also experimen-
tally interesting. The scattering of the colliding partons within the hadron is governed by
the parton distribution function (PDF), f (xi,Q2i ), which gives the probability of resolving
a parton i of momentum fraction xi within a hadron, via a momentum transfer Q2i between
parton i and an incoming particle.
• Hadronising is the confinement of coloured partons into uncoloured hadrons, as referred to
in Section 4.2.5. Existing partons combine with other partons remaining from the original
pp interaction, and with partons produced from the vacuum as qq¯ pairs. The resultant
hadrons subsequently decay into stable final state particles, forming hadronic jets.
• QED-Bremsstrahlung is the emission of photons from charged particles, in a similar man-
ner to gluon emission with parton showering, but confined to QED processes.
• The underlying event can refer to the interactions between beam remnants and other soft
scattering processes such as minimum bias events.
The various parts of an event can be simulated using different generators, as in some cases
one generator is more appropriate for a particular purpose than another. For example, the MC
sample of tt¯ decays used in Chapter 6 is produced using MC@NLO [58, 59] for simulating the
next-to-leading order (NLO) processes, and the Herwig+Jimmy [60, 61] generator for parton
showering, while the MC sample of J/y! µµ events used in Chapter 7 is generated using the
Pythia generator for both event generation and parton showering [62].
For a particular process, the Feynman diagram with the fewest loops and vertices possible
is the tree level (if there are no loops) or leading order (LO) diagram. NLO refers to the next
simplest set of diagrams, which have first level corrections added. As an example, Figure 4.18
shows the LO diagram for top quark production from gluon fusion, and some of the NLO radia-
tive loop corrections to this process, which involve the spontaneous emission and absorption of
a gluon. LO processes have larger cross sections than NLO or NNLO (next-to-next-to-leading
order processes, such as top quark pair production with two radiative corrections), as the cross
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section is proportional to the square of the product of the couplings at the vertices, which are
< 1.
(a) LO top pair production
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(b) NLO one-loop QCD corrections
Figure 4.18: Top quark pair production via gluon fusion (s-channel). The leading order process and two
examples of next-to-leading order processes are shown.
4.3.2 Detector Simulation
The particles generated in the Event Generation stage above are fed into a simulated version of
the ATLAS detector, produced using the GEANT4 toolkit [63]. GEANT4 is a software kit for
simulating the passage of particles through matter, and is used to model the components of the
ATLAS detector. The simulated particles produced in the event generation are passed through
the simulated detector, and the resultant information is passed on the the digitisation and object
reconstruction phases. The information about the particles produced at the generator level (often
referred to as the “truth” information or “truth particles”) is stored as well.
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4.3.3 Digitisation
The digitisation stage uses the information from the detector simulation to generate the detector
signal, i.e. the voltages and time responses that would be read out of the real ATLAS detector
during collision data taking. Object reconstruction algorithms are applied to the resultant data,
allowing the reconstruction of objects as referred to in Section 4.2.5. This means that informa-
tion can be produced in simulation in the same format as that which would be read out of the real
ATLAS detector during collision data taking, allowing the same analysis software to be used on
both simulated and collision data.
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Chapter 5
Identifying b-jets, and the Match c2
based Soft Muon Tagger
As referred to in Section 3.2, good rejection of background processes is essential in identifying
top quark decays. The high branching ratio of t!Wbmeans that the identification and selection
of b-jets (b-tagging) can be used to select those events which are likely to have contained a top
quark or a tt¯ pair. This chapter outlines current b-tagging procedures in use in ATLAS, and
introduces the concept of Soft Muon Tagging (SMT) and the c2match based SMT algorithm.
The tagging of b-jets at ATLAS is performed using two main techniques, lifetime based
taggers and Soft Lepton Taggers (SLT) 1. Algorithms for b-tagging make use of the unique
properties of b-jets, namely their high mass and the relatively long lifetime of b hadrons. This
lifetime (t) is approximately 1.5 ps [64] (ct ⇡ 450µm), meaning that b hadrons can travel a
measurable distance before decaying - the flight length of a b hadron of mass 5 GeV with pT of
50 GeV would be approximately 4.5 mm 2.
The hadronic jets referred to in this analysis correspond to jets of hadrons formed in the
decay of quarks, as reconstructed using detector information. The reconstruction of jets is per-
formed using the anti-kt algorithm, with distance parameter R = 0.4 [54, 66]. The anti-kt algo-
rithm seeks to form conical jets of hadrons using information from the calorimeter systems. The
input to the anti-kt algorithm is topological calorimeter clusters; these are formed by an algo-
1The leptons are referred to as “soft” as they have a lower energy distribution compared to those produced from
the decay ofW bosons, which can be referred to as “hard” leptons.
2Using flight length = ct · (pT/mB), where mB is the mass of the b hadron [6, 65]
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rithm which searches for cells within the calorimeter which have a high signal significance over
the expected background, implying that energy from an incident particle has been deposited in
these cells. These cells and their neighbouring cells are then added together to form a cluster.
If a neighbouring cell is also found to have a high signal significance (but not high enough to
trigger the original search), it and its neighbours are added to the topological calorimeter cluster,
and so on until no neighbouring cells have a significant signal [67].
5.1 Lifetime based b-tagging
Lifetime taggers rely on the measured distance between primary and secondary vertices, charac-
teristic of long-lived b and c hadrons resulting from the hadronising of b and c quarks. There are
a series of successful flavour taggers for high pT jets which have been developed and calibrated
by the ATLAS collaboration, allowing for the identification of b and c-jets and the rejection of
light jets.
There are three forms of lifetime tagger in use at ATLAS - firstly, a “vertex tagger” (such as
SV0) [68] uses a number of well reconstructed tracks with significant impact parameters. The
impact parameter is the distance between the interaction (or primary) vertex and the nearest point
through which the reconstructed track passes. The vertex tagger then attempts to find a displaced
secondary vertex, indicating that a distance has been travelled by the hadron before decaying into
other hadrons, resulting in a jet of particles. Those jets produced from the original interaction
event will originate from the primary vertex, whereas those produced by the hadronisation of
heavy flavour quarks will originate from a displaced vertex, due to the longer lifetime of b and c
hadrons.
The IP3D and SV1 taggers create likelihood ratios for a measured variable in a selected jet,
and compare these ratios to reference probability distributions obtained from simulated data.
The ratio of the probability that a selected jet is a b-jet to the probability that it is a light jet gives
the track or vertex weight, which is used to decide whether or not to tag a particular jet as being
a b-jet. The measured variables used in IP3D are histograms of the significance of the impact
parameter measurements (d0/sd0 and z0/sz0). SV1 searches for pairs of tracks originating from
the same secondary vertex, and uses their invariant mass, the ratio of the energies of tracks from
a particular vertex to the total energy of the jet they are within, and also the number of vertices
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to construct a likelihood parameter [68].
A “jet probability” tagger traces the particle tracks within a jet back to the point where
they were produced, and determines the probability that a track originated from the primary
vertex, based on the signed impact parameter of the jet. This quantity is found by comparing the
direction of particles within a jet with the particle from which they decayed (the “parent”). If the
track direction is within 90  of the line joining the primary vertex to the point of closest approach
of the parent, then the impact parameter is given a positive value. If the angle is greater than 90 
then the signed impact parameter will be negative. Figure 5.1 shows a schematic diagram of this
definition [69].
|δ0|
track
jet directionvertex
α
if α > 90°, δ0 = -|δ0| if α < 90°, δ0 = +|δ0| 
track
jet direction
vertex
α|δ0|
Figure 5.1: Constructing the signed impact parameter. The sign of d0, the impact parameter, is based
on the angle between the jet direction and the line between the primary vertex and the point of closest
approach of the track corresponding to the parent particle.
Jet probability taggers return a value between -1 and 1, with values close to 0 indicating
increased likelihood that the track originates from a displaced secondary vertex, and those with
an absolute value close to 1 indicating that the track originates from the primary vertex. The track
probability distribution for tracks within heavy flavour jets peaks at 0, whereas the distribution
for light jets is more evenly spread across the range, as shown in Figure 5.2(a). The probabilities
for the tracks within a jet are then combined into a jet probability, shown in Figure 5.2(b). The
simulated samples of light and c-jets used to produce Figure 5.2 are “purified” jets - light jets for
which a b, c quark or a t lepton is found within a cone of DR= 0.8 around the jet direction are
not used to find the performance of the tagger, as there is potential in high jet multiplicity events
for tracks from several flavours of decay to be present in the same jet [54]. Therefore such jets
are not included in the sample of purified light jets. Purified c-jets do not have a truth level 3 b
quark, t lepton or light jet found within a cone of DR= 0.8 around the jet direction.
3A “truth level” particle, or “truth particle”, refers to a particle produced at the generator level in Monte Carlo,
before passing through the simulated detector and object reconstruction processes.
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is not strictly true.
The individual probability of each of the N tracks associated to the jet are then combined to obtain a
jet probabilityP jet which discriminates b-jets against light jets (Figure 11(b)):
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j! (4)
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Figure 11: Distributions of the probability of compatibility with the primary vertex for individual tracks
(left plot) and for all tracks in the jet (right plot) as defined for JetProb. The cases of b-jets (red plain),
c-jets (green dashed) and light jets (blue dotted line) are shown.
4.3 Soft lepton algorithms
Soft lepton tagging relies on the semi-leptonic decays of bottom and charm hadrons. Therefore it is in-
trinsically limited by the branching ratios to leptons: at most 21% [15] of b-jets will contain a soft lepton
of a given flavour, including cascade decays of bottom to charm hadrons. However, tagging algorithms
based on soft leptons exhibit very high purity and low correlations with the track-based tagging algo-
rithms, which is very important for checking and cross-calibrating performance in data (see for instance
Ref. [8]).
4.3.1 Soft muons
Once a reconstructed muon is associated to a jet as explained briefly in Section 2.4, a likelihood permits
to discriminate light jets from b-jets. The algorithm and its performance are detailed in Ref. [5] and will
not be discussed further in this note. To summarize, a light jet rejection of about 300 can be achieved for
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Figure 5.2: Probability distributions showing compatibility with the primary vertex for jets and tracks
within jets, as found using JetProb, a jet probability b-tagger, produced using simulated data [54].
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5.2 Determining the performance of b-tagging algorithms
The performance of b-taggers can be measured by two criteria - the b-jet tagging efficiency
(eb) and the light jet rejection (LJR). The former is defined as the fraction of taggable true b-
jets which are tagged by the b-tagging algorithm - “taggable” jets are good jets which have a
high likelihood of being tagged, as they are pure jets which are unlikely to be an incorrectly
reconstructed electron or other truth particle. A jet is considered taggable if it has pT > 20 GeV,
|h|< 2.5 and it does not lie within DR(e, jet)< 0.2 of an electron with ET > 25 GeV, |h|< 2.5
and isolation energy in a cone of DR< 0.2 less than 3.5 GeV.
The mistag rate is the fraction of taggable jets which do not truly originate from the decay
of a b hadron, but which are identified by the b-tagger as being b-jets; the LJR is the inverse of
the mistag rate, or the number of light jets which are rejected for each light jet that is incorrectly
tagged as being a b-jet. Figure 5.3 shows the eb and LJR achieved by a selection of b-tagging
methods used in ATLAS [70].
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Note that the results depend strongly on the kinematics of the sample under study, and that this
variation is specific to each tagging algorithm, as can be seen in Figure 6 which shows the light jet
rejection as a function of the jet pT for the various tagging algorithms operating in such a way that
they all lead to the same ε t  tb = 60%. One can notice that for all algorithms, the tagging performance is
optimal for pjetT ⇠ 100 GeV: below this threshold, tracks in jets are relatively soft and therefore multiple
scattering is compromising the resolution on the impact parameter, while above this pT value several
effects such as merged pixel clusters and pattern-recognition issues conspire to reduce the performance.
Further information can be found in Ref. [2].
8 Commissioning studies
Two aspects of the Monte Carlo description of the data are studied during the commissioning of the
algorithms: the level of agreement in the description of the tagging output discriminating variable and
any associated auxiliary variables, and the description of the tagging rates in inclusive and heavy flavor-
enhanced jet samples. The tagging rate is defined as the fraction of jets that are tagged out of those that
could be tagged by a given algorithm, for a specific choice of its operating point. The fraction of tagged
jets has some dependence on the jet pT (and to a lesser extent on η) which is specific to each algorithm.
For a typical sample with a mix of flavors and a fraction fb of b-jets, the integrated tagging rate is the
sum of the fraction of b-jets correctly tagged by the algorithm and the fraction of non-b jets tagged by
mistake, i.e. ftagged = fbεb+(1  fb)εl , where εl is the efficiency to tag a non-b jet by mistake and is
algorithm- (and also pT- and η-) dependent.
It is important to note that for the tagging rate histograms in the following, the data and simulation
plots were not normalized to the same area: both the shape and normalization contain information. For
the sake of comparison the operating points are not described by the actual cut value on the output of
9
Figure 5.3: LJR as a function of b-jet tagging efficiency for various b-tagging algorithms, based on
simulated tt¯ events [70].
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5.3 Soft Lepton Tagging
Soft Lepton Tagging (SLT) algorithms rely on the identification of a lepton produced from the
semileptonic decay of a b or a c quark, rather than looking for a secondary vertex. The term
“semileptonic”, in this context, refers to a hadron decaying to a lepton-neutrino pair and another
hadron.
Hadrons containing heavy flavour quarks can decay into leptons which inherit a relatively
low fraction of the quark energy - the branching ratio (BR) for b quarks within b hadrons de-
caying as b! ` n`X is 10.95+0.29 0.25% for muons and 10.86± 0.35% for electrons [6], where X
represents any other hadronic products within the b-jet. These low pT leptons can also be pro-
duced via b! cX ! `+n`X and b! c¯X ! ` n`X , with BRs of 8.02±0.19% and 1.6±0.5%
respectively for muons [6]. The b! c¯X decay occurs as the neutral B mesons (B0 and B0s ) can
oscillate back and forth between the B0 and B¯0 (or B0s and B¯0s ) states, as shown in Figure 5.4.
This gives rise to a b¯ quark which can then decay into the c¯.
III
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Figure 5.4: Feynman diagrams of neutral B meson oscillations, where the down-type quark in the initial
state is the d for the B0, and s for B0s .
There is also a small contribution from b! t! µ decays, with a BR of 0.42± 0.04% [6].
This means that in 21.0±1.0% of decays of b hadrons, a muon is expected to be present in the
resultant b-jet (the BR is approximately the same for electrons). In approximately 38% of tt¯
decays, therefore, at least one of the hadrons containing b quarks will decay semileptonically 4.
An example of the decay of a b quark into a b-jet containing soft muons, both from b! µnµX
and b! cX ! µ+nµX is shown in Figure 5.5. The soft muons are used instead of the soft
electrons as the ATLAS detector reconstructs muons with high purity, and there is a higher
incidence of fakes with electrons, which is to say that there is a higher likelihood of light hadrons
and other non-electrons being reconstructed as electrons in the calorimetry systems than there is
41  (1 BR(b 99K `))2 ⇡ 0.38, where b 99K ` indicates all decay modes starting with a b and resulting in a `,
regardless of the intermediate particles (if any). The lepton, `, can represent either an electron or a muon.
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of misidentifying muons in the MS.
In order to identify the soft muons, they must first be reconstructed. Two muon reconstruc-
tion algorithms are used, depending on the momentum of the muon in question. Due to the
thickness of the calorimeter systems of the detector, muons with lower momenta (those with
p below approximately 5 GeV) do not leave tracks in the outer parts of the MS of the ATLAS
detector, and so they can be reconstructed using the ID and inner stations of the MS only (these
shall be referred to as low pT muons). Combined muons are reconstructed using information
from the ID and all sections of the MS, matching a track in the ID with a track in the MS which
has been extrapolated to the beamline.
Figure 5.5: An example of the decay of a b quark into a b-jet, containing two soft muons. The resultant
hadrons (p  or K ) make up part of the b jet. The p+ in this case is referred to as a fragmentation track,
and will originate from the primary vertex, while the soft muon and the p  or K  will be traced back to
the D0 !W+p  or D0 !W+K  vertices respectively. This vertex will be displaced from the primary
vertex, as the B  travelled a number of mm before decaying.
5.3.1 The prelT based Soft Muon Tagger
Within SMT there are differing methods of using the signature muon to tag a b-jet. A simple
search for the presence of any reconstructed muon in a jet is one approach, and the performance
of this can be enhanced by using the prelT of the muon within a jet to discriminate between
b-jets and jets from other sources. A cartoon showing the prelT of a muon within a b-jet can
be seen in Figure 5.6. The soft muons resulting from the decays of b hadrons tend to have
greater values of pT than those originating from light hadron decays, and due to the high mass
of b hadrons, muons from direct b decays are more boosted in the plane transverse to the jet
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direction, meaning that they will have higher values of prelT than muons produced in light or c-
jets - the prelT distributions for direct b! µnX , sequential b! c! µnX , c! µnX , light hadron
! µnX decays and fake muons are shown in Figure 5.7 [54].
Figure 5.6: A schematic representation of the relative pT of a muon within a b jet, with respect to the pT
of the jet axis
The muon, neutrino and quark produced by the semileptonic b decay will proceed with equal
probability in all directions in the rest frame of the b, however as the b is boosted in one particular
direction the products will also be boosted, and so will form a jet. At low jet pT this will result
in a difference in the pT of the jet products with respect to the jet axis, therefore muons resulting
from the decay of the heavy b hadrons may have a large prelT [54]. At higher jet energies this
effect will become less prominent as the muon prelT becomes very small relative to the overall
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Figure 5.7: Distribution of the transverse momentum relative to the jet axis of muons from b, c and light
hadron decays, and fake muons in simulated tt¯ events [4]
jet pT, as all decay products will be more boosted.
The prelT tagger makes use of pairs of reconstructed jets and “taggable” muons (which can be
either a combined or low pT muon). Taggable muon, in this case, means that the muon satisfies
the following criteria:
• DR (between jet axis and muon) < 0.5
• Impact parameter of muon with respect to the primary vertex, |d0|< 4 mm
• Muon pT > 4 GeV
• Match c2/degree of freedom (c2match) < 10
The requirement that the muon pT be greater than 4 GeV greatly reduces the mistagging rate
of the SMT, by removing most muons produced from the decays of light hadrons (such as p and
K mesons), with a comparatively small reduction in the efficiency of the tagger. The requirement
on |d0| is imposed to reduce the contribution from long-lived hadrons 5, which can produce a sec-
ondary vertex at larger distances from the primary vertex. Also this removes contributions from
interactions with the material of the beam pipe itself. The requirement on c2match has been found
5Hadrons such as K and p mesons, and S and X baryons have lifetimes longer than the B and D mesons, but short
enough that they are able to decay within the detector volume.
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to reduce the contribution from fake muons in simulated data while not significantly reducing
the efficiency of selecting true muons [54].
Once the µ-jet pairs have been established, the prelT of the pair is used to find the likelihood
(prelT weight) of the muon being a soft muon from a b decay, based on Monte Carlo simulated p
rel
T
distributions. The jet is consequently tagged (or not) as a b-jet. The prelT weight threshold can be
set to achieve different operating points of b-tagging efficiency.
The prelT algorithm is used within ATLAS to calibrate lifetime based b-taggers, however
the c2match based soft muon tagger described in Section 5.4, which is the main topic of this thesis,
is used for a measurement of the tt¯ cross section.
5.4 The Match c2 based Soft Muon Tagger
Another method of SMT, proposed in [71] (hereafter referred to as “the 2010 study”), makes use
of the quality of the match between the tracks left by a muon in the MS and ID of the ATLAS
detector. Specifically, the c2/degree of freedom of the match (c2match) is used as a discriminating
variable between b-jets, c-jets and light jets. This variable is shown in Equation 5.1 and defined
(for combined muons) as the difference between the MS and ID track parameters, TMS and
TID respectively, weighted by their combined covariance matrices, CMS and CID. The track
parameters in question are the perigee parameters h, f, pT, d0 and z0, as shown in Equation 5.2.
c2match = (TMS TID)T (CMS+CID) 1(TMS TID) (5.1)
TMS or ID =
0BBBBBBBBB@
h
f
pT
d0
z0
1CCCCCCCCCA
MS or ID
(5.2)
The covariance matrices are formed as shown in Equation 5.3 [72], containing the measure-
ment uncertainties on the track parameters, Ti hTii, where Ti represents the measured values
of the 5 elements of the vector of track parameters and hTii is the expected value of Ti. The
source of the measurement uncertainties is the limited resolution of the detector components.
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CMS+CID is shown in full in Appendix B.
Ci j = (Ti hTii)(Ti hTji) (5.3)
The c2match value is expected to prove useful in identifying heavy flavour jets because light
hadrons (such as the p and K mesons) decaying in flight, either within the ID or between the ID
and MS, can produce a genuine muon which leaves a high quality track in the MS but does not
produce a continuous track through the ID and MS. The emission of an undetectable neutrino
in the production of the muon causes a kink in the track, due to conservation of momentum.
Another source of fake muons (non muons detected by tracks in the MS and ID systems) is
hadronic punch-through events, caused by hadrons passing through the calorimeters or interact-
ing with the material of the detector. Such events produce showers of particles, some of which
can be reconstructed as muons. As the interactions can take place in between the MS and ID, the
quality of match between the tracks in these systems is likely to be poor when compared with
true muons found within the heavy flavour jets produced by the decay of b hadrons.
The studies performed in the 2010 study and quoted here define the c2match SMT method
as having the same requirements for a taggable muon as the prelT based SMT algorithm, but
additionally requiring that the c2match pass a tightened cut compared to the c2match < 10 mentioned
in Section 5.3.1.
5.4.1 Performance of the c2match based Soft Muon Tagger
The c2match distributions for various flavours of jets within a Monte Carlo simulated sample of tt¯
events is shown in Figure 5.8, for both low pT and combined muons as defined in Section 5.3.1.
As can be seen, the c2match distribution for combined muons seems to show more b-jet dis-
criminating power of the c2matchvariable than for low pT muons. This is due to the difference in
how the combined and low pT tracks are established - low pT muons make use of tracks in the
ID and at most three coordinates from the MS (see the description of the layout of the MS in
Section 4.2.3, and Figure 4.14 in the same section). By contrast, combined muons make use of
many more spatial coordinates from the entire MS system. The result of this is an increased pro-
portion of “fake” muons in the sample of low pT muons. “Fake” muons are tracks reconstructed
as muons within jets which, when compared with the truth information from simulation, do not
correspond to muons produced at the generator level (“true” muons) - by this it is meant that no
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(a) c2matchdistribution for taggable muons reconstructed using low pT methods.
(b) c2matchdistribution for taggable combined muons.
Figure 5.8: The c2match/DoF distributions of taggable muons in a sample of simulated tt¯ data, for both
low pT muons and combined muons [71]. 82
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true muon is found within DR< 0.01 of the reconstructed muon.
The difference in the discriminating power of c2match in combined and low pT muons is borne
out when studies of the eb and LJR are performed using the c2match variable as the determinant.
Keeping eb at an operating point of 10% for these studies, the achievable LJR is found - an LJR
of 350± 5 is found when using both combined and low pT muons, whereas an LJR of 470± 9
is achieved when using combined muons only. These LJR values are achieved using a c2match
cut of c2match < 2.5 and c2match < 3.2 respectively in order to keep the b-tagging efficiency at the
operating point of 10%. Consequently, the requirement is made that the taggable muon should
be a combined muon for optimum performance of the c2match tagger - in all future references to
the c2match tagger, it should be assumed that a cut of c2match< 3.2 is being used as the discriminant.
The LJR and eb values achieved for various cuts on c2match are shown in Figure 5.9, and the cuts
implemented in order to achieve various b-tagging efficiencies are shown in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Comparison of light jet rejection factor produced for the c2match and prelT based taggers, when
achieving several b-tagging efficiencies [71].
prelT based tagger c2match based tagger
eb prelT weight > LJR c2match weight < LJR
8 % 3.7 790±19 1.8 740±17
9 % 3.4 585±12 2.3 595±12
10 % 3.14 430±8 3.2 470±9
11 % 2.93 310±5 6.0 330±5
5.4.2 Comparing performance of b-tagging methods
It has been demonstrated in Monte Carlo simulations of tt¯ data that at an operating point of
eb = 10% (taking the branching ratio of b! (c!)µ into account), LJR values of 430± 8 and
470±9 can be achieved using the prelT and c2match based soft muon taggers respectively [71]. As
the BR of b 99K µ is only 21.0±1.0%, the maximum eb that can be achieved by a SMT algorithm
is also 21.0±1.0%. This should be noted when comparing performance of b-tagging algorithms
- for example, the operating point of the prelT tagger in this instance is approximately 48% of the
maximum possible value of eb. As shown in Figure 5.3, the LJR achieved for the JetProb tagger
for an operating point of eb = 48% is approximately 180, significantly lower than the rejection
achieved by the soft muon taggers.
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(a) b-jet tagging efficiency found using a cut on the c2match value of a soft muon within
the jet.
(b) Light Jet Rejection found using a cut on the c2match value of a soft muon within the
jet.
Figure 5.9: b-jet tagging efficiency and light jet rejection factors achieved using a cut on the c2match value
of a soft muon within the jet. Two categories of soft muons were used - combined muons only, and
combined+low pT muons [71].
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5.4.3 SMT Selection Cuts
The Monte Carlo studies in the 2010 study make only the most basic of requirements on the jet
and muon used for the c2match based tagger. In order to use the muon for flavour tagging of a jet
on a sample of collision data, further requirements must be put in place. The selections include
those used for the prelT based tagger, with the addition of muon quality recommendations from
the Muon Combined Performance (MCP) group [73] and specific cuts optimised for the c2match
tagger. The MCP quality cuts are put in place to take into account the conditions of the silicon
systems in the ID - if the extrapolated muon track passes through a dead area of the detector,
then it is treated as if a hit has occurred in this region [73].
The STACO algorithm used for reconstructing muons performs a statistical combination of
the MS track, extrapolated to the beamline, with a corresponding track in the ID. There is a
requirement that the c2 of this pair of tracks be below 100. If multiple ID tracks are matched
with the MS track, only the ID track with the smallest DR with the extrapolated MS track will
be used [74].
The selections are the following:
• Muon collection and type:
1. The STACO collection of reconstructed muons is used
2. Combined muon, in order to have a valid c2match value
• MCP quality cuts:
1. N(B layer hits) > 0, if B layer hits are expected on the muon track
2. N(Pixel hits) + N(crossed dead Pixel sensors) > 1
3. N(SCT hits) + N(crossed dead SCT sensors) > 5
4. N(Pixel holes) + N(SCT holes) < 3
5. If |h| < 1.9:
– N(TRT hits) + N(TRT outliers) > 5
– N(TRT outliers)/[N(TRT hits) + N(TRT outliers)] < 0.9
6. If |h|   1.9 and N(TRT hits) + N(TRT outliers) > 5:
– N(TRT outliers)/[N(TRT hits) + N(TRT outliers)] < 0.9
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• Flavour tagger specific cuts:
1. pT > 4 GeV
2. |d0|< 3 mm
3. |z0 · sin(q)|< 3 mm
4. DR(µ, jet)< 0.5: in case of ambiguities, the muon is only associated with the closest
jet
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of b-jet tagging efficiencies found in the 2010 study [71] and the characterisa-
tion in Chapter 6 of this thesis, for various cuts on the c2match value of a soft muon within the jet.
Figure 5.10 shows a comparison of the b-tagging efficiencies found in the 2010 study [71],
and those found in Chapter 6 of this thesis. The reduction of the efficiency is due to the additional
cuts placed on the soft muons and jets as the precise definition of the tagger has been refined.
The impact parameter requirements (|d0| and |z0 · sin(q)|) are added to remove tracks which
may be produced by the interaction of products of the collision hard scattering process with the
material of the detector, and also to suppress tracks from hadronic interactions. The |z0 · sin(q)|
cut is also effective in suppressing tracks from different vertices at high instantaneous luminosity.
The DR(µ, jet)< 0.5 cut is needed in order to include most b-jets - it is chosen because while the
anti-kt algorithm used for jet clustering [54] defines the radius of a jet cone as DR< 0.4, if only
the soft muons within this radius are considered, 6% of b-jets would be excluded, as can be seen
in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: DR(µ, jet) distributions for simulated tt¯ events from simulated dijet events. The fraction
of jets contained in the ring between DR(µ, jet)=0.4 and DR(µ, jet)=0.5 is also displayed for the three
flavours of jet, after all other tagger selections have been made [1]. It can be seen that the expansion of
the maximum DR(µ, jet) to 0.5 includes proportionally more b-jets than c or light jets.
5.4.4 Comparison of Soft Muon Taggers
Studies on simulated data comparing the prelT and c2match based soft muon taggers find the per-
formances overall to be similar in terms of eb and LJR - Figure 5.12 shows the performance of
the two taggers, and also of the prelT tagger with the additional requirement that the muon be a
combined muon to see if this affects the performance.
It can be seen that the effect of the combined muon requirement on the prelT based tagger is
negligible. It was also found that the c2match based tagger performed better at higher values of
jet ET; prelT shows strong dependence on jet ET, and at higher ET values there is little difference
between the prelT distributions for b-jets and light jets meaning that the discriminating power
of a prelT based tagger is lessened [71]. The c2match distribution, however, shows no systematic
dependence on the ET of the jet, implying a better discriminating power at high jet ET than
that of the prelT based tagger. The studies mentioned so far in this section have been exclusively
performed on a simulated sample of tt¯ data, and calibration in collision data is essential before
the c2match tagger can be used in a tt¯ pair production cross section measurement, or be used for
other analyses requiring jet flavour tagging.
The c2match tagger has advantages over the prelT based tagger in terms of calibration with
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Figure 5.12: Light jet rejection as a function of the b-jet tagging efficiency for the c2match and prelT based
soft muon taggers. The performance of the prelT tagger using only combined muons is also shown [71].
collision data. As prelT is a property of a muon within a jet, a jet is required for calibration.
As a consequence of this, the performance of the tagger is dependent on the quality of the jet
reconstruction, as well as that of the muon. The c2match of the muon is a property of the muon
alone, and so a sample of muons is required to perform calibrations with collision data. This does
not pose a problem as there are large statistics samples containing isolated muons available in
early data, such as J/Y! µµ and Z! µµ. A detailed study of the efficiency of the c2match based
tagger and of determining the scale factor between collision and simulated data is performed,
and the results can be seen in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 6
Monte Carlo Characterisation of the
Match c2 based Soft Muon Tagger
To help with understanding the c2match based soft muon tagger presented in the previous chapter,
a study of the characteristics of the tagger was undertaken. The first stage of this study is to
reproduce and complement the initial study [71], in light of the fact that the initial study did not
include the final list of requirements for the tagger, shown in Section 5.4.3. In this section the
event selection is explained, and the performance of individual requirements within the tagger
is investigated, as well as the dependence of the b-tagging efficiency on the transverse momenta
of true b quarks and reconstructed jets. The sources of all reconstructed muons incorrectly
tagged as originating from b-jets (these are referred to as “fakes”) are found by matching of the
reconstructed muons to truth particles in the simulated dataset.
As an example of characterising the tagger, if one assumes that in a sample of 100 b-jets one
has 20 soft muons, 10 of which are selected by the soft muon tagger, then it is possible to look at
the characteristics of the tagged and untagged muons and jets, to see if there are obvious reasons
why some soft muons were not tagged, and why some particles which are not soft muons are
tagged as being so.
Characterising the c2match based soft muon tagger involves investigating which events and
particles pass the constituent selection cuts. The first stage is to establish the “truth” information
related to the actual content of the simulated dataset - how many tt¯ events are generated, and of
these how many decay to b quarks, and in turn how many of these produce muons in the final
state of the decay and what other decay products are produced. In this context, “truth” refers
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to the simulated particles produced at generator level, i.e. before the reconstruction algorithms
have produced entities such as jets and reconstructed muons. This allows decay chains and
branching ratios (BRs) to be found, and permits investigation of any dependences of the BRs on
the particle characteristics.
6.1 Monte Carlo samples and Event Selection
In order to investigate the characteristics of the c2match based soft muon tagger, a dataset of three
million Monte Carlo simulated top-antitop quark pairs was produced (“the tt¯ MC sample”).
The µ+jets channel is investigated here, as it has high statistics and the presence of the muon is
required to check the efficacy of the veto of the hard muon from the W boson in the t !Wb
decay, as mentioned below. The simulated data sample used for the characterisation studies was
produced using MC@NLO [58, 59] for simulating the next to leading order (NLO) processes,
and the Herwig+Jimmy [60,61] generator for parton showering [75].
The µ+jets channel event selection requires that the event passes the requirements listed in
Table 6.1 [76]. These event selection criteria look to select only events in which the tt¯ pair has
decayed via t!W+b! qq¯(b-jet) and t¯!W b¯! `n¯(b¯-jet), or the charge conjugates of these
decays. The event selection here is the same as that used for the tt¯ cross section measurement
summarised in Chapter 8 - although tt¯ decaying via the µ+jets channel will result in 4 jets,
requiring that 3 good jets are present reduces the systematic uncertainty related to the jet energy
scale (explained in Section 6.3.3), while still excluding the dilepton channel. Of the 3 million tt¯
events subjected to the event selection, 569999 pass all nine requirements - these events will be
referred to as “the preselected sample” in this chapter. The efficiency of the event selection is
therefore 19.0% of all simulated events.
The requirements for a jet to be classed as “good” are that it must have pT > 25 GeV and
jet vertex fraction > 0.75, meaning that at least 75% of the pT of the jet must be traceable to
a single vertex 1. Muons must be combined muons (as defined in Section 5.3.1) passing the
1The jet vertex fraction (JVF) is the fraction of the total pT of a jet carried by tracks traceable to each primary
vertex within an event, i.e. if all tracks originating from one vertex (A) were shared equally between two jets (1 and
2), but the tracks from a second vertex (B), having the same total pT, were contained within one jet (2), then JVF
(1,A) = 1 as all the pT contained in jet 1 is in tracks originating from vertex A, however JVF (1,B) = 0 as no tracks
originate from vertex B. JVF (2,A) = 1/3 as 1/3 of the pT in jet 2 is held by tracks from vertex B, and JVF (2,B) =
2/3 as 2/3 of the pT in jet 2 came from vertex B.
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Table 6.1: Event Selection requirements in the µ+jets channel for a simulated dataset of tt¯ events. When
the event selection is performed on the tt¯ MC sample, 569999 events pass all nine requirements.
Cut Requirement
0 Event passes correct triggers (EF mu18 medium1 or EF mu18)
1 Primary Vertex has at least 4 tracks
2 At least one muon
3 Exactly one muon
4 No good electrons
5 Require trigger matching
6 Remove events with e/µ overlap
7 Reject the event if there is a LooseBad jet
8 At least two good jets
9 At least three good jets
“tight” selection 2, and be found within the |h| < 2.5 range. Overlap removal is performed by
removing events in which a selected electron and muon share the same reconstructed track in
the inner detector (the reconstructed electron and muon tracks are separated by DR < 0.01). If
the muon has indeed been produced by the decay of aW boson, it is expected to be isolated, and
so a requirement is made that the reconstructed muons pass isolation requirements 3 and that the
muons be separated from any good jet by at least DR = 0.4. The electron+jets event selection
used for the tt¯ cross section analysis in Chapter 8 is similar, except that exactly one good electron
and no good muons are required. The event selection is covered in more detail in Section 8.2.
An additional veto is applied to the invariant mass of the muon from the decay of theW boson
and the SMT muon coming from the tagged b-jet in the µ+jets channel to remove contributions
from ° and Z decaying to µ+µ . The mass vetoes applied are 8 GeV  mµµ  11 GeV and
80 GeV mµµ  100 GeV respectively.
6.1.1 Isolation Variables
Used as a measure of the isolation of a particle, etcone20 is the transverse energy deposited in
the calorimeter in a cone of DR< 0.2 around the particle, which is assumed to occupy a cone of
DR < 0.1 within this outer cone. The other isolation measures used in this thesis are: etcone30
and etcone40, which are equivalent to etcone20 but use cones of DR< 0.3 and 0.4 respectively;
2The definitions of the quality cuts for electrons and muons can be found in Appendix C.
3 Specifically, the muons are required to have etcone20< 4 GeV and ptcone30< 2.5 GeV, as will be defined in
Section 6.1.1.
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ptcone20, ptcone30 and ptcone40, which are the sums of the transverse momenta of all tracks
of pT > 1 GeV in cones of the same three sizes around a particle; nucone20, nucone30 and
nucone40, which are the numbers of tracks found in the cones around the particle.
6.2 Branching Ratios
The BR of b 99K µ is expected to be 21.0±1.0%, as shown in Section 5.3. Approximately half
of the muons are expected to be produced from direct b! µ decays, and half from sequential
b! c! µ. The BR is defined as the number of muons produced from t! b! µ decays, divided
by the number of b quarks produced from t! b. The BR is also found using only those muons
which have pT > 4 GeV and |h|< 2.5, which are said to pass the muon acceptance cuts. Muons
are only reconstructed in the |h|< 2.5 region due to the coverage of the ID. The pT requirement
reflects the very low reconstruction efficiency below 4 GeV, caused by energy deposition in the
calorimeter systems which lie in between the MS and ID. Low pT muons do not have sufficient
momentum to traverse the calorimeter systems and leave tracks in the MS, allowing a combined
muon to be reconstructed. This cut is also put in place as is greatly reduces the contribution of
muons from background light-jet decays - the pT distributions of true “soft” muons (from t !
b! µ decays), “hard” (t !W ! µ) and all other muon sources (“background”) are shown in
Figure 6.1. The cut at 4 GeV greatly enhances the proportion of soft and hard muons in the
sample while dramatically reducing the background.
The two BRs are shown in Figure 6.2 - the mean BR across all pT with no acceptance
cuts is 21.48± 0.04%, which agrees with the expected number of 21.0± 1.0% [6]. In the tt¯
cross section analysis using the c2match based soft muon tagger (discussed in Chapter 8), the
individual BRs in simulation are reweighted so that they agree with the world averages quoted
by the PDG [6]. However, as the BR found here is inclusive of all decay channels (b! µ,
b! c! µ+, b! c¯! µ  and b! t! µ), the ratio between the simulation and world average
BR is 1.00± 0.05% [2], so the reweighting has little effect on the inclusive b 99K µ BR. The
simulation and world average BRs are shown in Table 6.2.
When the pT and |h| muon acceptance requirements are imposed a dependence is observed
with respect to the pT of the b quark. The BR is low at low b quark pT values, rising towards
the expected ratio at higher values of the quark pT. This can be explained as the majority of
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Figure 6.1: Distribution of pT for all muons in the tt¯ MC sample. The integrals of the distributions have
been scaled to be equal to one another below 60 GeV.
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Figure 6.2: BR of (t! b! µ)/(t! b), with respect to the pT of the b quark, with and without acceptance
cuts on the muon. The dashed lines represent the mean values across all pT.
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Table 6.2: Comparison of BR (in percent) between measured values and those found in the
MC@NLO+Herwig sample of simulated data for various decays of b quarks producing muons . “PDG”
indicates [6].
Source PDG MC@NLO+Herwig Ratio
b! µ 10.95 ± 0.29% 9.57±0.03% 1.14± 0.03
b! t! µ 0.42 ± 0.04% 0.70±0.02% 0.60± 0.06
b! c! µ+ 8.02 ± 0.19% 8.24±0.03% 0.97± 0.02
b! c¯! µ  1.60 ± 0.50% 2.51±0.02% 0.64± 0.20
Total BR 21.0 ± 1.0% 21.0 ± 0.1% 1.00 ± 0.05
muons from b quarks with lower pT values will not pass the muon acceptance cut, with this
effect lessening as the b quark pT increases. Above 70 GeV there are far fewer events, but most
muons have pT in excess of the muon acceptance requirement, as shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the pT of b quarks produced from t! b! µ decays in the tt¯ MC sample, and
of the muons produced from t! b! µ
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6.3 Characterising the b-tagging Efficiency
The b-tagging efficiency discussed in Chapter 5 is the most important characteristic of the per-
formance of the soft muon tagger. In order to find the b-tagging efficiency in a simulated event,
firstly all muons produced as the result of t! b! µ decays are identified using the Monte Carlo
truth record. Next, any SMT reconstructed jets are identified and the kinematic variables of the
reconstructed muon within the tagged jet are stored. The “unmatched” b-tagging efficiency (eub)
is defined as the ratio of all SMT tagged muons to the total number of t ! b! µ decays - it
assumes that all SMT tagged muons do in fact originate from t! b! µ (Equation 6.1).
To find the “matched” b-tagging efficiency (emb ), the SMT reconstructed muons are compared
with those found in the truth record - the reconstructed tagged muon is said to be matched with
the truth muon if the DR between them is less than 0.01. These matched SMT muons make up
the numerator in Equation 6.3. In the event that there is more than one truth muon in an event,
the truth muon closest to the tagged muon is selected. In the Monte Carlo tt¯ sample used, the
maximum number of t ! b! µ observed in a single event is two, as might be expected from
two top quarks decaying via the µ+jets channel.
The inclusive b-tagging efficiencies (eb,incl) take into account the BR of b! µ, meaning
that the denominator of the efficiencies is the number of t ! b decays. The unmatched and
matched inclusive b-tagging efficiencies, eub,incl and emb,incl (Equations 6.2 and 6.4), correspond to
the mean values across all b quark pT shown in Figure 6.5. The difference between eub,incl and
emb,incl can be accounted for by the fact that some SMT muons do not correspond to truth muons
from t! b! µ - the sources of these “fake” SMT muons are investigated in Section 6.4. Using
the preselected events defined in Section 6.1, the following b-tagging efficiencies are found:
eub =
Number of SMT reconstructed muons
Number of true muons from t! b! µ = 39.63±0.10% (6.1)
eub,incl =
Number of SMT reconstructed muons
Number of true b quarks from t! b = 8.51±0.03% (6.2)
emb =
Number of SMT muons matched to truth muons
Number of true muons from t! b! µ = 33.41±0.10% (6.3)
emb,incl =
Number of SMT muons matched to truth muons
Number of true b quarks from t! b = 7.18±0.02% (6.4)
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Figure 6.5: Inclusive b-tagging efficiency, for all SMT muons and only those matched to a true muon
from t! b! µ. The dashed lines represent the mean values across all pT.
6.3.1 Efficiency of the Individual c2match based SMT Cuts
The efficiencies of the cuts which make up the c2match based soft muon tagger are found by
applying them individually to the reconstructed muons. The cuts applied, in order, are:
1. Does the reconstructed muon pass the MCP quality cuts?
2. Is the reconstructed muon not within DR< 0.01 of a vetoed muon from t!W ! µ?
3. If the tagged jet is to be matched to truth information, both the following must be satisfied:
• Is there a reconstructed muon within DR< 0.01 of the true muon from t! b! µ?
• Is there a good jet within DR< 0.4 of the b quark?
4. Is the DR(reco µ, jet)< 0.5?
5. Does the reconstructed muon have pT > 4 GeV and |h|< 2.5?
6. Is the reconstructed muon |d0|< 3mm and |z0 · sinq|< 3mm?
7. Is the reconstructed muon c2match < 3.2?
The results of these cuts on the preselected events are shown in Table 6.3 in the case where
all reconstructed muons are considered as potential SMT muons, and Table 6.4 for the case
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where the muon and b quark in the t ! b! µ decay are matched to reconstructed muons and
jets before the cuts are applied. A comparison is made between the number of reconstructed
muons that pass all the individual cuts and the SMT tagged reconstructed muon, which has been
tagged within the event selection code. This serves as a cross check that the SMT is implemented
correctly. The expectation is that the number of reconstructed muons passing stage (7) above will
be equal to the number of reconstructed muons within soft muon tagged jets. The highlighted
efficiencies in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 correspond to those shown above in Equations 6.1 to 6.4.
Table 6.3: Efficiency of the individual cuts within the SMT Tagger, without truth matching. The uncer-
tainties on the efficiencies quoted here are statistical only.
Cut % of % of % of
previous t! b! µ t! b
All t! b in dataset 100.00
All t! b! µ in dataset 21.48 100.00 21.48
Reco. muon passes MCP quality cuts 90.48 90.48 19.43
Reco. muon is not matched to a vetoed t!W ! µ 99.84 90.34 19.40
DR(reco µ, jet)< 0.5 56.86 51.37 11.03
Reco. muon pT > 4 GeV and |h|< 2.5 84.48 43.40 9.32
Reco. muon |d0|< 3mm and |z0 · sinq|< 3mm 99.72 43.28 9.29
Reco. muon c2match < 3.2 91.57 39.63 ± 0.10 8.51 ± 0.02
All SMT tagged muons (eub) 39.63 ± 0.10 8.51 ± 0.02
Table 6.4: Efficiency of the individual cuts within the SMT Tagger, with truth matching. The uncertainties
on the efficiencies quoted here are statistical only.
Cut % of % of % of
previous t! b! µ t! b
All t! b in dataset 100.00
All t! b! µ in dataset 21.48 100.00 21.48
Reco. muon passes MCP quality cuts 90.48 90.48 19.43
Reco. muon is not matched to a vetoed t!W ! µ 99.84 90.34 19.40
DR(good jet,b from t! b)< 0.4 69.46 14.92
DR(reco µ,µ from t! b! µ)< 0.01 57.54 12.36
DR(jet,b)< 0.4 and DR(reco µ,µ)< 0.01 49.59 44.80 9.62
DR(reco µ, jet)< 0.5 96.65 43.30 9.30
Reco. muon pT > 4 GeV and |h|< 2.5 84.69 36.67 7.88
Reco. muon |d0|< 3mm and |z0 · sinq|< 3mm 99.69 36.56 7.85
Reco. muon c2match < 3.2 91.38 33.41 ± 0.10 7.18 ± 0.02
SMT tagged muons matched to t! b! µ (emb ) 33.41 ± 0.10 7.18 ± 0.02
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The effects of the individual cuts on emb can be seen in Figure 6.6, which shows the efficiency
of matching a reconstructed muon to the muon from t ! b! µ, and the efficiency when the
reconstructed muon is required to pass some of the cuts listed above. The reconstructed muon
and the jet within which it is found have been matched to truth muons and b quarks respectively
before the other cuts are applied, so the explicit effects of the DR(reco µ, jet)< 0.5 requirement,
the t!W ! µ veto and the MCP quality cuts are not shown in these plots.
It can be seen that the largest reduction in efficiency from the muon only cuts is due to the
muon pT and |h| requirements, as these have the largest effect on the low pT muons coming
from lower pT b quarks, as shown in Figure 6.4. The |h| part of this requirement has a minimal
effect, as all reconstructed muons lie in the |h|  2.5 region by definition. Tables 6.3 and 6.4
show that< 85% of matched and unmatched reconstructed muons pass the combined pT and |h|
requirements.
The impact parameter requirements have very little effect indeed, excluding ⇡ 0.3% of the
reconstructed muons passing the muon acceptance cuts. The impact parameter cuts are tightened
to |d0| < 2mm and |z0 · sinq| < 2mm to verify that these cuts have very little effect (the tighter
cut is removed before the c2match cut is applied).
The c2match < 3.2 requirement, the final and most important part of the soft muon tagger,
rejects approximately 8% of the muons passing the previous requirements. The pT and impact
parameter cuts have already removed a large amount of the background to the soft muon sig-
nal, removing most low pT muons from the decay of light hadrons and restricting the impact
parameter range to that of the flight length (ct) of b and c hadrons. The c2match cut serves to
further reduce the contribution from both true and fake muons from light jets, as was shown in
Figure 5.8(b).
The increased gradient in the lower pT region and the overall reduction in efficiency of
Figure 6.6(b) when compared to Figure 6.6(a) can be attributed to the shape of the BR curve in
Figure 6.2, when the muon acceptance cuts are put in place. This shape, when multiplied by the
curves in Figure 6.6(a), leads to the curves seen in Figure 6.6(b).
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Figure 6.6: b-tagging efficiencies binned by the pT of the b quark produced via t ! b. The dashed lines
represent the mean values across all pT.
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6.3.2 Dependence of the b-tagging Efficiency on the pT of b quarks and b-jets
The c2match based soft muon tagger is intended for use in any situation where the identification
of b-jets is required, and in other analyses the pT distribution of the jets may be different to
that of the b-jets produced in the decay of tt¯ pairs. It is therefore important to investigate the
dependence of the b-tagging efficiency on the pT of the reconstructed b-jet.
Figure 6.7 shows the impact of the same cuts as applied in Figure 6.6, however in this case
the requirement is made that a “good” jet be found within DR < 0.4 of the b quark (the truth b
quarks in the denominators of the efficiencies, either all b quarks from t ! b or the b quarks in
the t! b! µ decay). Only 69.46% of b quarks are matched to good jets, as seen in Table 6.4.
This is in part due to the fact that all b quarks matched to jets with pT < 25 GeV are excluded by
the good jet requirement.
The distributions of the b-tagging efficiencies with respect to the pT of the b quark and to that
of the reconstructed jet matched to the b quark (Figure 6.7) are quite different; to understand this
variation it is necessary to look at the efficiency of the reconstruction algorithms to reconstruct
a jet from a true b quark (e(b,jet)match ), meaning the percentage of true hadronic jets produced from
the decay of b quarks which are reconstructed as b-jets. The b-tagging efficiencies are subject to
e(b,jet)match . This efficiency is found both for the b quarks in t ! b! µ decays and for all b quarks
produced from the decay of a top quark.
The ratio of these efficiencies, with respect to the jet pT, is effectively a combination of the
BR(t ! b! µ)/(t ! b) and the b-jet reconstruction efficiency. This ratio, shown in Figure 6.8,
can be applied to the distributions in Figure 6.6(b) to produce those in Figure 6.7(a). In the
same way, the mean value of eb with respect to the pT of the b quark can be multiplied by the
mean value of the ratio of efficiencies, which approximately gives the mean value of eb,incl with
respect to the pT of the reconstructed jet matched to the b quark 4:
eb w.r.t. pT(b)⇥ e
(b,jet)
match for t! b! µ
e(b,jet)match for t! b
⇡ eb,incl w.r.t. pT(jet)
52.42±0.10%⇥19.70±0.04%= 10.32±0.14% ⇡ 10.70±0.08% (6.5)
4eb w.r.t. pT(b), eb,incl w.r.t. pT(jet) and the ratio of e
(b,jet)
match for t ! b! µ to that for t ! b correspond to the red
dashed lines in Figures 6.6(b), 6.7(a) and 6.8 respectively.
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Figure 6.7: b-tagging efficiencies binned by the pT of the closest jet to the b quark produced via t ! b.
The dashed line represents the mean value across all pT.
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Comparing Figures 6.2 and 6.8, it can be seen that if the BR is found using the reconstructed
jets instead of the true b quarks, the trend is reversed, in that the ratio of t! b! µ decays to all
t! b decreases with pT. The reason for this difference is that in t! b! µ decays the jet pT is
often lower than that of the b quark, and there is poor resolution in the pT matching as can be seen
in Figure 6.9. The resolution is improved in the case of all t! b! ` decays (Figure 6.10), and
also when it is required that the t! b decay does not result in a lepton, as shown in Figure 6.11.
The dashed lines indicate the points where the pT of the jet is equal to that of the b quark, and
are included to show the bias in the reconstructed pT. The pT of the reconstructed jet is expected
to be lower than that of the true b quark in the case of the semileptonic b decay, as there is a
neutrino produced which is a source of missing ET and is not reconstructed as part of the jet. For
comparison, Figure 6.12 shows that in the case of reconstructing the muons, the pT of the truth
muons is well reconstructed.
The result of this is that while the overall efficiency across all b quark pT does not vary
greatly from the efficiency over all jet pT, the efficiency in the individual bins of each efficiency
can show large differences, as the same reconstructed muons matched to truth muons could be
placed in different pT bins in each of the two plots.
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of the pT of b quarks with that of their reconstructed jets, for all t ! b! µ
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of the pT of b quarks with that of their reconstructed jets, for all t ! b! `
decays.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the pT of b quarks with that of their reconstructed jets, for all t ! b decays
in which the b does not decay to a lepton.
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There is a reconstruction agorithm used within ATLAS which attempts to label jets with the
flavour of the truth particle from which they originate. This is not used in the characterisation of
the c2match based SMT, but Appendix D contains a brief description of the labelling method, and
the dependence of eb,incl found using jets labelled as originating from b quarks.
6.3.3 Jet Energy Scale
The difference in the pT of b quarks and jets is related to the Jet Energy Scale (JES) calibra-
tion. In the reconstruction process, there are some detector effects which cause the energy of a
hadronic jet to be inaccurately modelled [77], which results in the energy of the reconstructed jet
being lower than that of the truth jet. The JES is found using simulated data and applied to re-
constructed jets so that the jet energy accurately reflects the energy of the stable truth particles in
the ATLAS detector. The JES is calibrated to give a correct measurement of the average energy
across the entire detector, and must be independent of other events occurring within the detector
at the same time (pile-up). In the EM+JES calibration scheme [77] the JES calibration is found
using the ECal response to events at the electromagnetic (EM) energy scale, and this is then
calibrated in data to find the correction factor. The central value of the correction is found from
simulation at hadronic jet energies, and the correction factor found at the EM scale is applied to
the reconstructed energy of jets based on their energy and pseudorapidity.
The reconstructed jets used in the characterisation of the c2match based SMT have had the
b-jet specific JES applied, however the JES only corrects jet energies so that the average b-
jet energy across an event is correct. In ATLAS, a specific JES correction for semileptonic b
decays is not yet available, and the fact that the resultant b-jet contains a neutrino means that
the corrected jet energies will still be underestimates of the true b-jet energies. A correction
factor can be found [4] by comparing the pT of truth particles to the calorimeter response (i.e.
the reconstructed jet pT) to all b-jets and to those including a b! µn decay. This correction is
applied in Section 8.4, but not used in the characterisation.
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6.4 Establishing the Sources of “Fake” Muons
In Section 6.3, the truth matching was mentioned - after the matching takes place, it is important
to establish the source of those reconstructed muons which are incorrectly tagged by the c2match
based SMT (“fakes”). In a similar manner to the matching of tagged muons with true muons
from t! b! µ decays, if there is no true t! b! µ muon within DR< 0.01 of the SMT muon
then the SMTmuon will be matched to the nearest true muon from any source within DR< 0.01,
which counts as a fake. The source of this fake can then be established. In the case where there
is no true muon within the DR < 0.01 cone around the SMT muon, the nearest truth Monte
Carlo particle is chosen. The only remaining option is that there is no truth particle at all within
DR< 0.01. The SMT muons are matched to truth particles as shown in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5: The SMT muons are DR matched to truth particles in the simulated data sample.
Particle matched to the SMT muon, % of all
and the source of that particle SMT muons
True muons from t! b! µ 83.9
True muons from other sources 10.2
Non-muons (p,K etc.) 5.7
No truth particle within DR< 0.01 < 0.2
The true muons from non t ! b sources are found to be distributed as shown in Table 6.6.
The main source of fakes is the decay of t !W 99K µ, constituting 89.54% of all true muons
not from t ! b! µ which are matched to SMT muons. Decays of t !W 99K µn¯µ with no
hadrons in the decay chain account for 28.84% of fakes, with a small number of cases (just over
4% of all fakes) in which theW decays to a t lepton before decaying to the muon, via the chain
W ! tn¯t ! µn¯µntn¯t. The decay of t !W ! Xc ! µn¯µ makes up 60.70%. In these cases the
muon has been correctly tagged as being from the decay of a heavy flavour hadron, however
the origin of this jet is not a b. The same is true for the small remainder (10.47%), which are
muons produced from the decay of Xb ! µ and Xc ! µ, where the Xb and Xc hadrons have been
produced from the partons in the original collision within the event 5, with no top quark or W
boson in the decay chain.
Of the 5.9% of the SMT tagged muons which are not matched to a truth muon, the vast ma-
5Table E.1 in Appendix E shows the full decay chain of a sample of each of the channels shown in Table 6.6. This
is included as a verification that the method used to identify the sources of mistagged muons is doing so correctly.
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Table 6.6: Decay chain of muons not from t! b, matched to SMT muons (using the preselected events).
Decay chain of muon Number % of all true % of all
µ (non t! b! µ) fakes
All µ not from t! b! µ 9533 100.00 62.45
t!W ! Xc ! µ 5786 60.70 37.91
t!W ! µ 2749 28.84 18.01
Xc ! µ 464 4.87 3.04
Xb ! µ 312 3.27 2.04
Xb ! Xc ! µ 198 2.08 1.30
t! Xc ! µ 24 0.25 0.16
Table 6.7: Non muon truth particles matched to SMT muons (using the preselected events).
Particle Number % of all % of all
of particles true non µ fakes
All SMT µ not matched to truth µ 5732 100.00 37.55
p+ or p  4136 72.16 27.09
K+ or K  1315 22.94 8.61
photon 40 0.70 0.26
p or p¯ 23 0.40 0.15
s baryon 6 0.10 0.04
K0S 6 0.10 0.04
K0L 3 0.05 0.02
No particle matched to SMT µ 203 3.54 1.33
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jority (95.1%) are matched to p+, p , K+ or K  and only 78 SMT muons (1.3%) are matched
to other true particles, shown in Table 6.7. The majority of these events can be explained by
hadronic punch-through; this is a phenomenon whereby some hadrons interact late in their jour-
ney through the detector, interacting with the detector material and producing showers of parti-
cles which progress through to the MS. Also not all hadrons are stopped in the HCal, and some
then go on to leave tracks in the MS meaning that they are reconstructed as muons instead of
hadrons. In 3.54% of cases in which the SMT muon cannot be matched to a truth muon, there is
in fact no true final state particle within DR< 0.01 of the tagged muon.
6.5 Calibration using Collision Data
The studies performed in this section make use of a simulated dataset of tt¯ events, effectively
a sample of signal events only. As such, the characterisation presented here is of limited use
in terms of analysis on collision data, as the detector simulation in Monte Carlo is not perfect
and cannot be relied upon exclusively for efficiency and performance values. What is required is
calibration of the c2match based soft muon tagger using data to find the efficiency and mistag rates,
which can then be used in conjunction with simulation to find a data/MC scale factor which can
be applied to the simulated events. Calibration of the efficiencies in simulated and collision data
is described in detail in Chapter 7, while a brief overview of work on the mistag rate is given in
Section 7.3.
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Chapter 7
Calibration of the c2match based Soft
Muon Tagger using J/y! µµ events in
Collision Data
The characterisation of the c2match algorithm in Chapter 6 makes use of a simulated version of
the ATLAS detector and its reconstruction capabilities. The simulation can not be relied upon
to perfectly reproduce conditions within the detector, and so the muon reconstruction and the
effect of the c2match requirement must be calibrated using collision data.
As mentioned in Section 5.4.4, one of the advantages of the c2match algorithm over other soft
muon tagging methods is that the presence of a jet is not required in order to measure the c2match of
a muon. Consequently, the c2match efficiency can be measured using samples of isolated muons,
such as those produced in the decays of J/y! µµ and Z! µµ. As c2match is a characteristic of
combined muons only, it is necessary to find the muon reconstruction efficiency before the c2match
soft muon tagging efficiency can be determined. Collision data/Monte Carlo simulation scale
factors for these efficiencies are also measured, which are required in order to find the tt cross
section. The efficiencies and scale factors are found using a tag and probe method, as described
in Section 7.1.
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Software, Collision Data and Simulated samples
The tag and probe method used here is based on a modified version of existing software pack-
ages, developed for use in the analysis in [78], running in the ATHENA software framework.
For the analysis of 2011 data, the dataset used is composed of those luminosity blocks from
the Muons stream of collision data which are included in the chosen Good Runs List (GRL)
as recommended by the Muon Combined Performance Group. The GRL includes only those
luminosity blocks where all relevant parts of the detector were operational (the toroid, SCT,
etc.). The exact requirements of the GRL are listed in Table 7.1.
The 2011 autumn processing of periods “B2” to “M” is used, corresponding to data taken
between the 22nd of March and the 30th of October (see Table 4.1) 1. The simulated data sample
(Monte Carlo) contains 5 million direct J/y! µµ events, generated using the Pythia genera-
tor [62]. For all simulated data, at the generator level a requirement is made that the absolute
value of the pseudorapidity (|h|) of the muons be less than 2.5, and that the transverse momen-
tum (pT ) must be greater than 4 GeV - these are the muon acceptance cuts defined in Section 6.2.
Table 7.1: Data quality requirements included in the muon channel good runs list for all 2011 data [46].
GRL Requirement Description
ptag data11 7TeV Dataset name contains project tag data11 7TeV
DQ global status ATLAS status is ready for data taking
DQ atlsol Solenoid is on and current is stable
DQ atltor Toroid magnet is on and current is stable
DQ trig muo Muon triggers are running
DQ cp mu mmuidcb No known issues with the muid muon reconstruction algorithm
DQ cp mu mstaco No known issues with the STACO muon reconstruction algorithm
DQ idvx ID vertex finding algorithms are running
DQ idbs Good beam spot data is available, no known issues
DQ lumi Offline luminosity is OK, luminosity values are reliable
7.1 Tag and Probe with J/y! µµ
A tag and probe method has been chosen to measure the muon reconstruction efficiency in
both simulated and collision data. This method probes the efficiency of selection criteria, or
1Period “B1” is not included as the Toroidal magnetic field was not switched on, so the entire period does not
meet the requirements of the GRL.
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an algorithm, by making use of the decay products of particles such as Z, J/y and ° (a meson
composed of a bb¯ pair). These are able to decay into, in the case of J/ymesons, two leptons. The
branching fractions of J/y! µ+µ  or e+e  are 5.93±0.06% and 5.94±0.06% respectively [6].
However, ⇡ 73% of J/y mesons decay to gluons and the remaining 13.5% decay via virtual
photons to hadrons - there are no other known decays which contain a prompt muon, meaning
that the detection of one muon in a decay implies the existence of another, with a mass such that
the invariant mass of the pair of muons is close to that of the J/y. One well reconstructed muon
per decay is selected using strict quality cuts, and labelled as the tag muon. As it is likely that
there is another muon present in the decay products, the selection of the other muon can be very
loose - for example just looking for a track in the inner detector, rather than in both MS and ID.
The loosely defined muon is called the probe candidate.
The performance of a selection algorithm is then tested by finding what proportion of the
probe candidates are selected by the algorithm. The number of tag and selected probe pairs,
divided by the total number of tag and probe pairs, gives the efficiency of the selection.
7.1.1 Choice of Trigger Requirements for the Tag muon
In order to be selected as the tag muon, a candidate particle must pass at least one of the trigger
chains 2 listed in Table 7.2 - the reconstructed tag muon must pass through the h f region of
the MS in which the trigger muon was found (the Region Of Interest, or ROI). The nomenclature
of the triggers can be explained as follows - the EF in the names refers to the Event Filter. As
explained in Section 4.2.5, the EF uses offline analysis algorithms to reject events which do not
pass their selection criteria. In the case of the EF mu13 MG medium trigger, in accordance with the
ATLAS trigger chain naming conventions, the requirements are that the pT of the trigger muon
passes a threshold of 13 GeV, reconstructed using the MuonGirl algorithm that requires a track in
the ID to be matched to a track segment in the internal muon trigger chambers of the MS. Finally,
the “medium” muon identification cuts are applied at the EF. The EF mu4T Trk JPsi trigger
chain requires the presence of a reconstructed muon with pT greater than 4 GeV, and the muon
identification threshold is higher at Level 1 than the non “T” version of the trigger (“ tight”
would have the same meaning) [79]. It also requires that there is an ID track in the event
which, when combined with the muon, has an invariant mass between 2850 GeV and 3350 GeV
2A trigger chain is an event filter trigger which relies upon an event having already passed specific L1 and L2
triggers.
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(approximately the mass of the J/y,±250 GeV) [46]. EF mu6 Trk JPsi loose, by comparison,
has a wider mass window of 2600 MeV < minv < 3600 MeV, meaning that when seeking to
identify J/y pairs, while the former trigger chain made it difficult to fit the background function 3
due to the narrow window around the J/y peak, when used in conjunction with the looser chain
the window is sufficiently wide to permit an estimate of the background using the sidebands on
either side, allowing this to be subtracted in the signal region around the mass of the J/y.
The trigger chains are chosen in order to ensure no bias in our preselection in favour of com-
bined muons - triggers such as EF 2mu4 Jpsimumu and EF 2mu4T Jpsimumu which preselect a
pair of muons are not used, as this is likely to bias the reconstruction efficiency by preselecting
two reconstructed muon tracks as opposed to a combined muon and an ID only track.
Table 7.2: Trigger requirements for both tag and probe candidates, according to 2011 data period
Period Run Number Trigger requested
B2, D & E  180776 EF mu13 MG, EF mu13, EF mu18 MG, EF mu18,
EF mu4 Trk Jpsi
F2-F3  182519 EF mu13 MG, EF mu13, EF mu18 MG medium,
EF mu18 medium, EF mu18 MG, EF mu18, EF mu4 Trk Jpsi
G-K  187815 EF mu13 MG, EF mu13, EF mu18 MG medium, EF mu18 medium,
EF mu18 MG, EF mu18, EF mu4 Trk Jpsi, EF mu6 Trk Jpsi loose
L  190343 EF mu13 MG, EF mu13, EF mu18 MG medium, EF mu18 medium,
EF mu18 MG, EF mu18, EF mu4T Trk Jpsi, EF mu6 Trk Jpsi loose
M  191933 EF mu13 MG, EF mu13, EF mu18 MG medium, EF mu18 medium,
EF mu18 MG, EF mu18, EF mu4T Trk Jpsi, EF mu6 Trk Jpsi loose
7.1.2 Selection Cuts for Tag and Probe Candidates
To find the muon reconstruction efficiency, first the tag muons must be selected. In addition to
the reconstruction and trigger conditions mentioned above, the tag muon is required to pass the
cuts listed in Table 7.3 4. The momentum requirements are imposed due to the limited ability
of the detector to reconstruct combined muons at low momentum (p) and pT, as such muons
are unlikely to be of sufficient energy to traverse the calorimeter systems and leave tracks in
the muon spectrometer as mentioned in Section 5.3.1. Similarly the ID only covers the region
|h|< 2.5, so it is required that muons lie within this limit.
3The background subtraction method is covered in detail in Section 7.1.4.
4These cuts are adapted from the Muon Reconstruction Efficiency note [78] to allow simple comparison with the
results in that note as a crosscheck of our reconstruction efficiency results in 2010 data.
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The impact parameters d0 and z0 are the distances of closest approach of the reconstructed
ID track to the primary vertex, in the transverse and longitudinal planes respectively. The d0
significance is defined as |d0/s(d0)|, where s is the standard deviation of the distribution of
values of d0. The z0 significance is similarly defined. These impact parameter requirements are
necessary in order to increase the likelihood of detecting a prompt J/y, which is more likely to
originate from the primary vertex. Prompt J/y particles are produced directly from the proton-
proton collision, or from the decay of heavier charmonium states, whereas non-prompt J/y are
produced from the subsequent decay of b hadrons [80].
Table 7.3: Cuts performed on tag and probe candidates.
Tag muon Probe candidate
|h|< 2.5
Must be a Combined muon ID Track required
pT > 4 GeV p > 3 GeV
|d0| < 0.3mm 2 GeV minv(tag & probe) 4 GeV
|z0| < 1.5mm Opposite charge to tag
d0 significance < 3 DR (tag & probe) < 3.5
z0 significance < 3 Common vertex: c2 < 6
The probe candidate is only required to have a good ID track 5 associated with it, and to have
a momentum greater than 3 GeV. In order to make a tag and probe pair, it is required that the
invariant mass of the pair lies within ⇡±1 GeV of 3096.916±0.011 MeV, the mass of the J/y
meson [6]. Also the probe must have the opposite charge to the tag, and lie within DR < 3.5
(i.e. in the same hemisphere of the detector) - as the J/y meson will be in motion when it
decays, the decay products will be moving in the same direction as the J/y with respect to the
primary vertex. Finally, a requirement is made that the paths of the tag and probe can be fitted to
a common vertex, with a c2/DoF < 6. In the high multiplicity conditions of an LHC collision
event, an ID track may pass the selection criteria for more than one tag. The common vertex
requirement is added to ensure that each tag forms only one unique pair with a probe.
Probes which are combined muons are called “muonprobes”. The ratio of tag and muon-
probe pairs to tag and probe pairs (after subtracting background events) will therefore give the
combined muon reconstruction efficiency (ereco), as shown in Equation 7.1. Similarly, in order to
test the performance of the c2match based soft muon tagger, the ratio of those tag and muonprobe
5A good ID track passes the MCP quality cuts mentioned in Section 5.4.3.
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pairs which pass the c2match tagger cuts (Soft Muon Tagged, or SMT, candidates) to all tag and
muonprobe pairs will give the efficiency of the SMT tagger (eSMT ), as shown in Equation 7.2.
The muonprobe is therefore the numerator of the reconstruction efficiency, and the denominator
of the c2match based SMT efficiency. The selection requirements of the c2match based tagger on
the muon are shown in Table 7.4 - these are discussed in Section 5.4.3. The “Jet only” cuts are
not applied to the muons, but are included here for completeness. The efficiencies found using
collision data and Monte Carlo samples can then be compared, in order to find the scale factor
between the two.
ereco =
NJ/ymuonprobe
NJ/yprobe
(7.1)
eSMT =
NJ/ySMT
NJ/ymuonprobe
(7.2)
0BBBBBB@
NJ/yprobe = Number of J/y reconstructed from tag and probe pairs
NJ/ymuonprobe = Number of J/y reconstructed from tag and muonprobe pairs
NJ/ySMT = Number of J/y reconstructed from tag and muonprobe pairs,
the muonprobe passes the c2match tagger cuts
1CCCCCCA
Table 7.4: Cuts performed on numerator and denominator of SMT tagging efficiency
Muonprobe SMT tagged candidate
All probe cuts passed
Must be a Combined muon
pT > 4 GeV
|d0| < 3mm
|z0 · sinq| < 3mm
c2match < 3.2
Jet only cuts
DR(µW ,µSMT )> 0.01
jet track multiplicity > 3 or jet EM fraction < 0.8
The c2match distribution of all probe candidates in both collision data and Monte Carlo simu-
lation is shown in Figure 7.1 - while there is a difference in the exact shape of the distributions,
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this can be corrected for by a data/simulation scale factor. Also the exact shape of the distribution
is unimportant, as the important value is the efficiency of the cut at c2match = 3.2. When the total
integral of the simulated dataset is scaled to be equal to that of the collision data, 95.9% of probe
candidates in collision data pass the c2match cut, compared with 96.3% in simulated J/y! µµ
decays, so the efficiency of the cut is very similar in spite of the difference in shape. The shapes
of the distributions above the c2match cut do not differ greatly, as can be seen from the fact that the
data/simulation ratio in the lower plot becomes approximately constant at higher values of c2match.
      2χProbe Match 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
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ta
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1
1.2
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310×
µµ → ΨT&P Pythia Direct J/
T&P data
I
Figure 7.1: c2match distribution of all probe candidates in both 2011 data (periods B-M) and Monte Carlo
simulation. The integral of the Monte Carlo distribution has been scaled to be equal to that of data, and
the lower plot shows the ratio of data/Monte Carlo entries in each bin.
7.1.3 Kinematic Comparison of Muons from J/y and tt¯ Decays
The c2match distributions of the probe muons selected using the tag and probe method on J/y!
µµ decays in collision data and that of the SMT tagged muons produced from t ! b! µ de-
cays in tt¯ simulation are shown in Figure 7.2(a). The shapes of the distributions are similar,
suggesting that the c2match can be used as a tagging discriminant on both samples. Figure 7.2(b)
demonstrates that the pT distributions of the probe muon in collision data and of the SMT tagged
muon produced from a simulated t! b! µ decay are quite different.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of the distributions of c2match, h, f, and pT of probe muons from J/y decays in
2011 data (the numerator of the muon reconstruction efficiency), and muons from simulated tt¯ decays
(either SMT tagged or from true t! b! µ decays). The integral of the J/y data is scaled to be equal to
that of the tt¯ dataset.
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As can be seen in Figure 7.2(c), where the integrals of the two plots are normalised above
pT = 4 GeV, above 10 GeV the J/y sample begins to suffer from relatively poor statistics.
For this reason, a tag and probe method is used on a sample of Z ! µµ decays, allowing the
analysis to be extended further into the higher muon pT range. The f distributions are similar
(Figure 7.2(d)), but the pseudorapidity shown in Figure 7.2(e) differs in shape. The poor re-
construction of muons in the Crack and Transition regions of the detector can be clearly seen
in the SMT tagged muon distribution, due to the non-uniform magnetic field in the Transition
between endcap and central toroid magnets, and the reduced sensitivity in these regions due to
there being fewer modules in the MS capable of detecting muons.
7.1.4 Background Subtraction
In the invariant mass range between 2.5 and 3.6 GeV, a composite function consisting of a
quadratic plus Gaussian shape is fitted to the invariant mass distribution, an example of which
can be seen in Figure 7.3. Initially, when using early 2010 data, a linear function was fitted to the
background but as more data became available and the statistical uncertainty on the efficiency
decreased, it was found that a quadratic function was much better at describing the background
shape. The mean of the Gaussian part of the composite function is expected to lie close to
3.097 GeV, the invariant mass of the J/y. In the region within 3s of this mean (within which
99.73% of the signal events would lie, if the distribution were a perfect Gaussian), the quadratic
background is integrated and subtracted from the actual number of events in the bins in this
range, not from the integral of the composite function - consequently the number of signal
events is not sensitive to the exact signal shape. The remainder is then taken as the signal, and
in the case of tag and probe pairs this number is the denominator of Equation 7.1, shown above.
In the case of tag and muonprobe pairs, the signal is the numerator of Equation 7.1 and the
denominator of Equation 7.2.
7.1.5 Systematic Uncertainties
The total uncertainty on the reconstruction and c2match based efficiencies is taken as being the
statistical uncertainty on the efficiency calculation, the uncertainty on the fit used to estimate
the background in the signal region of the invariant mass plots and the fit uncertainty on the
efficiency, added in quadrature.
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Figure 7.3: Tag and probe invariant mass, showing the fitted composite function (blue), the background
fit, with maximum and minimum (dashed lines), the 3s and 5s ranges (magenta and green vertical lines
respectively), and an approximation of the signal distribution (red). This plot is made using all 2011 data,
for probe muons with 4 GeV < pT < 5 GeV, in the Forward region of side A of the detector.
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The difference in the efficiency calculated using the 3s and 5s ranges (e5s  e3s) is taken
as the fit uncertainty on that efficiency. Having fixed the mean and s of the Gaussian to define
the signal range, the background estimate is varied between its maximum and minimum values,
shown in Figure 7.3 by the blue and brown dotted lines. The quadratic background, expressed
as q = ax2+ bx+ c, has three uncertainties; those on the coefficients of the quadratic term (a)
and the linear term (b) and the uncertainty on the intercept at x = 0, c. The maximum and
minimum background functions are found by varying a, b and c between their minimum and
maximum values, e.g. amin = a Da and amax = a+Da. These were combined as follows:
qmin = aminx2+bmaxx+cmin, and qmax = amaxx2+bminx+cmax. Figure 7.4 shows an exaggerated
example of the effect of the background uncertainties, which cannot be clearly seen in Figure 7.3.
3  5 3 5 
ax2 + bx+ c
amaxx
2 + bminx+ cmax
aminx
2 + bmaxx+ cmin
Approximation of signal
M(µ+, µ )[GeV]
2.6 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.8
Fitted composite function
Figure 7.4: A cartoon to show the difference between the maximum and minimum background estima-
tions, shown as the brown and purple dashed lines respectively.
The difference in the efficiencies calculated using the signal value from these different back-
grounds (ebkgmax ebkgmin) is taken as the systematic uncertainty on the background fit. There is
also a binomial uncertainty on each efficiency, calculated as shown in Equation 7.3. These three
uncertainties are added in quadrature to find the total uncertainty on the efficiency measurement,
as represented in Equation 7.4. The statistical uncertainty is typically the largest of the three un-
certainties considered - Appendix F contains a sample of the uncertainties of the reconstruction
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and c2match efficiencies, specifically for the Crack region of side A of the detector.
Destat =
vuut e(1  e)
(NJ/yprobe or N
J/y
muonprobe)
(7.3)
De=
q
(Destat)2+(e5s  e3s)2+(ebkgmax  ebkgmin)2 (7.4)
7.1.6 Isolation Dependence
As the soft muons in a tt¯ event are buried within a b-jet, they have a very different isolation
profile to those produced from a J/y. Consequently, the dependence of the c2match scale factors
on isolation is investigated. Nine isolation variables were chosen for this investigation - the
first of these is the energy deposited in the calorimeter in a cone of three different sizes around
the central muon 6 - the cones have opening angles of 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4, and the corresponding
variables are called etcone20, etcone30 and etcone40 respectively. The other isolation variables
are the number of tracks (nucone20, nucone30 and nucone40) and the pT (ptcone20, ptcone30,
ptcone40) found in the same cones. As expected, the variables which use larger cones tend to
show more events, and extend to higher values simply because they encompass a greater volume.
Figures 7.5 to 7.7 show the isolation distributions for probe muons from J/y decays and
soft muons from tt¯ decays. The high statistics available in 2011 data, along with the increased
pile-up compared to earlier data, allow the isolation dependence of the data/simulation scale
factors to be evaluated over a large isolation range as there are an increased number of muons
with higher isolation energies (meaning that the muons themselves are less isolated). Figures 7.5
to 7.7 show the distributions for simulated J/y events only, as the upper limit on the isolation
range is dictated by the available Monte Carlo simulation statistics at high values of isolation en-
ergy, momentum or track multiplicity. Figure 7.5(c) shows the same distribution as Figure 7.5(a)
on a logarithmic scale, and it can be seen that it should be possible to find a scale factor measure-
ment in the higher isolation energy regions up to and including the range relevant to tt¯ events,
depending on which isolation variable is considered.
6The central muon is taken to occupy a cone of opening angle 0.1 in the centre of these larger cones, meaning
that, for example, etcone20 corresponds to the energy deposited in a cone of opening angle between 0.1 and 0.2.
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Figure 7.5: Isolation energy distributions of probe muons from simulated J/y decays, and soft muons
from simulated tt¯ decays.
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Figure 7.6: Distributions of the number of tracks surrounding the muon for probe muons from simu-
lated J/y decays, and soft muons from simulated tt¯ decays.
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Figure 7.7: Isolation transverse momentum distributions of probe muons from simulated J/y decays, and
soft muons from simulated tt¯ decays.
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The Effect of Tag and Probe Proximity on Isolation Momentum
The distributions shown in Figures 7.7(a) and 7.7(c) have an interesting feature - where an expo-
nential decrease in the number of probe muons is expected with increasing isolation momentum,
a bump is observed at slightly different values for ptcone20, ptcone30 and ptcone40. This fea-
ture is investigated by dividing the sample of simulated J/y! µµ decays into two parts for each
variable - those with isolation momenta above and below the bump, which is taken as beginning
at 10 GeV, 6 GeV and 4 GeV for ptcone20, ptcone30 and ptcone40 respectively.
The DR between the tag and probe muons (DR(tag,probe)) is investigated for these samples,
producing the plots shown in Figure 7.8. It can be seen that the probe muons with isolation
momenta above the beginning of the bump correspond to the cases where the tag muon lies
within the isolation cone of the probe, which causes the value of the isolation momentum to be
increased. While there is a sharp decline at the edge of the isolation cone, the distributions in
Figure 7.8 show that a small proportion of the probe muons (the contribution is almost invisible
in Figures 7.8(a), 7.8(c) and 7.8(e)) with ptcone20 > 10 GeV lie outside the DR< 0.2 cone, as
is the case for the other isolation momentum measurements and their respective DR cones. On
a logarithmic scale it can be seen that the contribution from probe muons of isolation momenta
above the bump threshold that lie outside the isolation cone is higher for larger cones, as the
momentum threshold is lower. The tag and probe are more likely to lie closer to one another in
cases where the J/y itself has high pT, meaning that the decay products will be more collimated
than in cases where the J/y has lower pT. This can be seen in Figure 7.9 - as expected, the pT
of the probe muon is higher in cases where the isolation momentum is above the bump. As the
cone is bigger for ptcone40 than ptcone30 and ptcone20, the J/y need not be as boosted for the
tag and probe muons to both lie within the cone, and the probe pT is correspondingly lower.
If two ID tracks lie very close to one another, a reduction in performance of the tagger might
be expected as the tag and probe tracks become harder to uniquely identify. However, we do
not see this effect, and the data/simulation scale factor found in Section 7.2.2 below (shown in
Figure 7.19) is intended to compensate for discrepancies between any such effect in the collision
and simulated data. Soft muons produced in t ! b! µ decays are unlikely to be found very
close to one another, so if the calibration in data were to be performed again the J/y! µµ
decays could be divided into those in which DR(tag, probe) is above and below a minimum
value (the size of the isolation cone), so as to better reflect the conditions found in tt¯ decays.
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Figure 7.8: DR(tag, probe) distributions for probe muons of isolation momenta above and below the
beginnings of the bumps observed in the ptcone20, ptcone30 and ptcone40 distributions.
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Figure 7.9: Transverse momenta of probe muons of isolation momenta above and below the bumps
observed in the ptcone20, ptcone30 and ptcone40 distributions. The integral of the distribution with
isolation momenta below the bump has been scaled to be equal to the distribution above the bump, for
ease of visual comparison.
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7.2 Efficiencies and Scale Factors
The tag and probe analysis was performed on 2010 collision data, as shown in Section 7.2.1,
which allowed a cross-check of our results with those given in [78]. This was a necessary
precursor to the 2011 analysis, to serve as a validation of the methods used to find the efficiencies
and scale factors.
7.2.1 2010 Data
The collision data sample used to find the reconstruction efficiency for comparison with the re-
sults in [78] is comprised of those luminosity blocks from the Muons stream which are included
in the chosen Good Runs List (GRL), for periods “E” to “I” of 2010 collision data. This repre-
sents an integrated luminosity of 35.5 pb 1. The Monte Carlo simulated data sample consists of
1 million direct J/y! µµ events.
The tag candidate is required to pass any one of the triggers listed in Table 7.5 - the dimuon
trigger, EF mu4 Trk JPsi, is not used for 2010 data as it only accepts muons within 250 GeV
either side of the J/ymass (3.097 GeV), as mentioned in Section 7.1.1, which results in a narrow
sideband region to the the invariant mass distribution, meaning that it is difficult to estimate the
background contribution in the signal region - see Section 7.1.4 for the background subtraction
method.
Table 7.5: Trigger requirements for both tag and probe candidates, according to 2010 data period.
Period Run Number Trigger requested
E  161948 EF mu4 MG, EF mu4, EF mu6 MG, EF mu6
F  162882 EF mu4 MG, EF mu4, EF mu6 MG, EF mu6, EF mu10 MG, EF mu10
G1-G4  165818 EF mu6 MG, EF mu6, EF mu10 MG, EF mu10
G5-H  166964 EF mu10 MG, EF mu10, EF mu13 MG, EF mu13
I  167844 EF mu13 MG, EF mu13, EF mu13 MG tight, EF mu13 tight
The reconstruction efficiencies for 2010 data were compared with the results quoted in [78]
by theMuon Combined Performance group, and found to agree within uncertainties. These com-
parisons are shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11, for a selection of the five |h| regions corresponding
to different parts of the muon systems in the ATLAS detector, as described in Table 7.6.
The reconstruction efficiency at low pT is lower due to the fact that such muons lose mo-
mentum while passing through the material of the detector, with a typical muon losing ⇡ 3 GeV
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(a) Muon reconstruction efficiencies in the Crack region.
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(b) Muon reconstruction efficiencies in the Barrel region.
Figure 7.10: Comparison of muon reconstruction efficiencies with MCP results, using 2010 data (Crack
and Barrel Regions). The error bars on the Monte Carlo simulated data points (red and purple) show only
the statistical uncertainty, while those on the collision data (black and blue) represent the statistical and
systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The efficiencies measured in this analysis (red and black)
are compared with those found in [78] (purple and blue).
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(a) Muon reconstruction efficiencies in the Transition region.
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(b) Muon reconstruction efficiencies in the Endcap region.
Figure 7.11: Comparison of muon reconstruction efficiencies with MCP results, using 2010 data (Tran-
sition and Endcap Regions). The error bars on the Monte Carlo simulated data points (red and purple)
show only the statistical uncertainty, while those on the collision data (black and blue) represent the sta-
tistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The efficiencies measured in this analysis (red
and black) are compared with those found in [78] (purple and blue).
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before reaching the MS. This means that it is often not possible to reconstruct low pT muons
which have left tracks in the ID. The lower efficiencies in the Crack and Transition regions are
also expected, as there is a volume for the passage of services and cabling in the Crack region,
resulting in fewer modules in the MS, and thus the tracking capability is reduced. Similarly, the
Transition region between Barrel and Endcap suffers from non-uniform chamber configuration
and magnetic field, lying as it does at the intersection of the magnetic fields produced by the
Barrel and Endcap toroids (as shown in Figure 4.15).
As the reconstruction efficiencies and data/simulation scale factors were found to be in
agreement with those quoted in [78], it was deemed reasonable to extend the analysis of the c2match
tagger to 2011 data.
Table 7.6: Pseudorapidity regions of the ATLAS detector.
|h| range Name
0.0 < |h|< 0.1 Crack
0.1 < |h|< 1.1 Barrel
1.1 < |h|< 1.3 Transition
1.3 < |h|< 2.0 Endcap
2.0 < |h|< 2.5 Forward
7.2.2 2011 Data
The tag and probe analysis was repeated on 2011 collisions, allowing for the efficiencies to be
found using a much larger dataset. Due to the difference in pile-up (as shown in Figure 4.3)
and detector conditions from period to period in 2011, it was deemed necessary to investigate
any period dependence - the overall c2match tagging efficiency was found for all periods, and a
selection of these periods representing a spread across the entirety of 2011 data was chosen.
These efficiencies are shown in Figure 7.12. The largest and smallest values for each efficiency
lie within the uncertainty of each measurement, and so it is reasonable to claim that the different
detector conditions under which each period of data was collected do not have an effect on
the c2match efficiency. It was therefore decided to combine all of the 2011 periods into one dataset
and find the dependence on other variables, with no necessity for separate scale factors to be
used depending on the period.
In 2011 data the detector was divided into 10 h regions, as opposed to the 5 |h| regions in
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Figure 7.12: Efficiencies of the SMT c2match tagger for a range of 2011 data periods
2010. These regions correspond to the five regions in Table 7.6, but split into side A (h> 0) and
side C (h < 0) of the detector. The dependences of the reconstruction efficiencies on the pT of
the probe muon, as found in 2011 data, are shown in Figures 7.13 to 7.17.
As mentioned in Section 7.2.1, the reduced reconstruction efficiencies at the lowest trans-
verse momenta (pT . 4 GeV) are expected, as these muons are unlikely to leave tracks in the MS
due to having already deposited most of their energy in the calorimeter systems. The Crack and
Transition regions of the detector also have comparatively low reconstruction efficiencies due
to the non-uniform magnetic field in the Transition between endcap and central toroid magnets,
and the reduced sensitivity in these regions due to there being fewer modules in the MS capable
of detecting muons.
The increased integrated luminosity available in 2011 data allowed the dependence of the
collision data/MC scale factor on the isolation variables to be extended to higher values, as
shown in Figures 7.18, 7.19 and 7.20. The upper limit on the isolation range is restricted by the
Monte Carlo sample in use, meaning that while efficiencies could be found using collision data
for higher isolation values, it is not possible at this time to produce scale factors above the ranges
shown. This is because the background subtraction methods cannot accurately fit and subtract
the background with low statistics, so we cannot find the J/y signal. In all cases the data/Monte
Carlo scale factor found is flat across the isolation range, meaning that no dependence on the
isolation of the probe muon is observed.
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(b) Crack h region, side C
Figure 7.13: Muon reconstruction efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe, for the Crack regions
on side A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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(a) Barrel h region, side A
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(b) Barrel h region, side C
Figure 7.14: Muon reconstruction efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe, for the Barrel regions
on side A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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(a) Transition h region, side A
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(b) Transition h region, side C
Figure 7.15: Muon reconstruction efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe, for the Transition
regions on side A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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(a) Endcap h region, side A
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(b) Endcap h region, side C
Figure 7.16: Muon reconstruction efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe, for the Endcap regions
on side A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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(a) Forward h region, side A
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(b) Forward h region, side C
Figure 7.17: Muon reconstruction efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe, for the Forward regions
on side A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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Figure 7.18: c2match efficiencies and data/Monte Carlo scale factor with respect to the energy deposited in
a cone of various sizes around the probe muon (isolation energy). 138
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Figure 7.19: c2match efficiencies and data/Monte Carlo scale factor with respect to the pT in a cone of
various sizes around the probe muon. 139
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Figure 7.20: c2match efficiencies and data/Monte Carlo scale factor with respect to the number of tracks in
a cone of various sizes around the probe muon. 140
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Figure 7.21: c2match efficiencies and data/Monte Carlo scale factors with respect to the h and f of the
probe muon.
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The dependence on the spatial variables of the detector is shown in Figure 7.21. The scale
factor exhibits no strong dependence on f. With respect to the pseudorapidity of the probe, two
things are observed - firstly that there is an asymmetry in the dependence, and secondly that
there seems to be a structure to it, as can be seen in Figure 7.21(a).
The large difference that can be seen between the c2match efficiency in the Forward regions of
side A and side C of the detector is seen in the Monte Carlo simulation but not in the collision
data. It represents a drop in efficiency of up to ⇡ 10% at higher muon pT. It is also observed in
Monte Carlo studies of Z! µµ. Discussions within the MCP group have led to the belief that
this is a symptom of a problem with the CSC digitisation model in the simulation - the issue is
also observed in the Muid chain (an alternative method of muon reconstruction to the STACO
chain used in this analysis) and is confirmed by independent observations of experts in the Muon
Combined Performance group. This problem is corrected for by the data/MC scale factor, and
so it is necessary to split the scale factor into side A and C, as opposed to just having a scale
factor binned by the five regions of |h|.
The pT dependence of the c2match tagging scale factor was investigated in the ten h regions
of the detector. The resulting plots are shown in Figures 7.22 to 7.26, from which it is clear that
a single scale factor across the entire range of pT and h values would be inappropriate. A large
difference is seen between the scale factors for the c2match based tagger in the Forward regions in
side A and side C of the detector (positive and negative h respectively), as shown in Figure 7.26.
It was decided that scale factors should be produced binned by both pT and h - the h bins are
the ten described above, and the pT bins chosen are from 4-5 GeV, 5-6 GeV, 6-7 GeV, 7-8 GeV,
8-10 GeV and 10-12 GeV.
The scale factors are shown in Table 7.7, along with their associated uncertainties. The
uncertainties on the scale factors (DSF) are calculated using the total uncertainties on the ef-
ficiencies, as mentioned in Section 7.1.5. DSF is found as shown in Equation 7.5, where the
efficiency and uncertainty values for collision data or Monte Carlo simulation are represented
by edata, Dedata, eMC and DeMC.
DSF= edata
eMC
s✓
Dedata
edata
◆2
+
✓
DeMC
eMC
◆2
(7.5)
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(a) Crack h region, side A
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(b) Crack h region, side C
Figure 7.22: c2match efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe muon, for the Crack regions on side A
and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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(a) Barrel h region, side A
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(b) Barrel h region, side C
Figure 7.23: c2match efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe muon, for the Barrel regions on side
A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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(a) Transition h region, side A
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(b) Transition h region, side C
Figure 7.24: c2match efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe muon, for the Transition regions on
side A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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(a) Endcap h region, side A
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(b) Endcap h region, side C
Figure 7.25: c2match efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe muon, for the Endcap regions on side
A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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Figure 7.26: c2match efficiencies with respect to the pT of the probe muon, for the Forward regions on side
A and C of the detector, using all 2011 data.
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Table 7.7: Data/MC c2match scale factors for 2011 data - uncertainty quoted is statistical + systematic.
Side A (h> 0)
pT range Crack Barrel Transition Endcap Forward
4-5 GeV 0.986 ± 0.010 0.979 ± 0.002 0.990 ± 0.005 0.984 ± 0.003 1.003 ± 0.005
5-6 GeV 0.978 ± 0.007 0.989 ± 0.002 0.978 ± 0.007 0.986 ± 0.004 1.004 ± 0.006
6-7 GeV 0.969 ± 0.008 0.980 ± 0.002 0.980 ± 0.006 0.988 ± 0.004 0.964 ± 0.009
7-8 GeV 0.959 ± 0.010 0.986 ± 0.003 0.976 ± 0.008 0.985 ± 0.005 1.022 ± 0.010
8-10 GeV 0.985 ± 0.008 0.985 ± 0.003 0.990 ± 0.007 0.986 ± 0.004 1.079 ± 0.010
10-12 GeV 0.930 ± 0.014 0.983 ± 0.003 0.956 ± 0.009 0.991 ± 0.005 1.056 ± 0.009
Side C (h< 0)
pT range Crack Barrel Transition Endcap Forward
4-5 GeV 0.988 ± 0.011 0.983 ± 0.002 0.968 ± 0.006 0.985 ± 0.003 0.983 ± 0.005
5-6 GeV 0.980 ± 0.008 0.986 ± 0.002 0.984 ± 0.006 0.988 ± 0.003 0.968 ± 0.006
6-7 GeV 0.976 ± 0.008 0.987 ± 0.002 0.970 ± 0.006 0.992 ± 0.004 0.972 ± 0.006
7-8 GeV 0.974 ± 0.010 0.984 ± 0.003 0.967 ± 0.007 0.995 ± 0.005 0.989 ± 0.007
8-10 GeV 0.989 ± 0.009 0.982 ± 0.003 0.987 ± 0.008 0.987 ± 0.004 0.994 ± 0.006
10-12 GeV 0.916 ± 0.016 0.978 ± 0.004 0.977 ± 0.009 0.987 ± 0.005 0.981 ± 0.009
7.2.3 Tag and Probe with Z! µµ
In order to cover a larger muon pT range than is possible using J/y! µµ alone, extending fur-
ther into the range appropriate for the muons in tt¯ decays, the tag and probe study was extended
to use Z ! µµ events. As shown in Figure 7.27, muons produced in Z ! µµ decays have a
much harder pT distribution than those from J/y! µµ. The data to simulation scale factors
obtained for higher pT muons using the Z! µµ tag and probe method can be applied to muons
in the same manner as those found from J/y! µµ. More detail on the Z! µµ scale factors is
available in [1].
The recommendation of the MCP group [73] is that the muon reconstruction scale factors
obtained from Z! µµ events should be extrapolated down to low muon pT, rather than finding
muon reconstruction scale factors using J/y! µµ events. As a check of the appropriateness
of this decision, scale factors found using the two methods are compared in the overlapping
region in muon pT. This overlap between the scale factors is shown in Figure 7.28, for the
entire h range and for the Crack, Barrel, Transition, Endcap and Forward |h| regions of the
MS. The scale factor recommended by the MCP [73] group, referred to here as the “prescribed”
scale factor, is also added to Figures 7.28(b) to 7.28(f) - as an overall scale factor for all data
periods is not provided, the prescribed scale factors plotted here are the per-period scale factors,
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Figure 7.27: Comparison of the pT distributions of probe muons from J/y! µµ and Z! µµ decays in
2011 data, and truth t ! b! µ from simulated tt¯ decays. The distributions have been scaled for easy
visual comparison.
weighted by luminosity and averaged over all periods, and should be taken as approximations
for comparison with the values found using J/y! µµ and Z ! µµ. Consequently, while the
scale factor obtained using J/y! µµ does not agree well with the MCP scale factors in the
Crack region, neither does the scale factor obtained from Z ! µµ upon which the MCP scale
factor is based 7. The Crack region covers the smallest |h| range and has the lowest number of
events (hence the large uncertainties on the points in Figure 7.28(b)).
While the scale factors and uncertainties shown in blue in Figure 7.28 are only an approx-
imation of the prescribed reconstruction scale factors, it is surprising that there is not better
agreement between these and the scale factors obtained directly from Z! µµ decays. It is ex-
pected they would agree within uncertainties. Also, the extrapolation of the Z! µµ scale factors
to low muon pT but with increased uncertainties can be called into question, as in the Barrel,
Transition, Endcap and Forward regions the majority of the scale factors found using J/y de-
cays lie within the uncertainty of the prescribed scale factor, but themselves have vastly reduced
uncertainties. It follows that analyses which make use of the prescribed scale factors may there-
7The muon reconstruction scale factors are taken from the muon efficiency corrections software package, which
is used for applying scale factors to muons in simulated data to better reflect the reconstruction efficiencies found
using collision data. This software is recommended for use by the MCP group and written by Marco Vanadia, who
also provided the Z! µµ scale factors in this analysis, using the same data samples for the reconstruction and c2match
scale factors.
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fore be subject to artificially inflated uncertainties which propagate through to affect their final
results. This has been brought to the attention of members of the MCP group.
Figure 7.29 shows the c2match data/simulation scale factors obtained using J/y! µµ and Z!
µµ, and the overlap between the two. These were used to provide scale factors for the reweighting
of simulated data when using the c2match soft muon tagger in other analyses. The muon pT range
of 4< pT(µ)< 12 GeV is provided using J/y! µµ, and Z! µµ is used to find the scale factor
for 12 GeV< pT(µ)< 7 TeV. The scale factors found using the two methods can be seen to be
consistent in the region of overlap.
Of the results found in this chapter, the collision data/MC c2match scale factors in the J/y!
µµ muon pT range (shown in Table 7.7) are used in the tt¯ cross section analysis described in
Chapter 8. In the higher muon pT range, the c2match scale factors found using Z! µµ are used.
These scale factors are applied to tagged muons in the analysis depending on the pT, h and f
values of the muons.
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Figure 7.28: Comparison of muon reconstruction scale factors evaluated using J/y! µµ and Z ! µµ
events with respect to the pT of the probe, for the five |h| regions using all 2011 data.
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Figure 7.29: Comparison of c2match based soft muon tagger scale factors evaluated using J/y! µµ and
Z! µµ [1] events with respect to the pT of the probe, for the five |h| regions using all 2011 data.
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7.3 Kinematic Dependence of the SMT Mistag Rate, in Collision
Data
A brief overview of work on the mistag rate is given, containing work performed by other mem-
bers of the RHUL-QMUL SMT group [1] as mentioned in the Preface.
The mistag rate for the c2match based soft muon tagger is defined as the fraction of jets orig-
inating from light flavour quarks (u,d and s) which are tagged by the SMT algorithm. This
category includes decays in flight of light hadrons such as p and K mesons. Detector effects also
contribute to the mistag rate, such as hadronic punch-through as mentioned in Section 6.4, and
the interaction of jets with the calorimeter material, creating high pT muon tracks in the MS.
The mistag measurement presented here includes all these sources.
Since the mistag rate depends on the kinematics of the jet under consideration, the mea-
surement is performed in bins of jet pT and jet h : 20 GeV < pT< 30 GeV, 30 GeV < pT<
60 GeV, pT> 60 GeV for jet transverse momentum; |h| < 1.2 and 1.2 < |h| < 2.5 for the jet
pseudorapidity.
The mistag rate is measured directly from collision data using an inclusive sample of dijet
events, and compared with expectations from studies on simulated data. In order to reduce Heavy
Flavour (HF) contributions like bb¯ and cc¯, the mistag rate is extracted from the combination of
two calibration samples defined using the information of a lifetime based flavour tagger [70].
One sample includes events where one of the two jets is required not to be tagged by the lifetime
tagger; in the second sample the requirement is that neither jet be tagged by the lifetime tagger.
The HF contribution in the latter sample is strongly suppressed (< 1%). A systematic uncertainty
is assigned to account for the effect of the residual contribution by varying the HF fractions in
the simulation.
The mistag rate is studied as a function of the jet kinematics and no dependence is observed
as can be seen in Figure 7.30. A single scale factor, SF = 1.44± 0.20 (stat.   syst.), is sufficient
to describe the differences between data and simulation. The systematic uncertainty includes
contributions from muon momentum corrections in the simulation, the uncertainty on the cali-
bration of the lifetime tagger and the effect of a bias from the method with respect to the true
mistag rate in simulation, observed at low jet pT.
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Figure 7.30: Mistag rate and data/simulation scale factor of the SMT algorithm as a function of the jet
pT . The filled squares show the expected rate in MC simulation, the circles show the observations from
collision data. For graphics purposes, in each pT bin the left most point is for central pseudorapidities,
the rightmost for forward jets. The scale factor of the mistag rate is defined as the ratio of rates in data
and simulation. The values are fitted with a constant function and the fit parameters are also provided [2].
The SF is applied to all true light flavour jets in simulated data. While initial studies have
shown that the mistag rate is not dependent on pile-up (the effect of multiple pp interactions per
event), this conclusion is limited by available statistics.
SMT muon distributions for signal and background events in the e+jets and µ+jets channels
are shown in Figure 7.31 [1]. Both the multijet and W+jets distributions are taken from data
and are normalised to their respective estimates. The distributions of the prelT of soft muons
(used as the discriminating variable for the prelT based tagger) are also shown in Figure 7.31 for
completeness. It is noted that the c2match distributions for data and simulation are shifted in both
channels, however the integrals of the data and Monte Carlo distributions below c2match = 3.2 are
found to agree within uncertainties. Any mismodelling of the detector geometry in the simula-
tion is accounted for by the c2match scale factors. The c2match of a muon is particularly sensitive
to detector material, and so slight inaccuracies in the simulated model of the detector will have
an effect on the c2match distribution in Monte Carlo as opposed to collision data. Performance
between the c2match and the prelT taggers is seen to be equivalent in terms of b-tagging efficiency
and mistag rate [81].
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Figure 7.31: From the top left to the bottom right, the pT, the c2match (note that the cut is applied at c2match<
3.2) and the pT relative to the jet axis (prelT ) of the soft muons in the e+jets channel (left) and µ+jets channel
(right). Uncertainties include statistical and systematic contributions [1]. 155
Chapter 8
The c2match based SMT tt¯ Cross Section
Analysis
This chapter contains a brief summary of a tt¯ cross section measurement in the lepton+jets
channel, conducted by the joint RHUL-QMUL SMT group [2, 3] as mentioned in the Preface.
8.1 The c2match based SMT Data/MC Scale Factors
The calibrations in data described in Chapter 7 are used in a measurement of the tt¯ cross section
in the lepton+jets channel [2]. The purpose of the data/MC scale factors for the c2match based
SMT is to refine the estimate of the performance of the SMT in simulated data to better reflect
the actual performance in collision data. In this analysis, in all simulated data where the SMT
is used, the truth flavour of the jet which is tagged is found. In the event that the source of the
tagged jet is of heavy flavour (originating from a b or c quark), the kinematics of the tagged
muon are used to select the appropriate c2match tagging scale factor. If the truth flavour of the
tagged jet is not heavy flavour (i.e. the jet has been mistagged) then the mistag scale factor is
applied.
The purpose of performing this measurement using the c2match based soft muon tagger is to
probe the semileptonic b decay channel of top quark pairs. It is also a useful proof that soft muon
tagging can be used for b-tagging in such a measurement, and allows the benefits of the tagger
to be quantified, both in terms of the signal to background ratio achievable using this method,
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and the systematic uncertainties which are unique to the tagger.
The cross section measurement is performed on data recorded by ATLAS from March to
November 2011 (periods B-M, as defined in Table 4.1). After the requirements on the status
of the detector and beam and the data quality have been satisfied, this dataset has an integrated
luminosity of 4.7 fb 1 [41]. The cross section is calculated using Equation 8.1.
stt¯ =
Ndata NbkgR
Ldt · e ·BR(noFullHad) (8.1)
Ndata and Nbkg are the data and background yields respectively and BR(noFullHad) = 0.543
is the lepton+jets and dilepton total branching ratio (BR), obtained from simulation 1. The
background yields are calculated using a combination of simulation and data driven methods.
The signal efficiency, e, can be defined as the ratio of the number of tt¯ events which pass
all cuts to all generated tt¯ events. The signal efficiency includes the geometric acceptance of
the detector, the trigger efficiency and the event selection efficiency. This is calculated from
simulation, and as such includes the tagging efficiency of the c2match based soft muon tagger. In
the calculation of e, therefore, a data/simulation scale factor found in Section 7 is applied to any
muon selected by the algorithm.
8.2 Object and Event Selection
The event selection for the tt¯ cross section analysis is outlined in Section 6.1 for the µ+jets
channel. The e+jets event selection is similar, except that exactly one good electron and no good
muons are required.
The “good” electrons and muons are reconstructed electron and muon candidates with ET >
25 GeV for electrons, and pT > 20 GeV for muons. These requirements are put in place to re-
duce the contribution from background processes producing low pT leptons. Electrons are also
required to have |h| < 2.47 and not be in the “crack” region between the barrel and the end-
cap calorimeters (1.37< |h|< 1.52). They must satisfy the “tight” selection using calorimeter,
tracking and combined variables 2 [82]. Muons must be combined muons (as defined in Sec-
1The BR(noFullHad) includes the dilepton channel as the signal Monte Carlo sample used to obtain the efficiency
includes the dilepton events. Any dilepton events that pass event selection are included in the signal (Ndata), however
the selection efficiency for dilepton events is negligible [3].
2The definitions of the quality cuts for electrons and muons can be found in Appendix C.
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tion 5.3.1) passing the “tight” selection [83], and be found within the |h| < 2.5 range. Overlap
removal in both channels is performed by removing events in which a selected electron and
muon share the same reconstructed track in the detector.
If the lepton has been produced by the decay of aW boson it is expected to be isolated, and
so a requirement is made that the leptons have etcone20< 4 GeV and ptcone30< 2.5 GeV (these
isolation variables are defined in Section 6.1.1), and that the muons be separated from any jet
with pT > 25 GeV and jet vertex fraction > 0.75 by at least DR = 0.4. The ° and Z invariant
mass vetoes mentioned in Section 6.1 are also applied.
Also the e+jets analysis requires that 6ET > 30 GeV (missing transverse energy, indicating the
presence of a neutrino) and that the transverseW mass (mTW ) > 30 GeV 3. The µ+jets analysis
requires that 6ET > 20 GeV and that the sum of 6ET +mTW be > 60 GeV [2].
The analysis requires that events passing the above event selection also have at least three
good jets, of which at least one must be tagged by the SMT. Referring to Figure 8.1, it can be
seen that with idealised jet reconstruction, this will select the lepton+jets channel but not the
all-hadronic or dilepton channels.
Figure 8.1: A Feynman diagram of the decay of a pair of top quarks via the lepton+jets channel.
3The missing transverse energy and the lepton pT can be combined to produce a value of the transverse mass of
theW , defined inW ! `n decays as M2TW = 2ETnET ` 2pTn · pT ` [84, 85].
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8.3 Data Driven Background Determination
The background processes with the largest contributions are theW+jets and the QCD multijet
backgrounds, and these are estimated using data driven (DD) methods.
8.3.1 W+jets Background
TheW+jets background signature contains a real lepton and 6ET , indicating a neutrino. This is
very similar to the lepton+jets signal. Two methods are used to estimate theW+jets contribution;
the W charge asymmetry method, and the Berends-Giele scaling method to verify the results
from the first method. Brief overviews of these methods are given here, and detailed explanations
can be found in [2] and [3].
W Charge Asymmetry Method
At the LHC, the rate ofW++jets is expected to be higher than that ofW +jets, due to the excess
of u valence quarks as opposed to d quarks. The ratio of positively to negatively charged W
bosons is predicted with far smaller theoretical uncertainty than that of theW+jets cross section.
Consequently, the ratio can be used to find the overall normalisation of theW+jets background
in the sample of events passing the event selection, before the SMT is applied (the “pretag” event
selection).
To find the contribution fromW+jets to the tagged sample, the tagging rate is used - this is
the probability to tag a heavy or light flavour event with n-jets (Rn jetstag,HF and R
n jets
tag,LF respectively).
The tagging rates are derived from simulated data, and either the c2match SMT scale factor or
mistag rate scale factor is applied to any tagged jet, and used as shown in Equation 8.2. The
ratios ofWbb¯+jets,Wcc¯+jets andWc+jets out of allW+jets events are set to those observed in
data using the tag counting method [86].
Wn jetstag = R
n jets
tag,LF ·Wn jetspretag,LF +
HF=c,cc¯,bb¯
Â
HF
⇣
Rn jetstag,HF ·Wn jetspretag,HF
⌘
(8.2)
The yields of heavy and light flavour contributions to the total background in the e+jets
and µ+jets channels are shown in Table 8.1.
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Table 8.1: W+jets background estimation in the   3 jet bin, for the e+jets and µ+jets channels. The
combined systematic and statistical uncertainties are shown.
Channel Pretag events Tagged events
e+jets 59300±5400 1640±330
µ+jets 117200±9300 2900±500
Berends-Giele Scaling Method
The Berends-Giele scaling states that the ratio of the number ofW + n jets toW + n+ 1 jets is
approximately constant as a function of n [87]. Therefore theW+jets yield is found in the 1 and
2-jet control regions before tagging by subtracting all other background contributions from the
data, and the ratio between the yields in these regions is used to estimate the expected yield in
the   3-jet (signal) regions.
In order to find theW+jets contribution after tagging, the tagging rate in the signal region is
estimated by multiplying the tagging rate in the 2-jet region by a factor estimated from simula-
tion, which accounts for the expected difference in the heavy flavour composition between the
control and signal regions.
The estimates for theW+jets contribution in the tagged signal region are found to be 1990
and 3410 events for the e and µ+jets channels respectively. Referring to Table 8.1, these values
can be seen to agree within uncertainty with the estimates from the charge asymmetry method.
8.3.2 QCD Multijet Background
The multijet background processes can contaminate the signal region in the µ+jets channel by
producing muons, both real and fake, which can be falsely identified as being from the decay
ofW ! µnµ. Multijet processes can produce fake muons from decays in flight of light hadrons
and hadronic punch-through, and the semileptonic decay of heavy flavour jets can produce real
muons which can pass the event selection cuts. The multijet background in the e+jets channel
contains both real and fake electrons, where the fakes can be produced by photon conversion
within the detector, and the misidentification of jets with high EM fractions.
The QCDmultijet background in both channels is estimated using the matrix method, shown
in Equation 8.3. The fraction of real leptons (either e or µ) in the loose selection that also pass the
standard selection is represented by r, and the fraction of fake leptons passing the loose selection
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which also pass the standard selection is f . This implies that if Nloose and Nstd are measured,
and r and f are known, the number of events containing fake leptons can be found [3].
Nloose = Nloosereal +N
loose
fake
Nstd = rNloosereal + f N
loose
fake (8.3)
The fractions r and f are found using control samples of collision data which are enriched
in either real or fake leptons (different control samples are used for the two lepton channels, full
details of which can be found in [2]). The resultant yields in the two lepton+jets channels are
shown in Table 8.2. “Pretag” includes all events passing the event selection, and “tagged” events
are those identified by the SMT algorithm as coming from a semileptonic b decay.
Table 8.2: QCD multijet background estimation in the  3 jet bin, for the e+jets and µ+jets channels. The
combined systematic and statistical uncertainties are shown.
Channel Pretag events Tagged events
e+jets 16170±8085 620±311
µ+jets 26952 ± 5390 1310 ± 345
8.4 Measured b-tagging Efficiencies
The b-tagging efficiency found in simulated data as a function of the b-jet pT is further adjusted
to account for differences between data and simulation [4]. The BRs of the semileptonic b decay,
producing soft muons, are adjusted to the world average values [6], for direct (b! µ) and also
sequential decays (b! c! µ+, b! c¯! µ  and b! t! µ) as described in Section 6.2. The jet
energy is corrected to better reflect the results observed in data (as mentioned in Section 6.3.3),
and an ad-hoc correction is applied to account for the momenta of the neutrino and muon in
the semileptonic b decays, as there is not a jet energy scale yet available which accounts for the
unique kinematics of the semileptonic b-jets. This has little effect on the results of the tt¯ cross
section analysis as the only jet pT requirement is that the pT is above the minimum threshold of
25 GeV, but it has a large effect when looking at the dependence of the performance of the SMT
on the jet pT as investigated in Section 6.3.2.
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Any remaining differences between the data and simulation descriptions of the fragmenta-
tion and hadronisation stages of the soft muon production are accounted for by an ad-hoc sys-
tematic uncertainty on the b-tagging efficiencies. The adjusted b-tagging efficiency is termed the
“uncalibrated” efficiency. The efficiency is then scaled using the c2match tagging and mistag scale
factors to produce the “data-calibrated” efficiency. The data-calibrated efficiency should there-
fore reproduce the b-tagging efficiency observed in collision data. The comparison between the
calibrated and uncalibrated efficiencies is shown in Figure 8.2, along with an overall b-tagging
scale factor between the two. This efficiency can be seen to be similar to that in Figure 6.5, as
both describe the b-tagging efficiency found in simulated data as a function of the b-jet pT, albeit
with and without corrections from collision data.
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Figure 8.2: Data-calibrated and uncalibrated b-jet tagging efficiencies and scale factor, with respect to
the pT of the b-jet. Produced from simulation and calibrated using collision data [4].
8.5 Systematic Uncertainties
The SMT calibration contributes to a b-tagging systematic uncertainty which is unique to this
analysis, being a combination of the uncertainties on the c2match efficiency and also the SMT
mistag rate. The contributions to the total systematic uncertainty on the cross section measure-
ment for each source of uncertainty are found by calculating the cross section using the max-
imum and minimum values of each contributing factor individually. The yields for the e+jets
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and µ+jets channels are resummed for each contribution to the total systematic uncertainty, to
account for any correlation between the channels.
Table 8.3: Summary of individual relative systematic uncertainty contributions to the cross section mea-
surement, in percent.
Relative cross section uncertainty [%]
Source (  3 Jets) e+jets µ+jets Combined
Statistical Uncertainty ±1.5 ±1.3 ±1.0
Object Selection
Lepton Energy Resolution +0.4 /-0.3 +0.2 /-0.01 +0.2 /-0.1
Lepton Reco, ID, trigger +2.4 /-2.5 +1.5 /-1.5 +1.7 /-1.8
Jet Energy Scale +3.8 /-4.3 +3.2 /-3.6 +3.5 /-3.8
Jet Energy Resolution ±0.2 ±0.5 ±0.2
Jet Reconstruction Efficiency ±0.06 ±0.06 ±0.06
Jet Vertex Fraction +1.2 /-1.4 +1.2 /-1.4 +1.2 /-1.4
6ET Uncertainty ±0.06 ±0.08 ±0.07
SMT Calibration
SMT Muon Reco, ID ±1.3 ± 1.3 ±1.3
SMT Muon c2matchEfficiency ±0.6 ±0.6 ±0.6
Background Estimates
Multijet Normalisation ± 5.2 ± 3.9 ± 4.4
W+jet Normalisation ± 5.2 ± 5.7 ± 5.5
Other Bkg Normalisation ± 0.2 ± 0.2 ± 0.1
Other Bkg Systematics +1.6 /-1.5 +2.5 /-2.0 +2.2 /-1.8
Signal Simulation
b! µX Branching Ratio +2.9 /-3.0 +2.9 /-3.1 +2.9 /-3.1
ISR/FSR ± 2.4 ± 0.9 ± 1.5
PDF ± 3.2 ± 3.0 ± 3.1
NLO Generator ± 3.2 ± 3.2 ± 3.2
Parton Shower ± 2.2 ± 2.2 ± 2.2
Total Systematics +11.1 /-11.3 +10.2 /-10.3 +10.5 /-10.6
Integrated Luminosity ± 1.8 ± 1.8 ± 1.8
Table 8.3 shows the full list of systematic uncertainties on the cross section measurement,
and the total contribution from all the systematics. The uncertainty on the jet energy scale is
found using the calorimeter response to isolated single hadrons in collision data, pion test beam
measurements, uncertainties on the modelling of the material of the ATLAS detector and the
Monte Carlo modelling used in producing the simulated data. The JES uncertainty has a large
impact on the tt¯ cross section measurement,contributing +3.5% 3.8% to the total systematic uncertainty.
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Comparison of SMT uncertainty with the SV0 and JetProb methods
The SMT data/MC scale factors contribute a unique uncertainty to the cross section measure-
ment, the impact of which is found by varying the applied scale factors to their maximum and
minimum values, and recalculating the calculated cross section using these values. The SMT
calibration contributes ±1.4% to the overall systematic uncertainty on the cross section mea-
surement, but the BR systematic should also be included as it is unique to this tagger, bringing
the unique systematic up to +3.2% 3.4%. This compares favourably to the systematic uncertainties
inherent in lifetime based taggers, for example the SV0 and JetProb taggers used in the tt¯ cross
section measurement in the lepton+jets channel [88] which have a b-tagging calibration uncer-
tainty of +7.5% 6.3%.
It has been shown that, for operating points of 50% b-tagging efficiency for both SV0 and
JetProb, an average mistag rate (across all jet pT and h) of approximately 0.5% is found [89].
The analysis in [88] also uses an SV0 operating point of 50% b-tagging efficiency, and achieves
a mistag rate of < 0.4%. This b-tagging efficiency is significantly larger than that achievable
by the SMT, however the BR of semileptonic b decays is not taken into account as mentioned
in Section 5.4.2. The mistag rate of the SMT is found from Monte Carlo to be between 0.1%
and 0.5%, depending on the pT of the tagged jet as shown in Section 7.3 [2]. The signal to
background ratios achieved are shown in Table 8.4 - the signal to background ratio is found
by dividing the number of expected tt¯ events (found from Monte Carlo simulation) by the total
estimated background contributions for the pretag and tagged samples (found using both MC
and DD methods).
Table 8.4: Comparison of signal to background ratios (S/B) for tt¯ cross section measurements performed
using SMT and JetProb+SV0 b-tagging algorithms.
c2match based SMT JetProb+SV0
Channel Pretag S/B Tagged S/B Pretag S/B Tagged S/B
e+Jets 0.35 ± 0.16 1.87 ± 0.35 0.24 ± 0.07 4.38 ± 1.83
µ+jets 0.32 ± 0.11 1.51 ± 0.26 0.15 ± 0.05 2.84 ± 0.77
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8.6 Results and Conclusion
As mentioned in Section 8.2, the analysis accepts events that have at least three good jets, of
which at least one must be SMT tagged. Table 8.5 shows the yield of events passing event
selection, containing three or more jets, for all data and all background sources determined
using simulation only, as well as the contribution from QCD andW+jets, which is determined
using data driven methods described in Section 8.3.
The signal selection efficiencies, found by applying the full selection described above on
the simulated tt¯ signal sample (which includes both dilepton and lepton+jets events), are 1.42±
0.02% in the e+jets channel and 2.15± 0.02% in the µ+jets channel [2]. The fully hadronic
acceptance is negligible and consequently is not quoted.
Table 8.5: Observed event yields in the pretag and tagged   3 jet bin and background estimates with the
quadrature sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The multijet andW+jets backgrounds are
evaluated with data driven techniques whilst all other backgrounds are evaluated with Monte Carlo sim-
ulation [2]. The signal to background ratio is given to show the background rejection power of the c2match
based soft muon tagger.
e+jets µ+jets
Sample Pretag Tagged Pretag Tagged
Data(4.66 fb 1) 124424 9165 227318 14940
tt¯ MC 31900±1300 5980±350 52100±1600 9100±500
W+jets DD 59300±5400 1640±330 117200±9300 2900±500
Multijet DD 16200±8100 620±310 27000±5400 1310±350
Z+jets MC 9900+2500 1400 270±+40 30 11500+2400 1600 780+140 100
Single top MC 4300±400 630±60 7200±600 980±80
DiBoson MC 1190+220 180 40±10 2030+350 300 60±10
tt¯ MC + Backgrounds 123000±10000 9200±600 217000±12000 15100±800
Measured tt¯ 6000±500 8900±600
Signal/Background 0.35 ± 0.16 1.87 ± 0.35 0.32 ± 0.11 1.51 ± 0.26
8.6.1 The tt¯ Cross Section Measurement
The e+jets and µ+jets analyses are combined by summing the event yields for the data, signal
and background MC. The systematic uncertainty assigned to the combined result is evaluated
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for each systematic uncertainty individually so as to take into account any correlations.
In a sample of 4.7fb 1, corresponding to the 2011 dataset, the tt¯ production cross section
has been measured, using semileptonic b decays, with an inclusive cross section 4 of
stt¯ = 165±2(stat.)±17(syst.)±3(lumi.) pb.
The method used to identify semileptonic b decays is to require a well reconstructed muon inside
at least one reconstructed jet within the event (Soft Muon Tagging), with the c2match of the match
between ID and MS used as a discriminant by which to choose the muons. The soft muon tagger
is calibrated using data samples corresponding to the full 2011 dataset. The analysis is done in
the lepton+jets tt¯ decay channel using electrons and muons, and the most important backgrounds
are estimated using data-driven methods. The kinematic properties of the selected events are
consistent with SM tt¯ production. The final result is compatible with the theoretical prediction
of stt¯ = 165+11 16 pb in simulated data, and with published ATLAS and CMS measurements using
b-tagging in the lepton+jets channel:
ATLAS [88]: stt¯ = 186±10(stat.)+20 21(syst.)±6(lumi.) pb
CMS [90]: stt¯ = 164.4±2.8(stat.)±11.9(syst.)±7.4(lumi.) pb
The total uncertainty is systematics-dominated, coming mainly from the background esti-
mates and the jet energy scale. The b-tagging uncertainty is smaller than the calibration un-
certainty with lifetime based taggers - the SV0 and JetProb taggers used in the cross section
measurement in the lepton+jets channel [88] have a b-tagging calibration uncertainty of +7.5% 6.3%,
compared to the ±1.4% systematic uncertainty from the SMT calibration (+3.2% 3.4% including the
BR reweighting uncertainty). The uncertainties and the performance of the SMT algorithm are
unaffected by the pile-up conditions present in the 2011 dataset.
4The “stat.” uncertainty is the statistical uncertainty on the measurement, “syst.” represents the quadrature sum of
all systematic uncertainties and “lumi.” is the uncertainty on the ATLAS luminosity measurement - these uncertainties
are listed as percentages in Table 8.3.
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Conclusions
A new method for identifying b-jets has been presented, which uses the quality of the match
between tracks left in the inner detector and muon spectrometer of the ATLAS detector (c2match)
to find muons of low, or “soft”, transverse momentum which are likely to have been produced
by the decay of B hadrons within the jets. The performance of this Soft Muon Tagger (SMT)
has been shown to be comparable to that of another method which makes use of the relative
transverse momentum of a muon to the axis of the jet within which it is found.
The c2match based SMT has been characterised in simulated data, and found to be capable of
tagging jets of heavy flavour with acceptable efficiency, and the sources of incorrectly tagged
jets have been understood. In order to use the tagger on collision data, the efficiency of the
tagger with respect to the kinematics of the soft muon has been investigated, and appropriate
collision/simulated data scale factors have been produced which can be applied to tagged muons
in the sample of collision data. The tagger has been used to identify the semileptonic b decay
signature of top quark decays, for a measurement of the top quark pair production cross section
( stt¯) in the lepton+jets decay channel in 2011 data.
The use of the c2match based SMT contributes a unique systematic uncertainty to the overall
uncertainty on the cross section measurement, and this is found to have a +3.2% 3.4% effect on the
total cross section. The cross section is found to be
stt¯ = 165±2(stat.)±17(syst.)±3(lumi.) pb
and good agreement is observed between the e+jets and µ+jets channels. This cross section
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measurement is consistent with theoretical predictions, and with other tt¯ cross section mea-
surements which make use of b-tagging in the lepton+jets channel, both in ATLAS [88] and
CMS [90].
It has been demonstrated that the c2match based SMT can be used for heavy flavour tagging
in collision data, and that it has a low contribution to the systematic uncertainty while providing
a good signal to background ratio. As such, it could be used in Higgs searches in the H ! bb¯
decay channel, which has a branching ratio of 56.1±1.9% for a Higgs boson of mass 126.0 GeV
(the mass of the Higgs boson as discovered by ATLAS [14]). The production of tt¯H at ATLAS
is likely to result in four b-jets (tt¯H !WbWbbb) so the probability of there being at least one
semileptonic b-decay containing a muon is therefore approximately 59.0% 1, meaning that a
b-tagging algorithm with low systematic uncertainties and a high signal to background ratio can
be of great use in establishing the cross section of tt¯H production.
The SMT could also be of use in any top analysis which has limited precision due to sys-
tematic uncertainties. It is also possible to make use of the semileptonic b decays to perform
a top mass measurement, by finding the invariant mass of the muons produced in theW and b
decays [91]. This mass will be correlated with the top mass but not sensitive to the jet energy
scale calibration.
11  (1 BR(b! µnX))4
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CP Violation
CP symmetry proposes that, the amplitude (M) of a process a! b must be the same as the am-
plitude (M¯) of the process a¯! b¯ involving the corresponding antiparticles. The amplitudes can
be separated into magnitude and phase as M = |M|eiq, and a phase term from the CKM matrix
can be introduced as eif. In the event that there is only one possible route for the process a! b,
then the measured rate of the process |M|2 does not differ from |M¯|2 as shown in Equation A.1.
|M|2 = |M|eiqeif · |M|e iqe if = |M|2
|M¯|2 = |M¯|eiqe if · |M¯|e iqeif = |M|2
|M|2  |M¯|2 = 0
(A.1)
However, if there are two routes for the process a! b, the amplitudes are as shown in
Equation A.2, and the rates of the processes are not identical as shown in Equation A.3. This
shows that a complex phase results in different rates for processes involving particles and their
antiparticles, thereby violating CP symmetry.
M = |M1|eiq1eif1 + |M2|eiq2eif2
M¯ = |M1|eiq1e if1 + |M2|eiq2e if2
(A.2)
|M|2 = |M1|2+ |M2|2+ |M1||M2|(ei( q1 f1+q2+f2) + e i( q1 f1+q2+f2))
|M¯|2 = |M1|2+ |M2|2+ |M1||M2|(ei( q1+f1+q2 f2) + e i( q1+f1+q2 f2))
|M|2  |M¯|2 =  4sin(q1 q2)sin(f1 f2)
(A.3)
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Covariance Matrices
The covariance matrix between track parameters in the ID and MS of ATLAS is given by
Ci j = (Ti hTii)(Ti hTji)
where Ti are the elements of the vector T, which contains five track parameters, Ti = h,f, pT,d0
or z0 [72]. hTji is the expected value of Ti. The measurement uncertainty on these is DTi =
Ti hTii. The limited resolution of the detector components is the source of these measurement
uncertainties. Equation B.1 shows the expanded form of CX, representing either CMS or CID,
and the covariance term from Equation 5.1 is shown in Equation B.2. The covariance matrices
are symmetric, as the uncertainties on the measured values commute.
CX =
0BBBBBBBBB@
(DhDh)X (DhDf)X (DhDpT)X (DhDd0)X (DhDz0)X
(DfDh)X (DfDf)X (DfDpT)X (DfDd0)X (DfDz0)X
(DpTDh)X (DpTDf)X (DpTDpT)X (DpTDd0)X (DpTDz0)X
(Dd0Dh)X (Dd0Df)X (Dd0DpT)X (Dd0Dd0)X (Dd0Dz0)X
(Dz0Dh)X (Dz0Df)X (Dz0DpT)X (Dz0Dd0)X (Dz0Dz0)X
1CCCCCCCCCA
(B.1)
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CMS+CID=
0BBBBBB@
(DhDh)MS+(DhDh)ID (DhDf)MS+(DhDf)ID · · · (DhDz0)MS+(DhDz0)ID
(DfDh)MS+(DfDh)ID (DfDf)MS+(DfDf)ID · · · (DfDz0)MS+(DfDz0)ID
...
...
. . .
...
(Dz0Dh)MS+(Dz0Dh)ID (Dz0Df)MS+(Dz0Df)ID · · · (Dz0Dz0)MS+(Dz0Dz0)ID
1CCCCCCA
(B.2)
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Muon and Electron Quality Definitions
The definitions of the muon quality cuts for both Muid and STACO muons are given in Ta-
ble C.1 [83]. The definitions of the electron identification cuts are shown in Table C.2 [92].
Table C.1: Definition of loose, medium and tight muon identification cuts, for the Muid and STACO
muon reconstruction algorithms.
Description Quality Word
Muid
Muid has found a combined muon tight
Muid has found a standalone muon with tight
at least three hits in the MDT and CSC
Reconstructed using MuGirl with an tight
extended track and   2 MDT and CSC hits
Reconstructed using MuGirl with an medium
extended track OR |h|< 0.2 OR
  2 muon track segments
MuTagIMO at |h|< 0.2 OR medium
  2 muon track segments
MuGirl OR MuTagIMO OR MuidStandalone loose
(These identify muons based on ID info. only)
STACO
All STACO candidates (STACO tracks tight
are combined MS/ID tracks or pure
MS tracks when |h|< 2.5
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Table C.2: Definition of variables used for loose, medium and tight electron identification cuts for the
central region of the detector (|h|< 2.47).
Type Description Variable name
Loose cuts
Detector acceptance · |h|< 2.47
Hadronic leakage · Ratio of ET in the first layer of the Rhad1
hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM cluster
(used over the range |h|< 0.8 and |h|> 1.37)
· Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of Rhad
the EM cluster (used over the range 0.8< |h|< 1.37)
Second layer · Ratio in h of cell energies in 3⇥7 versus 7⇥7 cells. Rh
of EM calorimeter · Lateral width of the shower. wh2
Medium cuts (includes Loose)
First layer · Total shower width. wstot
of EM calorimeter. · Ratio of the energy difference associated with Eratio
the largest and second largest energy deposit
over the sum of these energies
Track quality · Number of hits in the Pixel detector (1)
· Number of hits in the Pixels and SCT (7)
· Transverse impact parameter (< 5 mm) d0
Track matching · Dh between the cluster and the track (< 0.01) Dh1
Tight cuts (includes Medium)
b-layer · Number of hits in the b-layer (1)
Track matching · Df between the cluster and the track (< 0.02) Df2
· Ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum E/p
· Tighter Dh cut (< 0.005) Dh1
Track quality · Tighter transverse impact parameter cut (< 1 mm) d0
TRT · Total number of hits in the TRT
· Ratio of the number of high-threshold
hits to the total number of hits in the TRT
Conversions · Electron candidates matching to reconstructed
photon conversions are rejected
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Jet Flavour Truth Labelling
There is a reconstruction algorithm used in ATLAS simulated data which attempts to match jets
to their originating process, after which jets within the simulated sample are tagged as having
a “truth flavour”. This flavour corresponds to the PDG ID 1 of the quark from which they are
thought to have been produced. A reconstructed jet would be said to have a truth flavour of 5 if
there were a b quark within DR < 0.3 of the jet. If this algorithm has a high efficiency, a high
proportion of jets with truth flavour of 5 will be matched to true b quarks, and vice versa. It
should be noted that the jets tested here are all “good” jets 2, and so any jets which do not meet
the requirements of being a good jet are excluded from the matching, meaning that the overall
efficiency of matching the jets to b quarks cannot be 100%. To test this matching, the plots in
Figure D.1 and D.2 were produced. The former shows the DR between each true b quark from
t! b and the nearest jet of truth flavour 5 (if there is any such jet present), and the corresponding
percentage of b quarks where this DR(b, jet)< 0.4. Figure D.2 shows the DR between the jet and
the nearest true b quark. The largest value of DR between the jet and the nearest true b quark is
0.3, as expected from the definition of truth flavour tagged jets mentioned above - if the nearest
b quark were over DR = 0.3 from the jet axis, then the jet would not have truth flavour of 5.
There is no such absolute cutoff seen in the DR distribution when the t! b quark is taken as the
origin point - the nearest jet of truth flavour 5 may be more than DR = 0.3 away, meaning that
the particular b quark was not discovered by the flavour tagging algorithm, and either a closer b
quark (maybe not from a t ! b decay) caused the jet to be labelled as truth flavour 5, or it was
1The PDG ID is a number ascribed to a particular Monte Carlo simulated particle, with each Fermion, Boson and
hadron given a unique number - b and c quarks are numbered 4 and 5 respectively [6].
2Jet pT > 25 GeV, JVF > 0.75.
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labelled incorrectly.
There is a clear dependence observed on the pT of the denominator of the efficiency (Fig-
ure D.1(b)). Jets near high momentum b quarks are far more likely to be matched correctly, with
an efficiency approaching 100% for b quarks of pT > 60 GeV. The efficiency of each muon cut
within the c2match based soft muon tagger is investigated with respect to the pT of all jets with
truth flavour of 5, as was done in Section 6.3.1 for b quarks and all jets matched to these quarks,
but with no matching of reconstructed entities to truth information beyond the truth flavour la-
belling of the jet. The resultant distributions, shown in Figure D.3, are similar to those found
using all reconstructed jets matched to the b quark, (Figure 6.6(a) in Section 6.3.1) but the effi-
ciencies are systematically higher as would be expected before the matching of the SMT muon
to truth muons from t! b! µ.
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Figure D.1: Efficiency of matching true b quarks from t! b and jets of truth flavour 5.
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Appendix E
Decay Chains of “Fake” Muons
Section 6.4 describes an investigation of the true sources of muons which have been incorrectly
identified as resulting from a t ! b! µ decay by the c2match based soft muon tagger, when
running on simulated data. The decay chains of a random sample of these “fakes” are shown in
Table E.1. The quark content of each hadron in the decay chain is shown, and the dashed arrows
(99K) refer to the fragmentation and hadronisation stage.
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Table E.1: The full decay chains of a sample of muons incorrectly tagged as originating from a t! b! µ
decay.
Channel Decay Chain
t!W ! Xc ! µ p! g! t¯!W  ! c¯ 99K Ds1(H) [sc¯]! D¯⇤(2007)0[uc¯]! D¯0[uc¯]! µ 
p! u! t!W+ ! c 99K D⇤+s2 [cs¯]! D⇤(2010)+[cd¯]! D+[cd¯]! µ+
p! g! t¯!W  ! c¯! c 99K D⇤(2010)+[cd¯]! D0[cu¯]! µ+
p! g! t¯!W  ! c¯ 99K D1(2420)0[uc¯]! D [dc¯]! µ 
p! d¯! t¯!W  ! c¯ 99K D¯⇤(2007)0[uc¯]! D¯0[uc¯]! µ 
u! t!W+ ! c 99K D⇤(2010)+[cd¯]! D+[cd¯]! µ+
p! g! t¯!W  ! c¯ 99K D⇤ s [sc¯]! D s [sc¯]! µ 
p! g! t!W+ ! c 99K L+c [udc]! µ+
p! d! t!W+ ! c 99K D+[cd¯]! µ+
p! g! t¯!W  ! c¯ 99K D [dc¯]! µ 
p! g! t!W+ ! c 99K D0[cu¯]! µ+
t!W ! µ p! d! t¯!W  ! t  ! µ 
p! g! t!W+ ! µ+
p! g! t¯!W  ! µ 
t! Xc ! µ p! u¯! t! g! c 99K D⇤(2007)0[cu¯]! D0[cu¯]! µ+
p! g! t! c 99K D⇤(2010)+[cd¯]! D+[cd¯]! µ+
g! t¯! g! c¯ 99K D⇤2(2460)0[cu¯]! D¯0[uc¯]! µ 
Xc ! µ p! u¯! g! c 99K S⇤++c [uuc]! L+c [udc]! µ+
p! g! c¯ 99K D⇤(2010)+[cd¯]! D¯0[uc¯]! µ 
p! g! c¯ 99K D¯0[uc¯]! µ 
Xb ! µ p! g! b¯! b 99K B¯1(H)+[ub¯]! B⇤ [bu¯]! B [bu¯]! t  ! µ 
p! g! b 99K B¯0s [sb¯]! B0s [bs¯]! µ+
g! b 99K B⇤ [bu¯]! B [bu¯]! µ 
Xb ! Xc ! µ p! g! b¯ 99K B⇤+ ! B+ ! b¯! c¯ 99K D¯0[uc¯]! µ 
g! b 99K B¯0! D1(2420)+[cd¯]! D0[cu¯]! µ+
g! b 99K B¯0! b! c 99K D+[cd¯]! µ+
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Appendix F
Uncertainties on Efficiency values
Table F.1: Muon reconstruction efficiencies for the Crack region (0.0 < h < 0.1) of side A of the AT-
LAS detector, using periods B2-M of 2011 collision data. The separate statistical, background and fit
uncertainties, as well as the quadrature sum of these uncertainties are shown.
Probe µ Ns Reconstruction Uncertainty
pT [GeV] Efficiency (e) stat. |ebkgmax  ebkgmin| |e5s  e3s| Total
4-5 3 0.52669 0.00870 0.00424 0.00120 0.00976
4-5 5 0.52789 0.00869 0.00441 0.00120 0.00983
5-6 3 0.59721 0.01020 0.00347 0.00061 0.01080
5-6 5 0.59783 0.01019 0.00357 0.00061 0.01082
6-7 3 0.59563 0.01187 0.00307 0.00021 0.01226
6-7 5 0.59583 0.01186 0.00312 0.00021 0.01226
7-8 3 0.56456 0.01390 0.00891 0.00052 0.01652
7-8 5 0.56403 0.01388 0.00909 0.00052 0.01660
8-10 3 0.55709 0.01213 0.03993 0.00048 0.04174
8-10 5 0.55661 0.01212 0.04053 0.00048 0.04230
10-12 3 0.61274 0.01595 0.00388 0.00098 0.01644
10-12 5 0.61371 0.01592 0.00397 0.00098 0.01644
10-12 3 0.61274 0.01595 0.00388 0.00098 0.01644
10-12 5 0.61371 0.01592 0.00397 0.00098 0.01644
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Uncertainties on Efficiency values
Table F.2: c2match efficiencies for the Crack region ( 0.1 < h < 0.0) of side A of the ATLAS detector,
using periods B2-M of 2011 collision data. The separate statistical, background and fit uncertainties, as
well as the quadrature sum of these uncertainties are shown.
Probe µ Ns c2match Uncertainty
pT [GeV] Efficiency (e) stat. |ebkgmax  ebkgmin| |e5s  e3s| Total
4-5 3 0.93709 0.00583 0.00657 0.00189 0.00899
4-5 5 0.93520 0.00590 0.00680 0.00189 0.00921
5-6 3 0.94532 0.00612 0.00200 0.00060 0.00647
5-6 5 0.94472 0.00614 0.00215 0.00060 0.00653
6-7 3 0.94396 0.00720 0.00075 0.00023 0.00726
6-7 5 0.94374 0.00721 0.00077 0.00023 0.00725
7-8 3 0.93464 0.00921 0.00091 0.00227 0.00953
7-8 5 0.93690 0.00907 0.00096 0.00227 0.00938
8-10 3 0.94586 0.00740 0.00072 0.00133 0.00755
8-10 5 0.94729 0.00731 0.00074 0.00133 0.00746
10-12 3 0.88479 0.01336 0.00047 0.00133 0.01343
10-12 5 0.88346 0.01339 0.00050 0.00133 0.01347
10-12 3 0.88478 0.01336 0.00047 0.00133 0.01343
10-12 5 0.88346 0.01339 0.00050 0.00133 0.01347
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